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INTRODUCTION
This list represents the completion of the bibliographic phase of the Hawaii
Newspaper Project, a part of the United States Newspaper Program sponsored
by the National Endowment for the Humanities. The preliminary work of
identifying titles for inclusion and locating copies of them in libraries, archives
or other repositories was carried out by Nancy fvlorris, project manager.
The list is a print-out of entries, cataloged by Sophia lVlcMillen of the
Universi ty of Hawaii at Ivlanoa Library, into OCLC, a national shared-cataloging
bibliographic data base. The bibliographic records are available to all OCLC
users, but the holdings information appearing here is stored in an OCLC subfile
accessible only to authorized users of the system's serials control system.
This list includes all known extant newspapers published since 1834, v/hen
Hawaii's first newspaper began publication. It lists newspapers published in
a variety of languages representing Ha\vaii's aiverse cultural heritage. Not
included are titles known to have existed but not held by any known institu-
tion. Listings for these additional titles for which no copies were located
may be found in Inventory of Newspapers Published in Hawaii: Prelinlinary
List.
The present list consists of a main section, followed by six indexes. The
main section lists newspapers alphabetically by title. ** Cross-references are
made from variant or other titles by which the newspaper is known. ~fhe
six indexes are: Editor/Issuing Body Index; Place of Publication Index; Intended
Audience Index; Subject Index; Beginning Date Index; Language Index.
Hawaii Newspapers: A Union List is both a bibliography and a union list.
Each entry contains bibliographic description of the newspaper, shows \vhich
repository (library, etc.) has the newspaper and which issues it has. Holdings
information includes both hard copy (newsprint) and microfilrn copies. The
bibliographic information includes title, publisher, beginning and ending dates
of publication, frequency, and various notes on language, editors, or relationship
to former or succeeding newspaper titles.
Hawa11 Ch1nese journal • T'an pao. Honolulu
r hawa ~ 1 : Hawa i 1 Ch i nese Journa 1 ], 1937 - 1957 .
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Nov. 12, 1937) -v. 21, no. 52
(Dec. 31, 1957). Bibliographic infoJrnlation
oeLe 12372386.
F~equency: weekly
2' v. : 111. : 40 em.
Notes : 1n Eng 1 i sh .
Editors: 1937-19~5, v.t • Lee; 1946-0ct. 1950, E.
Yee: Nov. 1950-1957, H. Zen.
LCCN sn 85-0~720~.
HHD 1937-1940
HHDA OR Newspaper <1937:11:12-1940:5:16>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHE 1937-1957
HHEA FW, ~lCROF 1LM 5=<1937: 11: 12-1957: 12: 31 > Holdings information
HUH 1937-1957
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.H275 <1937:12:~> <1938:1:1~­







. ./ Summary holdings
HHDl1937-1940





...-------........'-\HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.H275 37:12:4> <1938:1:14-
1941:12:11> <1942:1:15-1949:11:3> <
1957:12:31>
Institution code: Shows which repository (library) holds the newspaper.
,HUH University of Hawaii at Manoa Library
HHA Bernice P. Bishop Museum Library
HHD Hawaii State Library
HHE Hawaii State Archives
HHH Hawaiian Historical Society
HHf Hawaiian Mission Children's Society Library
HHB Ot~er libraries, institutions
Summary holdings: Shows issues held by range of years covered.
Detailed holdings: Shows issues held in detail, including gaps in holdings,
giving beginning and ending issue dates (year:month:day)
Format code: Shows whether the copy is newsprint or microfilm.
OR = origina,l (newsprint) FM = microfilm reprint
Microfilm type code: Shows details of the microfilm copy.
s = service copy m = microfilm master copy (negative)
Call number: Shows local call number, if any, assigned by the holding library.
Or, shows branch locations within the State Library system.
**Some titles are incorrectly listed under initial article "the" due to peculiari-
ties of computer-generated filing. We will attempt to correct these in later
eds. of the list.
ii
Major Hawaii Newspaper Repositories
Code Name and address
HHA Bernice P. Bishop Museum Library
1525 Bernice Street
Honolulu, HI 96817
HHD Hawaii State Library
478 South King Street
Honolulu, HI 96813




HHF Hawaiian Mission Children's Society Library
553 South King Street
Honolulu, HI 96813
HHH Hawaiian Historical Society
553 South King Street
Honolulu, HI 96813
HUH University of Hawaii at Manoa Library
2550 The Mall
Honolulu, HI 96822




Ke Alakai 0 Hawaii.
Advocate and friend
See:




Ahailono 0 ka lahul
See:
The national herald Ka ahailono 0 ka lahul.
Aiea sun press
See:
Pearl City/Aiea sun press.
A1na Ha1na news. Honolulu, Hawai; : [s.n.], 1952-
1954.




2 v. : ; 11. ; 34 em.
Notes: Nov.-Dec. 1952 published as combined
issue.
Editor: 0.5. Burtnett.
Continued by: News of our town
lCCN sn 84-045328.
HHD 1952-1954
HHDA OR Newspaper <1952:10-1954:10>
HHE 1952-1954
HHEA OR Newspaper <1952:10-1954:10>
HUH 1952-1954
HUHH OR Hawn AN2.N497 <1952:10-1954:10>
The A1na Ha1na-N1u Valley sun press. Kailua,
Hawaii : Conmunity Publications, 1972-1974.
Vol. 13, no. 40 (Oct. la-Oct. 24, 1972)-
Ceased in Jan. 1974.
DClC 11703144.
Frequency: WeeKly
Running title: Sun press
2 v. : ill. ; 59 em.
Continues in part: Honolulu east sun press








A1naloa independent news. Hilo, Hawaii E.
Peterson, 1975.
Mar. [1975] - [Mar. /Apr. 1975].
DClC 13362333.
Frequency: Monthly
1 v. : ill. ; 28 em.
Notes: Second and final issue undated, but was
issued in Apr. 1975.
Continued by: Puna independent news
lCCN sn 85-047298.
HHB 1975




The Democrat = Ke Alakai 0 Hawaii.
The Hawaii democrat.
Ke Alaka1 0 Hawaii.
[Alakai 0 Hawai i (Honolulu, Hawai i : 1887») Ke
Alakai 0 Hawa;;. Honolulu [Hawaii: s.n.],
Began in 1887; ceased in 1888.
DClC 12159854.
Frequency: Daily
Other title: Nupepa puka 1a ke alakai 0 Hawaii
v. ; 46 em.








HHAA OR AN2.H A31 <1887:8:31, 9:5, 9:12, 10:
22>
[Alakai 0 Hawaii (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1888)] Ke
Alakai 0 Hawaii. Honolulu [Hawaii: s.n.],
1888-
Buke 1, he 1u 1 (I anuar i 7, 1888)-
Ceased with Dec. 1, 1888 issue.
DClC 12187452.
Frequency: Weekly
Other title: Alakai 0 Hawaii puka pule
1 v. ; 46 em.
Notes: In Hawaiian.




HHAA OR AN2.H A31 <1888:1:7, 3:5, 3:29, 4:30,
8: 2, 8: 10>
HHE 1888
HHEA OR Newspaper <1888:1:21, 6:2, 6:16, 6:30-
7:28,8:18-8:25,9:15-11:10,11:24>
[A1aka1 0 Hawa i i (Hono1u1u, Hawa i i : 1914)] Ke






v. ; 61 em.




Continued by: Alaka1 0 Hawaii (Honolulu,
Hawa 11 : 1928)
lCCN sn 85-047100.
HHA 1919-1920
HHAA OR AN2.H A31 <1919:2:12-5:21, 6:11-9:24,
10:1-10:8> <1920:1:28, 4:7-4:28, 5:12-5:26, 10:
6>




[Alaka; 0 Hawai; (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1928)] Ke
Alakai 0 Hawaii. Honolulu [Hawai; : s.n.],
1928-
Buke 1, helu 1 (Mei 3, 1928)-
Ceased in 19377
Oele 12187481.
Other title: Hawai; American Feb. 18, 1937
v . : ; 11. ; 55 -68 cm.
Notes: Buke 1 and 3 repeated in numbering;
buke 4 omitted.
In Hawaiian; Feb. 18, 1937 issue includes
separately numbered English section called:
Hawai; American.
Editor: J. Kumalae.
Issues for Sept. 3-Nov. 57, 1936 published as
Hawaiian language section in: Hawaii democrat;
resumed independent pUblication with Buke 9,
helu 32 (Nowemaba 12, 1936).




HHAA OR AN2.H A31 <1928:5:17, 8:2, 9:6> <1929:
1:31-5:9, 5:23, 6:6-8:8, 8:22-11:21, 12:5-12:
26> <1930:1:2-2:13, 3:13, 3:27, 4:17, 5:8-5:22,
6:5-6:12, 6:26-7:17, 7:31-11:6, 11:20-12:4,
12:18-12:25> <1931:1:22, 3:5, 5:14-5:28, 7:9,
7 : 23 -7 : 30, 8: 13, 8: 27 - 10 :8 , 10: 22 - 11 :5, 11: 26-
12:31> <1932:1:7-1:14, 3:10-3:31,5:26,6:9.7:
14 -7 : 21, 8: 25, 12: 8, 12: 29> <1933: 4 : 20> <1934 :
10:4> <1935:6: 13. 10: 17, 11 :21>
HHE 1928-1932, 1937
HHEA OR Newspaper <1928:5:28-1931:6:30> <1931:
7:9, 11:19-12:31> <1932:1:28, 2:4-2:18, 3:3-4:
14> <1937:3:4-8:26>
HHH 1929-1937
HHHA OR Newspaper <1929-1937> (Scattered
issues want; ng)
Alakai 0 Hawa;i puka pule
See:
Ke Alakai 0 Hawai;.
Ke Alaula. Honolulu: [s.n.], 1866-1873.




7 v. : ; 11 .
Notes: ItHe nupepa hoike'ike ki';. 'I
In Hawaiian.
Issued under the auspices of "ka Papa Hawai;"
[i.e., The Hawaiian Board].
Ed ; tor s : 1866- Apr. 1870, O. H. Ku1 i ka [i. e. ,
Gulick]; May-~uly 1871, A.D. Polepe [i.e.,




HHAA FM Microfilm 176 5=<1866:4-1873:3>
HHAA OR AN2.H A32 <1866:4-1871:3> <1872:5-1873:
3>
HHD 1866-1873
HHDA F~ Microfilm 5=<1866:4-1873:3>
HHE 1866-1873
(Entry continued in next column)
2
(Entry continued from previous column)
HHEA OR Newspaper <1868:5> <1869:4-1872:3>
HHEA FMM Microfilm m,s=<1866:4-1873:3>
HHH 1866-1873
HHHA FM Microfilm 050/All 5=<1866:4-1873:3>
HHHA OR 050/All <1866:4-1873:3>
HUH 1866-1873
HUHH FM Microfilm 590116 item 1 s=<1866:4-1873:
3>
Ke Aloha aina.
[Aloha aina (Honolulu, Hawaii : 1895)] Ke Aloha
aina. Honolulu [Hawaii: s.n.], 1895-1920.




40 v. ; 45-61 cm.
Notes: In Hawaiian.
Editors: 1895, J. Nawahi: 1896-1908, E.L. Like
let al.]: various other editors.
Continues: Nupepa aloha aina
LCCN sn 85-047095.
HHA .1895-1920
HHAA OR AN2.H A45 <1895:5:25-1920:7:3>
(Scattered issues wanting)
-HHE 1897 - 1920
HHEA OR Newspaper <1897:1:2-1920:7:31>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHH i909-1912,1915
- HHHA OR H 079/A17 <1909:8:7> <1909:9:25-1912:
12:28> <1915:6:26-7:17> <1915:7:31-10:2>
Ke Aloha a1na o1a10. Honolulu [Hawaii] : R.W.
Wi lcox,
Began in 1896: ceased with Apr. 231 1897 issue.
DelC 12088372.
Frequency: Weekly
2 v. ; 38 em.
Notes: Description based on: Buke 1, he1u 3
(Dekemaba 3, 1896).




HHAA OR AN2.H A46 <1896:12:3>
Aloha daily news. Honolulu: World Wide Pub.,
Began in 1968; ceased in Jan.7 1969.
OCLC 11679105.
Frequency: Daily
2 v. : i 11. : 41 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 1, no. 11
(Nov. 11, 1968).
-Hawaii's only daily newspaper serving the
tourist and the industry.-
LCCN sn 85-047007.
HUH 1968 (Scattered issues)
HUHH OR Hawn f G155.A1A46 <1968:11:11,13-14,16,
18-23,25-27,12:2,6-8,10-16> (Scattered issues)
Aloha news. [Honolulu: Hawa; Shinpo), 1912.
Apr. 14, 1912 .
OCLC 12326318.
Frequency: Hourly





(Entry continued from previous column)
8 v. : 26 x 35 cm.
Notes: Eight unnumbered issues, issued Apr. 14,
1912.
In Japanese.
,. Pub 1i shed hour 1y 1n Conmemora t ion of the Five
Thousandth Number of the Hawaii Shinpo.~
lCCN sn 85-047179.
HHE 1912
HHEA OR Newspaper <1912:4:14>
Ke Au hou.
[Au hou (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1910)] Ke Au hou.
Hono 1u1u, Hawa ii, U. S . A. : [s . n. ) ,











HHAA FM Microfilm 186 5=<1910:7:6, 7:27, 11:2>
<1911:1:4-6:21> <1912:1:10-2:28>
HHAA OR AN2.H A8S <1910:5:4-6:15, 7:6-9:2, 10:
5-11:2, 11:16, 12:7-12:28> <1911:1:4-1912:2:
28>
HHE 1910
HHEA OR Newspaper <1910:5:~-8:10>
HUH 1910-1912
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590119 m,s=<1910:7:6, 7:27,
11:2> <1911:1:4-6:21> <1912:1:10-2:28>
Ke Au okoa. Honolulu [Oahu, Hawaii] : Hale
Paipalapala Aupuni, 1865-1873.
Buke 1, helu 1 (Aperila 24, 1865)-buke 8, helu





Editor: 1870-1873, J.M. Kapena.




HHAA FM Microfilm 190 s=<1865:4:24-1873:3:27>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHAA OR AN2.H A89 <1865:4:24-1873:3:27>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHE 1866
HHEA OR Newspaper <1866:3:26>
HHH 1869-1871
HHHA OR H 070/Au1 <1869-1871> (Scattered
; ssues want ing)
HUH 1865-1873
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590089 m,s=<1865:4:24-1873:
3:27> (Scattered issues wanting)
Aurora hawa1iana. Honolulu, H.I. : Sociedade
Editora Aurora Hawai1ana,
Began in 1889; ceased in 1891.
(Entry continued in next column)
3




Notes: Description based on: Anno 10, no. 35
(3 de agosto, 1889).
"Jornal 11tterario, liberal, mercantil e
instruct iva, consagrado a colonia portugueza
das 11has de Sandw i ch. II
Editor: J.M. de Freitas.




HHHA FM Microfilm P 079/Au6 5=<1889:8:3, 8:24-
8:31, 9:14-10:5, 10:19-12:28> <1890:1:4-5:31,
6: 14 -7 : 12, 7: 26 -8: 2, 8: 16-9: 13, 10: 11 - 12: 20>
<1891:1:3-3:28>
HHHA OR P 079/Au6 <1889:8:3, 8:24-8:31, 9:14-
10:5, 10:19-12:28> <1890:1:4-5:31, 6:14-7:12.
7:26-8:2, 8:16-9:13, 10:11-12:20> <1891:1:3-3:
28>
HUH 1889-1891
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590066 m,s=<1889:8:3, 8:24-
8:31, 9:14-10:5, 10:19-12:28> <1890:1:4-5:31,
6: 14-7: 12, 7:26-8:2, 8: 16-9: 13, 10: 11-12:20>
<1891:1:3-3:28>
Austin's Hawaiian weekly. Honolulu (Hawaii: F.
Aust in], 1899-
Vol. 1, no. 1 (June 17, 1899)-
DClC 12360646.
Frequency: Weekly
v . : i 11. ; 35 cm.





HHAA OR Newspaper <1899:6:24>
HHE 1899-1900
HHEA OR Newspaper <1899:6:17-7:29, 9:23-10:21,
11:4-11:18, 12:9-12:25> <1900:1:20, 2:3, 3:3,
3: 17>
HHH 1899-1900
HHHA OR 050/Au7 1899:6:17-7:15, 9:23-10:21, 11:
4-11:25, 12:9-12:25> <1900:1:20, 2:3, 2:24-3:
17, 3:31, 4:28-5:12>




v. : i 11. ; 41 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 33, no. 24
(Nov. 9, 1984).
Continues: Pointer (Barbers Point Naval Air
5tat ion, Hawa 11 )
LCCN sn 85-047001.
HUH 1984-
HUHH OR Hawn f VG94.5.83 837 <1984:11:9-12:21>
<1985:1:11-
The Beacon.
[Beacon (Honolulu, Hawaii)] The Beacon. Honolulu
(Entry continued in next column)
HAWAII NEWSPAPERS
A UNION LIST




(Entry continued from previous column)
Notes: "A magazi ne fea tur i ng the act ivi ties of
Hawaii's biggest island."
Continues: Dixon's koko-nuts
Continued by: West Hawaii news
LCCN sn 84-045336.
HUH 1951-1952
HUHH OR Hawn AN2.W477 <1951:10-1952:4>
The Caducean. [Honolulu, T.H.] Tripler General
Hospi ta 1,
Began in May 1945.
OCLC 8811307.
Frequency: Biweekly <1963>- Monthly <Oct.>-
Nov. 1948 Semimonthly Dec. 1948-<1950>
v. : ill. ; 32-41 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 4, no. 7
(Oct., 1948).
"Hawaii's oldest service newspaper."
Slight irregularities in numbering.
Beginning with Nov. 6, 1964 issue, issued by




HHDA OR Newspaper <1948:10-1949:2:11> <1950:3:
10> <1963:3:1-
HUH 1979-
HUHH OR Hawn f UA26.H38 C33 <1979:11:16-
The Catholic herald.
[Catholic herald (Honolulu, Hawaii) 1 The Catholic
herald. Honolulu, T.H. : The Catholic Herald,
-v. 12, no. 5 (Jan. 30. 1947).
Began with Nov. 1. 1936 issue.
OCLC 10684582.
Frequency: Weekly
12 v. : ill. ; 41 em.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 1, no. 20
(Mar. 19. 1937).
"Official organ of the Catholic Church in
Hawa i i . "
Editors: <1937>. R. Schoofs; <1940>- J.W.
Clune.
Continued by: Hawaii Catholic herald
LCCN sn 85-047220.
HHE 1937-1947
HHEA OR Newspaper <1937:3:19-1947:1:30>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HUH 1942-1947
HUHH OR Hawn ff BX1404.H3 <1942:1:8. 1:22-3:5,
3:19-5:21. 6:4-7:9. 7:23-8:20, 9:10-10:8, 11:5-
12:17> <1943-1945> <1946:1:3. 2:7-4:25. 5:9-5:
16. 6:6-12:19> <1947:1:2>
IslandCentral island news. Honolulu. Hawaii




v. : ill. ; 41 cm.
(Entry continued in next column)
Big Island gazette. Hilo, HI : Big Island
Gazette, 1981-1982.
Vol. 1 (Labor Day, 1981)-v. 10 (Sept. 1982).
OCLC 13349864.
Frequency: Fourt~en issues per yr.
2 v. : ill. ; 41 em.





HHBA OR University of Hawaii at Hilo <1981:9>
<1981:11-1982:9>
HHD 1982
HHDA OR Hilo Public Library <1982:2-1982:9>
Bennett's own. Honolulu: C.C. Bennett, 1869-
1870.





Notes: Publication suspended during Nov. 1869,
the issues constituting v. 1, no. 7-11 not
published.
Editor: C.C. Bennett.
Continued by: Hawaiian times
LCCN sn 85-047076.
HHD 1869-1870
HHDA FM Microfilm s=<1869:9:15-1870:9:16>
HHE 1869-1870
HHEA OR Newspaper <1869:9:15-1870:9:6>
HHEA FMM Microfilm m=<1869:9:15-1870:9:6>
HHH 1869-1870
HHHA FM Microfilm 079/B43 s=<1869:9:15-1870:9:
6>
HHHA OR 079/B43 <1869:9:15-10:26> <1869:12:7-
12:28> <1870:1:~-9:6>
HUH 1869-1870
HUHH FM Microfilm 590121 item 3 s=<1869:9:15-
1870:9:6>
The Big is1ander . Hi 10, Hawa i i : J. B. Dixon I
1951-1952.




1 v. : i 11. ; 24 - 36 cm.
(Entry continued in next column)
(Entry continued from previous column)
[Hawaii] : Ke Aloha Aina Co.,
OCLC 12213962.
Frequency: Weekly
Running title: County beacon
v. ; 36 em.





HHEA OR Newspaper <1907:3:9>
HHH 1907






(Entry continued from previous column)
Notes: Description based on: v. 2. no. 7 (Mar.
28, 1973).




HHDA OR Newspaper <1973:8:1-9:12>
HUH 1973
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.C42 <1973:28-5:23, 6:20>
Centra 1 shopper Dec. 1, 1984-
See:
The Shopper. Wahiawa. Mililani, Schofield.
Wheeler, Waipio Gentry.
Central sun press. Kaneohe, Hi. : Community
Publications, 1977-
Vol. 17. no. 22 (June 15.1977)-
OClC 11471269.
Frequency: Weekly
v . : i 11. ; 58 cm.
Continues: Wahiawa sun press
lCCN sn 84-045365.
HHD 1977-
HHDA OR Newspaper <1977:6:15-
HUH 1977-
HUHH OR Hawn ff AN2.C44 <1977:6:15-1979:12:26>
<1980:1:9-
Chugan tongyang saenghwal Aug. 1975-
See:




United Chinese press Chung-hua hsin pao.
Chung-hua kung pao
See:
United Chinese news = Chung-hua kung pao.
The Coast and valley suburbanite. Honolulu
Hawaii State Newspapers. 1960-1961.





2 v. : ill. ; 60 cm.
Notes: "Kaimuki. Diamond Head, Waialae, Kahala.
Aina Haina. Kuliouou, Portlock.'
Cont1nued by: Suburban press (Honolulu, Hawaii)
lCCN sn 85-047022.
HUH 1960-1961






[Common sense (Kaneohe. Hawaii) J Common sense.
(Entry continued in next column)
5
(Entry continued from previous column)
Kaneohe. Hawaii: [T. AdameckJ. 1969.
Vol. 1. no. 1 (Jan. 15, 1969).
OClC 11531569.
Frequency: Semimonthly
1 v. : 26 cm.
Cont1nued by: That other paper
lCCN sn 84-045382.
HUH 1969





[Convention (Honolulu, Hawaii)] The convention.
Honolulu. Oahu [Hawaii: s.n.], 1864-
No . 1 (J u1y 14. 1864)-
Ceased with Aug. 31. 1864 issue.
OClC 10971007.
Frequency: Irregular (during sessions of the
Constitutional Convention)
Other title: Aha elele
v. ; 46 em.
Notes: Hawaiian title: Aha elele.
In English and Hawaiian.
lCCN sn 84-023735.
HHE 1864
HHEA OR Newspaper <1864:7:20-7:23>
HHH 1864





[Daily bulletin (Honolulu. Hawai i) J The Daily
bulletin. Honolulu [Hawaii] : J.W. Robertson.
1882-1895.
No.1 (Feb. 1, 1882)-v. 2749 (Dec. 31, 1890) ;
No . 1 (Jan. 2. 1891) - no. 1337 [i. e. 1340] (May
15.1895).
OClC 9313896.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun.)
Other t1tle: J.W. Robertson's daily bulletin
Feb. 1882
23 v. ; ill. ; 68 em.
Notes: Issues for 1882-Dec. 19, 1891 called
also v. 1-15; Dec. 21, 1891-1895, called v. 2-
9.




HHAA OR AN2.E 011 <1882:2:1-1894:6:30>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHD 1882-1895
HHDA FM Microfilm s=<1882:2:1-1886:12:31>
<1887:2:1-1889:9:28> <1889:10:1-1895:5:15>
HUH 1882-1895










Daily Hawaii holomua <Jan. 7, 1892>-June 24, 1893
See:
Hawaii holomua.
The Da ily Hawa ii an. Hono 1u1u, H. 1. : Da i 1Y
Hawaiian Pub Co., 1884-1885.




2 v. : ill. ; 60 cm.
Notes: Editor: D. Lyons.




HHAA OR AN2.E D12 <1884:5:1-1885:3:2>
HHH 1884 - 1885
HHHA OR 079/D14 <1884:5:1-1885:3:2>
Daily Hawaiian gazette. Honolulu: Hawaiian
Gazet te Co., 1887-
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Aug. 3,1887)-
OCLC 12159822.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun.)
v. : i 11. ; 55 cm.
Notes: Editor: D. Logan.
Issued concurrently with the weekly: Hawaiian
gazette (Honolulu, Hawaii)
Continues: Daily herald (Honolulu, Hawaii)
LCCN sn 85-047142.
HHE 1887-1888
HHEA OR Newspaper <1887:8:3-1888:5:26>
Daily Hawaiian herald. Honolulu: v.v. Ayers,
1866.
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Sept. 4, 1866)-v. 1, no. 80
(Dec. 21, 1866).
OCLC 10161338.
Frequency: Daily (except Sat.-Sun.) Nov. 19-
Dec. 21, 1866 Daily (except Sun.-Mon.) Sept.
4- Nov. 17, 1866
1 v. ; 36 em.
Notes: Editor: v.v. Ayers.
LCCN sn 85-047134.
HHA 1866
HHAA FM Microfilm 164 s=<1866:9:4-12:21>
HHD 1866
HHDA FM Microfilm s=<1866:9:4-12:21>
HHE 1866
HHEA OR Newspaper <1866:9:4-12:21>
HHH 1866
HHHA FM Microfilm 070/D14 5=<1866:9:4-12:21>
HHHA OR 070/D14 <1866:9:4-12:21>
HUH 1866
HUHH FMM Microfilm S90062 m, 5=<1866:9:4-12:
21>
The daily herald.
[Daily herald (Honolulu, Hawai i) J The daily
herald. Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands: [D.
(Entry continued in next column)
6
(Entry continued from previous column)
Logan], 1886-1887.
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Sept. 1, 1886) -v. 2, no. 128
(July 30, 1887).
OCLC 12572584.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun.)
2 v. ; 56 cm.
Notes: Editor: D. Logan.
Continued by: Daily Hawaiian gazette
LCCN sn 85-047239.
HHA 1886-1887
HHAA OR AN2.E D14 <1886:9:1-1887:7:30>
HHE 1887
HHEA OR Newspaper <1887:1:26>
HHH 1887
HHHA OR 079/D143 <1887:3:3-3:31> <1887:7:1-7:
30>
Daily Honolulu press. Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands
: [s.n.], 1885-
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Sept. 1, 1885)-
Ceased in vune? 1886.
OCLC 12670551 .
Frequency: Daily (except Sun.)
v. ; 58 em.




HHAA OR AN2.E D16 <1885:9:1-1886:4:30>
HHH 1885-1886
HHHA OR 079/D146 <1885:9:1-1886:6:3>
Daily Maui news Dec. 1922-vune 30, 1923
See:
The Maui news.
Daily Pacific commercial advertiser
See:
The Pacific commercial advertiser.
The Daily Pacific commercial advertiser.
Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands: P.C. Advertiser
Co., 1883-1885.
Vol. 2, no. 90 (Aug. 13, 1883) -v. 3, no. 214
(Jan. 9, 1885).
OCLC 12025657.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun.)
2 v. : i 11. ; 68 cm.
Notes: Issued concurrently with a weekly
newspaper: Pacific commercial advertiser
(Honolulu, Hawaii: 1856)
Continues: Pacific commercial advertiser
(Hono 1u1u, Hawa i i : 1882)




HHEA OR Newspaper <1883:11:2-1885:1:9>
HUH 1883-1885




The Daily Pacific commercial advertiser
Daily Pacific commercial advertiser Jan.-Aug. 20,
1885
See:
The Pacific commercial advertiser.
Daily Pal; press
See:
The Daily Pal; press and Kaneohe citizen.
The Daily Pa11 press and Kaneohe citizen.
Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Press Newspapers,
1966.
-v. 1, no. 230 (Dec. 30, 1966).
Began with Jan. 10, 1966 issue.
DClC 11679190.
Frequency: Daily (except Sat.-Sun.)
1 v. : ill. ; 56 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 1, no. 3
(Jan. 12, 1966).
Continues: Pali press and Kaneohe citizen
Continued by: Hawaii press. Pali ed.
lCCN sn 85-047011.
HUH 1966 (Scattered issues)
HUHH OR Hawn ff AN2.D35 <1966:1:12,19,26,2:2,9,
16,23,3:2,9,16,23,30,4:6,13,20,27,5:4:11,18,23,
6:1,8,15,22,29,7:6,13,29,27,8:3,10,17,24,31,9:
7 , 14 , 21 ,28, 10: 5, 12, 19, 26, 11 : 2,9, 16,23,30, 12: 8,
13-30> (Scattered issues)
The Daily post-herald. Hilo, Hawaii: Post-
Herald, 1917-1923.
Vol. 11, no. 339 (Dec. 3, 1917) -v. 16, no. 169
(Feb. 17 I 1923).
DClC 11441648.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun.)
6 V. : ill.
Notes: Formed by the union of: Hawaii daily
post, and: Today's news, and continues the vol.
designation of the latter.




HHDA FM Microfilm 5=<1917:12:3-12:31> <1918:1:
2-6:20, 6:22-7: 1, 7:3-8:22, 8:27-9: 14, 9: 18-11:
9, 11:12-11:29, 12:2-12:31> <1919:1:2-1923:2:
17>
HUH 1917-1923
HUHH FM Microfilm 590036 5=<1917:12:3-12:31>
<1918:1:2-6:20, 6:22-7:1, 7:3-8:22, 8:27-9:14,
9:18-11:9, 11:12-11:29, 12:2-12:31> <1919:1:2-
1923:2: 17>
The Democra t .
[Democrat (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1910)] The Democrat.
Honolulu, T.H. : H.A. Juen, 1910.
Vo 1. 1, no. 1 (Oc t. 25, 191 0) - v . 1, no. 10
(NoY. 8, 1910).
DClC 9313463.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun.)
1 V. : i 11. ; 48 cm.
Notes: No more published?
Ed i tor: E. P. 1rw in.
LCCN sn 82-016408.
HHH 1910
HHHA OR 079/D39 <1910:10:25-11:8>
7
Ka Elele Hawaii.
The Democrat • Ke A1akai 0 Hawaii.
(Democrat (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1938)] The Democrat
Ke Alakai 0 Hawaii. Honolulu [Oahu, Hawaii]
: The Democrat,




v. : ill. ; 41 cm.
Notes: Description based on: 11th year, no. 27
(May 4, 1938).
Publication suspended with Oct. 12, 1938 issue;
resumed with Dec. 14, 1938.
In English; includes Hawaiian section, Dec. 14,
1938-1939.
Editors: <May>-Aug. 1938, J.E. McEldowney;
Sept. 1938- B. Houston; Dec. 1938-1939, W.




HHEA OR Newspaper <1938:5:4-7:13, 8:10-10:12,
12:14-12:29> <1939:1:5-3:22>
East-West journal.
[East-West journal (Honolulu, Hawaii)] East-West
journal. Honolulu, Hawa;i : East-West Journal
Corp., 1976-
No. 1 (Oct. 1, 1976) -no. 27 (Dec. 15, 1977) : v.
3, no. 28 (Jan. 1, 1978)-
DClC 10429525.
Frequency: Semimonthly 1977- Monthly Oct.-Dec.
1976
v . : i 11. ; 43 cm.




HUHH OR Hawn f DU620.E28 <1976:10:1-
Ka e1e1e.
[E1e 1e (Hono1u1u, Hawa; 1 : 1845)] Ka e 1e 1e .
Honolulu, Oahu [Hawa;i : s.n.1, 1845-1848.
Buke 1, pepa 1 (Aperila 1, 1845)-buke 3, pepa
24 (Maraki 18, 1848).
DClC 12778412.
Frequency: Semimonthly
Dther title: Hawaiian messenger




Continued by: Elele Hawaii
LCCN sn 85-047265.
HHA 1845-1848>
HHAA OR AN2.H E40 <1845:4:1-1848:3:18>
HHH 1845-1848
HHHA OR H 266.05/EL2 <1845:4:1-1846:12:12>
<1847:1:1-1848:3:18>
Ka E1ele Hawaii. Honolulu, Oahu [Hawa;i : s.n.],
1848-1855.
Buke 4, pepa 1 (lune 8, 1848)-buke 10, no. 21
(Dekemaba 21, 1855).
DClC 10972463.





(Entry continued from previous column)
Frequency: Semimonthly
8 v. : 32 em.
Notes: In Hawaiian.
Published by the Sandwich Island Mission.
Editor: Lima1kaika [i.e., R. Armstrong).
Continues: Elele (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1845)
lCCN sn 84-023736.
HHA 1848-1855
HHAA FM Microfilm 222 s=<1848:6:8-1849:8:14>
HHAA OR AN2.H E40 <1848:6:8-1855:12:21>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHH 1848-1855
HHHA FM H266.05/EL2 s=<1848:6:18-1849:8:16>
HHHA OR H266.05/EL2e <1849:10:6> <1850:4:1, 7:
23-8:7,11:19> <1851:4:7-7:5,10:15-10:28>
<1852: 1: 21 - 9: 23, 10: 26 - 11 : 5, 12: 8 , 12: 30>
<1853> <1854:1:5-6:17, 7:22, 8:17-12:1> <1855:
1 : 1-1 : 15, 2: 15, 4: 1, 5: 22, 6: 22 -7 : 1.ll, 8: 13 - 10:
15, 11:17-12:21>
HUH 1848-1849
HUHH FMM Mi crof ; 1m 590117 rn, s=< 1848: 6: ,18-1849:,
8: 16>
Ka Elele o1a10. Honolulu, Hawaii: [Ka Misiona
Hawaii, 0 ka Ekalesia 0 lesu Kristo 0 ka Poe
Hoano 0 na La Hope Nei], 1908-1910.
Buke 1, helu 1 (Novemaba 1, 1908)-buke 2, helu
48 (Oka toba 15 , 191 0) .
DClC 11417509.
Frequency: Semimonthly
2 v. : i 11 ., por t s . : 24 cm.
Notes: No more published?
Beginning with Nov. 1909 has also title in
English: The messenger of truth.
Issued by the Hawaii Mission of the Church of




HUHH OR Hawn BX8601.E44 Ii Mormon <1908:11:1-
1910: 10: 15>
Ka Elele Poakolu. Honolulu: Hui P.C. Advertiser,
1880-1881 .
Buke 1, helu 1 {Sepatemaba 8, 1880)-buke 2,
helu 26 (Augate 31, 1881).
DClC 12078544.
Frequency: Weekly
2 v. : i 11. : 33 cm.
Notes: Issues for Sept. 8-0ct. 6, Nov. 24-Dec.
15, 1880, and Jan. 19, 1881 have section in
English with title: The Wednesday express.
Continued by: Nupepa elele Poakolu
lCCN sn 85-047103.
HHA 1880-1881
HHAA OR AN2.H N97 <1880:9:8-1881:8:31>
HHAA FMM MICROFILM 312 m, s=<1880:9:8-1881:8:
31>
HHH 1880-1881
HHHA OR 050/E12 <1880:11:10> <1880:11:24>
<1880:12:29> <1881:6:29> <1881:8:17>
HUH 1880-1881







[Evening bulletin (Honolulu, Hawai1)] Evening
bulletin. Honolulu [Oahu, Hawaii: s.n.],
1895-1912.
No. 1 (May 16, 1895) -no. 5276 (June 29, 1912).
Dele 9314199.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun.)
Other title: Sunday bulletin Jan. 26-Apr. 1902
18 v. : 111. ; 57 cm.
Notes: Issued also on Sunday, Jan. 26-Apr.
1902, as: Sunday bulletin, v. 1, no.1-no.14.
Editors: June 17, l895-June 10, 1898, D. Logan;
June 13, 1898-1912, W.R. Farrington.
Continues: Daily bulletin (Honolulu, Hawaii)
Absorbed: Independent (Honolulu, Hawaii: May
1, 1885) June 17, 1895




HHDA FM Microfilm 5=<1895:5:16-1912:6:29>
HHE 1895-1912
HHEA OR Newspaper <1895:5:16-1912:6:29>
HUH 1895-1912
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590016 m, 5=<1895:5:16-1912:
6:29>
Ewa naupaka. Ewa Beach, Hawaii Ewa Naupaka,
Began in 19791
DClC 11810199.
Frequency: Monthly (during the school year,
Sept. -May)
v . : ; 11. : 28 - 41 em.




Produced with the assistance of the Ewa Beach
merchants, members of the community, and
students of uames Campbell High School.
LCCN sn 85-047061.
HUH 1979-
HUHH OR Hawn f DU629.E9 E93 <1979:5-
(Scattered issues wanting)
D Facho. Hilo, Hawaii: A. Oak,




Notes: Description based on: No. 1129 (2 de
fev., 1927).






HHHA FM Microfilm P 079/Fl1 6=<1927:2:2>
HUH 1927










The Filipino herald of Hawaii.
The Filipino herald of Hawaii. Honolulu, Hawaii
The Filipino Herald, 1962.




Running title: Filipino herald
1 v. : ill. ; 45 em.
Notes: Description based on: v. 1, no. 4 (May
15, 1962).
Chiefly in English, some 110eano.
lCCN sn 84-045353.
HUH 1962




F111 pi no news. L1hue, Kaua i, Hawa i i : Fi 1 i P i no
News, Ltd.,




v . : i 11. ; 38 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 27, no. 17
(Jan. 7, 1955).
Slight irregularities in issue numbering.
In English and 110cano; some issues in 110cano
only.
Editor: A.A. Albayalde.
Continues: Kauai Filipino news
LCCN sn 85-047216.
HHD 1942
HHDA OR Kauai Regional Library <1942:1:30-12:
25>
HUH 1955-1959
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.F55 <1955:1:7-1957:6:5>
<1957:6:19-1959:1:14>
Fort Shafter news. [Fort Shafter, T.H.] :
Information Section, U.S. Army Garrison, 1957.




1 v. : ill. ; 44 cm.
Continued by: Hawaii lightning news
lCCN sn 85-047243.
HUH 1957
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.F67 <1957:8:9-1957:11:15>
Friend
See:
The Friend, of temperance and seamen.
9
The friend.
[Friend (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1845)] The friend.
Honolulu, Oahu, H.I. : S.C. Damon, 1845-1954.
Vol. 3, no. 1 (Jan. 1, 1845) -v. 122, no. 2
(May-June 1954).
DClC 1570203.
Frequency: Monthly 1848-1954 Semimonthly 1845-
1847
120 v. : 111. ; 28 - 31 cm .
Notes: D ••• devoted to temperance, seamen,
marine and general inte11igence.-
Publication suspended with v. 9, no. 2 (Feb.
1851); resumed with New ser., v. 1, no. 1 =
Old ser., v. 9 (May 1, 1852).
No issues published for June-Aug. 1849, Aug.
1853, Aug. 1854, and June-Aug. 1861.
Issues for May 1852-1884 called New ser., v. 1-
33 = Old ser., v. 9-45; original vol.
numbering resumed with v. 43, no. 1 (Jan. 1885)
Irregularities in ·Old series· numbering: Mar.-
Nov. 1883 called Old ser., v. 41-46; Dec. 1883-
Apr. 1884, v. 42; May-Nov. 1884, v. 44; Dec.
1884, v. 45.
Issues for Apr. 1902-1954 issued by: Board of
the Hawaiian Evangelical Association.
Editors: 1845-1884, S.C. Damon; 188S-June 1887,
E.C. Oggel (1885, with u.A. Cruzan); July
1887-Mar. 1902, S.E. Bishop; Apr. 1902- U.
Leadingman.
Continues: Friend, of temperance and seamen
Continued by: News sheet (Hawaiian Evangelical




HHAA FM Microfilm 317 <1845:1:1-1854:5/6>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHAA OR DU12.F91 <1845:1:1-1854:5/6>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHD 1845-1854
HHDA OR RH 050.F91 <1845:1:1-1854:5/6>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHE 1845-1854
HHEA OR Newspaper <1845:1:1-1854:5/6>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHH 1845-1854
HHHA OR 050/F91 <1845:1-1954:5/6>
HUH 1845-1854
HUHH OR Hawn BX 9884.Al F749 <1845:1:1-1854:
5/6> (Scattered issues wanting)
HUHH FMM Microfilm 550347 m,sK<184S:1:1-1854:
5/6> (Scattered issues wanting)
The Friend, of temperance and seamen. Honolulu,
Oahu, Sandwich Islands: S.C. Damon, [1844)




1 v. ; 28 em.
Notes: Includes unnumbered supplements for Jan.
11, Feb. 20, Mar. 25, Sept. 24, Nov. 14, and
Dec. 18 ca 11ed : The Fr i end (E xt r a). (Mar. 25
issue has full title.)
(Entry continued 1n next column)
HAWAII NEWSPAPERS
A UNION LIST
The Friend, of temperance and seamen.
(Entry continued from previous column)
Continues: Temperance advocate, and seamen's
friend
Continued by: Friend (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1845)
LCCN sn 85-047148.
HHA 1844
HHAA FM Microfilm 317 s=<1844:1:1-12:2>
HHAA OR DU12.F91 <1844:1:1-12:2>
HHD 1844
HHDA OR RH 050.F91 <1844:1:1-12:2>
HHE 1844
HHEA OR Newspaper <1844:1:1-12:2>
HHH 1844
HHHA OR 050/F91 <1844:1:1-1844:12:2>
HUH 1844
HUHH OR Hawn BX9884.A1 F749 <1844:1:1-12:2>
HUHH FMM 550374 m,s=<1844:1:1-12:2>
Friendly isle news. Kaunakakai, Molokai,
Territory of Hawaii: Friendly Isle News, 1955-
1957.




1 v. : ill. ; 40 em.
Notes: Vol. 1, no. 33-34 (June 29-July 6, 1956)
in combined issue.
Vol. 1, no. 49 (Nov. 23, 30-Dec. 7, 1956)
covers 3-week period.
Editor and owner: M. Gallard.
Continues: Leo 0 Molokai
lCCN sn 85-047033.
HUH 1955-1957
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.F74 <1955:11:18-1956:2:17>
<1956:3:2-1957:1:11> <1957:1:25>
Gakuen.
[Gakuen (Waipahu, Hawaii)] Gakuen. [Waipahu,
Hawaii] : Waipafu Gakuen Koyukai Bungeibu,
DeLC 12331866.
v . : 111. ; 36 em.
Notes: Description based on: No. 17 (June 6,
1941) .
Added masthead title in romanized Japanese:
Gakuen.
English section has title: Gakuen (Y.B.A.)
1n Japanese, with section in English.
lCCN sn 85-047185.
HHE 1941




The Garden Island. Lihue, Kauai, H.T. The
Garden Island,
Began in 1902.
DClC 8807785: ISSN 0744-4028.
Frequency: 4 issues per wk. Weekly 1904-Sept.
1964 Semiweekly Oct. 1964- 3 issues per wk.
Mar. 1976-
Other title: Garden Island war daily
v. : i 11. : 60 em.
(Entry continued in next column)
10
Ka Hae Hawaii.
(Entry cont inued from previous colurm)
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 1, no. 47
(Dec. 5, 1904).
" 1ndependen t . II
In English; some Hawaiian.
Editor: 1904- J.D. Willard.
lCCN sn 82-015411.
HHB 1916-
HHBA OR Kauai Historical Society <1916:5:2-
HHD 1911-
HHDA FM Microfilm (Scattered issues wanting)
HUH 1911-
HUHH FM Microfilm 590056 m,s=<1911:5:2-
(Scattered issues wanting)
HUHH OR Hawaiian Newspaper Stacks <1986-
Garden Island war daily
See:
The Garden Island.
The Grea t Pac 1f 1c gaze t t e . Hono1u1u, Hi. [5 . n. ]
, 1974.
Vo 1. 1, no . 1 (Ju1y 3, 1974).
OClC 11754185.
Frequency: Biweekly
1 v. : ill. : 41 em.
Notes: "Regular pUblication is scheduled to
begin in September, 1974." But no more
pub 1ished.
Editor: K. Kobayashi [et al.]
lCCN sn 85-047038.
HUH 1974
HUHH OR Hawn f AP2.G74 <1974:7:3>
Ka Hae Hawaii. Honolulu (Oahu), Hawaii: [s.n.],
1856-1861 .
Buke 1, helu 1 (Malak1 5, 1856)-buke 6, helu
39 (Dekemaba 25, 1861).
OClC 9252475.
Frequency: Weekly
6 v. : 30 em.
Notes: In Hawaiian.
Official organ of the Dept. of Public
Instruction.
Editor/publisher: J. Pula [i.e., Fuller].
lCCN sn 83-025123.
HHA 1856-1861
HHAA FM Microfilm 151 6-<1856:3:5-1861:12:25>
HHAA OR AN2.H H13 <1856:3:5-1860:9:19>
HHB 1856-1857, 1861
HHBA OR Kaua1 Regional Library - Wilcox <1856:
3:5-1857:2:25> <1861:7:24>
HHD 1856-1861
HHDA FM Microfilm sc<1856:3:5-1861:12:25>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHE 1856-1861
HHEA OR Newspaper <1856:3:5-1861:12:25>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHEA FMM Microfilm m-<1856:3:5-1861:12:25>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHH 1856-1861
HHHA FM Microfilm H 079/H11 sc<1856:3:5-1861:
12:25> (Scattered issues wanting)
HHHA OR H 079/H11 <1856:3:5-5:7, 6:4-7:2, 7:16,
8 : 13, 9: 3, 9: 17 - 10: 1, 10: 15- 11 : 12 , 11: 26 - 12 :




Hawai shokumin shinbun = The Hawaii sho
(Entry continued from previous column)
31> <1857:1:7-1:28> <1857:2:11-2:25> <1858:4:7-
1859:3:30>
HUH 1856-1861
HUHH FM Microfilm S90123 5=<1856:3:5-1861:12:
25> (Scattered issues wanting)
Hae Kato1ika
See:
o ka hae Kato1ika.
The Hana bullet1n. Hana, Maui, Hawaii A.L.
Berkes,
-v. 3, no. 2 (Apr. 1, 1972).
Began with Jan. 1970 issue7
DCLC 11754182.
Frequency: Monthly
3 v. : i 11. ; 43- 35 em.













Hawa1 hOch1 • The Hawaii hochi. Honolulu, Hawaii
.: Hawaii Hochi, Ltd., 1912-1942.
No. 1 (Dec. 7th 1912) -v. 17, no. 253 (Oct. 22,
1942) .
DClC 11503559.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun. and holidays)
17v.: ill.
Notes: In Japanese; beginning in Apr. 1925
includes also English section.
Editor: 1912- F.K. Makino; 19 -1942, S.
Terasaki.




HHAA FM Microfilm 231 5=<1912:12:7-1942:10:22>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHAA OR Newspaper <1912:12:17-1942:10:22>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HUH 1912-1942
HUHH FM Microfilm S90031 5=<1912:12:7-1942:10:




Hawai mainichi sh1nbun • The Hawaii main1ch1
shinbun.
[Hawai mainichi shinbun (Honolulu, Hawaii)] Hawai
mainichi shinbun = The Hawaii mainichi shinbun.
(Entry continued in next column)
11
(Entry continued from previous column)
Hawai Honoruru-shi : Hawai Mainichi Shinbun
Sha. 1952-1965.
Began in 1952; ceased in Apr. 1965.
DClC 11535897.
Frequency: ~eekly 1959-1965 Daily 1952-0ct.
1955 3 issues weekly (varies) Nov. 1955-1958
14 v. : i 11. ; 59 em.






HUHH OR Hawn f f AN2. H34 <1955 : 1: 15 . 1: 21 - 3 : 17 ,
3:19-12:13> <1956:1:2-2:4> <1956:2:9-10:2>
<1956:10:6-1959:3:11> <1959:3:18-4:29> <1959:5:
13-1960:12:24> <1961:1:1-6:24, 7:8-10:7, 10:18-













The Hawaii Sunday news,"
Hawai shinpo
See:
Shukan Hawai shinpo = The weekly Hawaiian
shi"l>o.
Hawa1 sh1npo • The Hawai1 sh1npo. [Honolulu
The Hawaii Shinpo.
Began in Mar. 1894; ceased in 1926.
DClC 12030462.
Frequency: Daily
v . : ill. ; 56 em.
Notes: Description based on: No. 2999 (Sept.
25, 1905).
In Japanese; includes section in English.
<1905>.
Editors: <1905>, C. Shiozawa; <1908>, S. Shiba.
Continued by: Shukan Hawai shinpo
lCCN sn 85-047086.
HHA 1908
HHAA OR Newspaper <1908:3:22>
HHE 1905
HHEA OR Newspaper <1905:9:25>
Hawa1 shokun1n sh1nbun • The Hawa11 shokun1 n
sh1nbun. Hilo, T.H. : Hawaii ShOkumin Shinbun
Sha.1909-1913.
No. 1 (May 7, 1909) -no. 746 (Sept. 30. 1913).
DClC 15106541.
(Entry continued in next column)
HAWAII NEWSPAPERS
A UNION LIST
Hawai shokumin shinbun = The Hawaii sho
(Entry continued from previous column)
Frequency: Daily (except Sun.) Jan. 9, 1913-
Three issues weekly 1909-Jan. 1, 1913
5 v. : i 11 .
Notes: No more published?
In Japanese; some English.
Continued by: Hawai; mainich1
lCCN sn 87-099791.
HUH 1909-1913








The Hawaii American. Honolulu, T.H. The Hawaii
American,
Vol. 1, no. 2 (Feb. 25, 1937)-
OClC 12187504.
Frequency: Weekly
v . : i 11. : 56 cm.
Notes: Preceded by Feb. 18, 1937 issue, called
v. 1, no. 1, issued as a section in: Ke Alakai
o Hawa ii, Feb. 18, 1937 issue.
Editor: G. Lorch.
UEng1ish section of Ke Alakai 0 Hawaii."
Continues: Hawaii democrat




HHHA OR Newspaper <1937:2:25-8:26>
Hawai i Amer lcan Feb. 18, 1937
See:
Ke Alakai 0 Hawaii.
The Hawai1 bunen • Hawa1 bun-en. Honolulu, T.H.
H. Hanamoto,
Ceased on 194 1 .
DClC 13178532.
Frequency: Monthly
v . ill. 46 cm.





HHEA OR Newspaper <1941:10:29-11:28>
Hawaii Catholic herald. Honolulu, T.H. Roman
Catholic Bishop of Honolulu, 1947-
Vo 1. 12, no. 6 (F eb. 6, 1947)-
OClC 10684616.
Frequency: Weekly
v . : i 11. ; 42 -58 cm.
Notes: Irregularities in numbering.
MOfficial weekly newspaper of the Diocese of
Honolulu."
Continues: Catholic herald (Honolulu, Hawaii)
(Entry continued in next column)
12
Hawaii Chinese weeKly.
(Entry continued from previous column)
lCCN sn 85-047221.
HHD 1975-
HHDA OR Newspaper <1975:9:19- (Scattered
issues wanting)
HHE 1947-1948
HHEA OR Newspaper <1947:2:6-1948:1:29>
HUH 1947-1974, 1976-
HUHH OR Hawn ff BX1404.H3 <1947:2:6-7:10>
<1947:7:24-1951:7:6> <1951:7:20-1974:12:26>
<1976:1:1-
Hawaii Chinese journal • T·an pao. Honolulu
[Hawaii: Hawaii Chinese Journal], 1937-1957.




21 v. : ill. : 40 cm.
Notes: In English.
Editors: 1937-1945, W. Lee; 1946-0ct. 1950, E.
Yee; Nov. 1950-1957, H. Zen.
lCCN sn 85-047204.
HHD 1937-1940
HHDA OR Newspaper <1937:11:12-1940:5:16>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHE 1937-1957
HHEA FM MICROFILM 5=<1937:11:12-1957:12:31>
HUH 1937-1957
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.H275 <1937:12:4> <1938:1:14-
1941:12:11> <1942:1:15-1949:11:3> <1949:11:17-
1957: 12: 31>
The Hawaii Chinese news. Honolulu, T.H. The
Hawaii Chinese News, Ltd., 1926-
Vo1. 1, no . 1 (Apr. 23, 1926)-
OClC 12222712.
Frequency: Weekly
v . : i 11. ; 55 em.
Notes: Chinese section has added masthead
title in Chinese: T'an HUB hsin·pao.
In English and Chinese.
Editors: 1926- R.F. Tong: 1930- K.T. Lee.
lCCN sn 85-047164.
HHE 1926, 1930-1931
HHEA FM Newspaper s=<1926:4:23-12:31> <1930>
HHEA OR Newspaper 1931:3:13>
Hawaii Chinese weekly. Honolulu', Hawaii:
[Diversified Publications], 1958-1959.
Vol. 1, no. 1 (July 3, 1958) -v. 2, no. 24 [i .e.
, 25] (Nov. 16 , 1959).
OClC 12372394.
Frequency: Biweekly Feb.-Nov. 1959 Weekly
1958- Jan. 1959
Other title: Pac1f1ka Oct. 1955-Feb. 1959
2 v. : ill., ports. : 36 em.
Notes: Vol. 2, no. 24 repeated in numbering.
In English.
Editors: July-Sept. 1958, J.S.M.J. Chang: Oct.
1958-Jan.? 1959, M.S. Goo.
lCCN sn 85-047205.
HHA 1958-1959
HHAA OR Newspaper <1958:7:3-1959:11:16>
(Scattered issues wanting)
(Entry continued in next column)
HAWAII NEWSPAPERS
A UNION LIST
Hawaii Chinese weekly. Hawaii free people/s press.
(Entry continued from previous column)
HUH 1958-1959
HUHH OR Hawn AN2.H28 <1958:7:3-1959:11:16>
Hawaii daily. [Honolulu, Hawai; : Best of Hawai i,
1nc. 1, 1971.
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Ju1y, 197 1) .
DClC 12436214.
Frequency: Daily
1 v. : ill. ; 58 em.
Notes: July 1971 issue called Grand preview




HHDA OR Newspaper <1971:7>
Hawaii daily post. Hilo, Hawaii: Hawaii Post
Print. and Pub. Co., 1917.
Vol. 1, no. 281 (Sept. 26, 1917) -v. 2, no. 338
(Dec. 1, 1917).
DClC 11441636.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun.)
1 v. : i 11 .
Continues: Hawaii post




HHDA FM Microfilm s=<1917:9:26-11:6,11:8-11:12,
g11:1 Ll -12:1>
HUH 1917
HUHH FM Microfilm 590035 s=<1917:9:26-11:6, 11:
8-11:12, 11:14-12:1>
The Hawaii democrat. Honolulu, T.H. : [F.R.
Langsfeld], 1936.




1 v. : ill. ; 56 em.
Notes: Hawaiian section has masthead title: Ke
A1aka i 0 Hawa i i .
Sept. 19, 1936 issue called v. 9, no. 21, but
constitutes v. 9, no. 22.
In English and Hawaiian.
Editor: F.R. Langsfeld.
Includes as its Hawaiian language section the
Sept. 3-Nov. 5?, 1936 issues of: Alakai 0
Hawaii (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1928), and assumes
the latter's issue numbering.
Continued by: Hawaii American
lCCN sn 85-047138.
HHE 1936
HHEA OR Newspaper <1936:9:3, 9:17-10:1>
HHH 1936
HHHA OR 079/H31 <1936:9:3-11:5>
[Hawaii Filipino news (Honolulu, Hawai; : 1985)]
Hawaii Filipino news. Honolulu, Hawaii
Creative Publishing Pacific, 1985-
Vol. 9, no. 11 (Oct. 1-15, 1985)-
DCle 13712111 .
Frequency: Semimonthly
v. : ill. ; 41 em.
Notes: Slight irregularities in numbering.
In English; some articles in 110cano and
Tagalog.
Continues: Hawaii news (Honolulu, Hawaii)
lCCN sn 85-047306.
HUH 1985-
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.H3 <1985:10:1/15-
[Hawa i i Fi 1ipino news (Honolulu, Hawa;; : 1977)]
Hawa;i Filipino news. Honolulu, Hawa;i : HFN
Corp., 1977-1985.
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Mar. 1, 1977) -v. 8, no. 18 (Jan.
16-31, 1985).
DelC 3860634;lSSN 0732-9970.
Frequency: Semimonthly Apr. 1983-1985
Semimonthly 1977-1981 Monthly (irregular)
1982-Feb. 1983
8 v. : i 11. : 28 -58 em.
Notes: Publisher varies.
In English: some articles in 110cano.
Continued by: Hawaii news (Honolulu, Hawaii)
LCCN sn 82-002680.
HHD 1977-1985
HHDA OR Newspaper <1977:3:1-1985:1:31>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HUH 1977-1985
HUHH OR Newspaper stacks <1977:3:1-1978:8:16>
<1978:9:13-1981:12> <1982:3-1983:10:1/15>
<1983:11:1/15-1985:1:16/31>
Hawaii Filipino news 1942-
See:
The Hawaii press.
Hawaii free people's preas. Honolulu, Hawaii
[s . n. ], [1969 ] - 1970 .




2 v. : i 11. ; 41 em.
Notes: Published 1970 in Haleiwa, Hawaii.
Issues for May and Aug. 1970 issued without
(Entry continued in next column)
(Entry continued from previous column)
Hawaii Filipino news. Honolulu, T.H. [s.n.],
1937 -1941 .




4 v. : i 11. ; 43 - 58 em.
Notes: First issue unnumbered.
English, 110cano, Tagalog, and Visayan.
lCCN sn 85-047005.
HUH 1937-1941
HUHH OR Hawn ff DU624.7.F4 H366 <1937:12:30-
1941:4:24> (Scattered issues wanting)
1937) ]




[Hawai; Filipino news (Honolulu, Hawaii
(Entry continued in next column)
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(Entry continued from previous column)
numbering.
·Organ of Universal Life Church, Church of the
Peop le. •
Continues: Hawaii free press
lCCN sn 84-045373.
HHD 1970
HHDA OR Newspaper <1970:10-1970:11>
HUH 1969-1970
HUHH OR Hawn f AP2.H38 <1969:7-1970:8> <1970:
10-1970:12>
Hawaii free press. Honolulu, Hawaii [s.n.],
1969.
Vol. 1, no. 1 (June, 1969).
DCle 11471328.
Frequency: Monthly
1 v. : ill. ; 4 1 cm .
Notes: ·Sponsored by 50S."
Editor: G. Parker.
Continues: Roach (Honolulu, Hawa;i)
Continued by: Hawai; free people's press
lCCN sn 84-045372.
HUH 1969
HUHH OR Hawn f AP2.H38 <1969:6>
Hawa 11 guardsman.
[Hawaii guardsman (Fort Ruger, Hawaii)] Hawaii
guardsman. 1Ft. Ruger, Oahu, T.H. : Hawaii
National Guard], 1950-1973.




19 v. : ill. : 29-40 cm.
Notes: Title from cover.
Vols. for 1963-1967 repeat vol. numbering of
v. 9-13.
Issued 1950-summer 1973 by Hawaii National
Guard Association; fall-winter 1973 by




HUHH OR Hawn f UA50.A1H37 <1950:4-10> <1951:2-
1973>
The Hawaii guardsman • Ka leo ona pukaua 0 Hawaii.
[Hawaii guardsman (Honolulu, Hawaii)] The Hawaii
guardsman = Ka leo ona pukaua 0 Hawaii.
Hono 1u1u, T. H. : A. G.0., 1927 - 1931 .
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan. 1927) -v. 5-5 (May 1931).
DClC 13178523.
Frequency: Monthly
5 v. : 111. ; 27-32 em.
Notes: ·Officia1 publication of the Hawaii
Na tiona 1 Guard. II
Issued by Office of the Adjutant General, T.H.
lCCN sn 85-047290.
HHE 1927-1931
HHEA OR Newspaper <1927:1:-1931:5:5>
The Hawaii harpoon. Holualoa, Hawa;i : L.R.
Ketchum, 1970-1971.
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Dec. 1970)-v. 1, no. 8 (July
(Entry continued in next column)
14




1 v. : ill. : 38 -4 1 cm .
Notes: Published <Apr.> 1971- in Kealakekua,
Hawa i i .
Apr. 1971 issue called v. 2, no. 4, but
constitutes v. 1, no. 4.
lCCN sn 85-047269.
HUH 1970-1971
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.H32 <1970:12> <1971:4>
Hawaii herald.
[Hawaii herald (Hilo, Hawaii)] Hawaii herald.
Hilo, Hawaii: Hawaii Herald Pub. Co., 1896-
1923.




26 v. : i 11 .
Notes: Merged with: Hilo daily tribune, and:




HHDA FMl Microfilm s=<1896:8:13-1923:2:22>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHDA FM2 Hilo Public Library s=<1896:8:13-1923:
2:22>
HHDA ORl Hilo Public Library <1896:8:13-1923:2:
22>
HHE 1898, 1916, 1921, 1922
HHEA OR Newspaper <1898:2:10, 10:13, 10:27>
<1916:3:17> <1921:1:13> <1922:1:20-12:28>
HHH 1897-1899, 1901-1905
HHHA OR 079/H312 <1897:11:11-12:16> <1898:1:




HUHH FM Microfilm 590034 5-<1896:8:13-1923:2:
22> (Scattered issues wanting)
The Hawaii herald.
(Hawaii herald (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1942)] The
Hawaii herald. Honolulu, Territory of Hawaii
. F.K. Makino, 1942-1952.
Vol. 17, no. 254 (Oct. 23, 1942)-v. 27, no. 9
(Jan. 10, 1952).
DClC 11531555.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun. and holidays)
Running title: Hawaii herald (hochi)
Hawaii hochi (herald)
11 v. : i 11. ; 58 em.
Notes: Added masthead title in Japanese: Hawai
hochi.
In English and Japanese.
Editor: S. Terasaki.
Continues: Hawai hochi
Continued by: Hawaii hochi
lCCN sn 84-045380.
HHA 1942-1952
HHAA OR Newspaper <1942:10:23-1952:1:10>





(Entry continued from previous column)
(Scattered issues wanting)
HUH 1942-1952
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590031 m,s=<1942:10:23-1952:
1:10> (Scattered issues wanting)
(Hawaii herald (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1969)] The
Hawaii herald. Honolulu: The Hawaii Hochi,
Ltd., 1969-1973.
Apr. " 1969-0ct. 26, 1973.
CClC 11531541:1SSN 8750-913X.
3 v. : i 11. : 40 cm.
Notes: lIThe voice of the AvA [Americans of
Japanese Ancestry].~
Issues for 1969-Apr. 1, 1971 called v. 1, no.
1-v. 3, no. 13: issues for Apr. 8, 1971-1973
repeat vol. numbering and are called v. 1, no.
1- v. 3, no . 43.
Continued by a publication with the same title,
issued beginning May 16, 1980.
lCCN sn 84-045356.
HUH 1969-1973
HUHH OR Hawn f DU624.7.J3 H374 <1969:4:1-1973:
10:26>
[Hawaii herald (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1980)] The
Hawaii herald. Honolulu: Hawaii Hochi, Ltd.,
1980-
Vol. 1, no. 1 (May 16, 1980)-
CClC 6671356: ISSN 8750-913X.
Frequency: Semimonthly
v. : ill. ; 45 em.










Hawai hochi = The Hawaii hochi.
The Hawaii hoch1. Honolulu, T.H. F.K. Makino,
1952-
Vol. 27, no. 10 (Jan. 1" 1952)-
DCLe 11531559.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun. and holidays)
v . : i 11. ; 58 cm.
Notes: Added masthead title in Japanese: Hawai
hochi.
English and Japanese, in separately paged
sections.




HHAA OR Newspaper' <1952 : 1: 11- (Scat tered
issues wan t i ng)
HUH 1952-
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590031 <1952:1:11-
(Scattered issues wanting)
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(Hawaii holomua (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1891 Daily
Hawaiian & English) J Hawa;i holomua.
Hono 1u1u : [S . n. ] ,
-buke 3, helu 293 (Aug. 31, 1893).
Began in May 1891.
OCle 11847440.
Frequency: Daily (except Sat. and Sun.)
Other title: Daily Hawaii holomua
3 v.
Notes: Description based on: Buke 2, helu 184
(lanuari 20, 1892).
In Hawaiian and English.
Editors: 1891, u.M. Poepoe, T.K. Nakanaela:
1892-1893, J.G.M. Sheldon (May 10-Aug. 31,
1893, with G.C. Kenyon)
Issued simultaneously with the daily Hawaiian
language ed. of the same title: Hawaii holomua.
Continued by a daily English language
newspaper with the same title: Hawaii holomua.
LCCN sn 85-047058.
HHA 1892-1893
HHAA OR Newspaper <1892-1893> (Scattered
issues wan t ; ng)
HHH 1893
HHHA OR H 079/H316 <1893:1:3-1:30, 2:1-5:24, 6:
1-7:29, 8:1-8:2, 8:4, 8:8, 8:10-8:11, 8:23, 8:
31>
HUH 1892-1893
HUHH FMM 590078 m,s=<1892:1:20, 1:26, 12:9-12:
30> <1893:1:3-8:31>
[Hawaii holomua (Honolulu, Hawai; : 1891 Daily
Hawaiian)] Hawaii holomua. Honolulu Hui
Hoolaha Nupepa Hawaii Holomua,
Began in May 1891: ceased in 1895.
OCle 11847419.
Frequency: Daily (except Sat.-Sun.)
Other title: Hawaii pUka-la holomua 1894-1895
5 v. : ill.
Notes: Description based on: Feberuari 1, 1894.
Beginning with Feb. 1, 1894 issue, vol.
numbering repeats from buke 1, helu 1.
In Hawaiian.
Editors: T.P. Spencer, G.C. Kenyon, J.G.M.
Sheldon.
Issued simultaneously with daily bilingual




HHHA OR H 079/H316p <1894:2:1-3:9, 3:13-3:20,
3:22-4:19, 4:25, 5:1-5:8>
HUH 1894
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590081 m,s-<1894:2:1-3:9, 3:
13-3:20, 3:22-4:19, 4:25, 5:1-5:8>
[Hawaii holomua (Honolulu, Hawai; : 1891 WeeKly
: Hawaiian & English)] Hawaii holomua.
Hono 1u1u : [S . n. ] ,
-buke 3, helu 36 (Sepatemaba 2, 1893).




The Hawai;-Kai sun press.
(Entry continued from previous column)
Began in May 1891.
DClC 11847397.
Frequency: Weekly
Other title: Daily Hawaii holomua <Jan. 7,
1892>-June 24, 1893
Weekly holomua July-Sept. 1893
3 v.
Notes: Description based on: Buke 3, helu 2
(Ianuar; 7, 1893).
English section has title: -June 24, 1893,
Daily [sic] Hawaii holomua; July l-Sept. 2,
1893, Weekly Holomua.
In Hawaiian, with section in English.
Editor: J.G.M. Sheldon (May 13-Sept. 2, 1893,
with G.C. Kenyon).
Issued simultaneously with Hawaiian language
weekly of the same title: Hawaii holomua.
lCCN sn 85-047057.
HUH 1893
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590079 m,s=<1893:1:7-4:1>
<1893:4:15-9:2>
[Hawai; holomua (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1891 : Weekly







Notes: Issues for 1891-1983 called Buke 1-3;
vol. numbering repeated from Buke " helu 1
with Sept. 12, 1893 issue, and again with Jan.
6, 1894 issue.
In Hawaiian.
Editors: 1891-1892, J.M. Poepoe, T.K.
Nakanaela; 1892, with J.G.M. Sheldon; 1893-
T.P. Spencer.
Issued simultaneously with weekly bilingual




HHAA OR Newspaper <1891:5:2-1S94:6:30>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHH 1892, 1894
HHHA OR H 079/H316 <1892:1:23-6:18> <1894:12:1-
12:8>
HUH 1891-1894
HUHH FMM 590077 m,s=<1891:5:2> <1892:1:23-4:16,
5:21-5:28, 12:10-12:31> <1893:9:23-1894:6:30>
<1894:12:1-12:8>
Hawaii he lanua • Hawaii progress1ve.
[Hawa;; holomua (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1912)] Hawaii
holomua = Hawaii progressive. Honolulu,
Hawa i i : [ J .H. Wise],




1 v. ; 31 em.
Notes: Description based on: Buke " helu 6
CAper i 1a 10, 1912).
(Entry continued in next column)
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HHEA OR Newspaper <1912:4:10>
Hawaii holanua • Progress.
[Hawaii holomua (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1893)] Hawaii
ho1omua = Progress. Honolulu: Holomua Pub.
Co., 1893-1895.
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Sept. 18, 1893) -v. 3, no. 4
(Jan. 5, 1895).
DClC 9313626.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun.)
3 v. ; 50-60 em.
Notes: None published Sept. 1-17, 1893.
Editor: E. Norrie.
Cont 1nues a bil ingua 1 (Hawa i ian/Eng 1ish) da i ly




HHAA OR Newspaper <1893:9:18-1894:6:19> <1894:
8:1-11:21> <1894:11:23-1895:1:5>
HHD 1893-1895
HHDA FM Newspaper s=<1893:9:18-1895:1:5>
HHH 1893-1895
HHHA OR 079/H313p <1893:9:18-12:30> <1894:1:25-
9:12> <1895:1:2-1:4>
HUH 1893-1895
HUHH FMM 590080 m,s=<1893:9:18-1895:1:5>
Hawaii Ka1 nupepa. (Honolulu, Hawaii: s.n.],
1964.




1 v. : i 11. : 43 em.
Notes: In English.
MProduced ... for Hawaii-Kai Shopping Center."
lCCN sn 85-047040.
HUH 1964
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.H33 <1964:2-1964:5>




v . : i 11. : 59 em.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 14, no. 24
(June 27-July 3, 1973).
Beginning in 1974, published 1n Kaneohe,
Hawai i.
Vol. 14 repeated in numbering.
lCCN sn 85-047037.
HHD 1972-
HHDA OR Newspaper <1972- (Scattered issues
want ing)
HUH 1973-
HUHH OR Hawn Newspaper Stacks <1973:6:27-
(Scattered issues wanting)
The Hawaii-Kai sun press.
Hawai; Korean news Nov. 1975-
See:





(Entry continued from previous column)
7:5- (Scattered issues wanting)
HUH 1984-
HUHH OR Hawn ff VG94.5.K3 H38 <1984:11:15-
Hawaii lightning news. Schofield Barracks,
Hawaii: 25th Infantry Division,
-v. 12, no. 11 (Feb. 25, 1966).




12 v. : i 11. ; 41 cm .
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 12, no. 4
(Jan. 7, 1966).
Formed by the merger of: Schofield Lightning
news, and: Ft. Shafter news.




HHDA OR Newspaper <1963:3:7-1965:12:22>
(Scattered issues wanting)
The Hawaii ma1n1chi. Hila, Hawaii, T.H. Hawaii
Mainichi Sha,
-v. 35, no. 9122 (Dec. 8, 1941).
Began in 19131
OCle 12222189.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun.)
v . : ; 11. ; 58 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 7, no. 6549
(July 23, 1934).
Japanese section has added masthead title:
Hawa 1 ma i n i ch; .
In English and Japanese.
Editors: 1912-1920, J. Hayakawa; 1921-1937, G.
Okubo let al.]; <1941>, N. Tokushiro.
Continues: Hawai shokumin shinbun
lCCN sn 85-047156.
HHE 1934, 1941




Hawai mainichi shinbun The Hawaii mainichi
shinbun.
Hawaii marine. Kaneohe, Hawaii RFD




v . : i 11. ; 58 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 13, no. 46
(Nov. 15, 1984).
HAn unofficial newspaper."
HAll news content is prepared by the Joint
Public Affairs Office, Marine Corps Air




HHDA OR Newspaper <1977:7:8-1979:12:21> <1984:
(Entry continued in next column)
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Hawaii m1kkyo • Hawai mikkyO. Hawai Honoruru-shi
: Shingonshu Betsuin-nai Hakkojo,
OClC 12346305.
Frequency: Quarterly
v. ; 42-46 cm.
Notes: Description based on: No.8 (Mar. 1941).
In Japanese.




HHEA OR Newspaper <1941:3-1941:10>
The Hawaii military press. Honolulu, Hawa;i
Hawaii Press Newspapers, 1961-1969.




Other title: Hawaii press. Military ed. Dec.
16, 1966-Nov. 8, 1967
Running title: Military press
8 v. : i 11. ; 60 em.
Notes: Published as: Hawaii press. Military ed.
, Dec. 16, 1966-Nov. 8, 1967.
Many issues from 1961-19631 issued also as a
section in: Pali press and Kaneohe citizen,
and in: Suburban press (Honolulu, Hawai;).
Continues: Hawaii military service news
Continued by: Military press
lCCN sn 85-047027.
HUH 1961-1969
HUHH OR Hawn ff AN2.H35 <1961:9:16-1969:12:31>
· (Scattered issues wanting)




v . : i 11. : 58 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 10, issue 2




HHDA OR Newspaper <1977:7:13- (Scattered
issues wan t ; ng)
HUH 1985-
HUHH OR Hawn ff VA68.H3 H37 <1985:1:10> <1985:
7: 18-
The Hawa 11 new••
[Hawaii news (Hilo, Hawaii)] The Hawaii news.




Running title: Hawaii Sunday news <1927>-Nov.
4, 1928
v . : 111. ; 58 em.





(Entry continued from previous column)
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 2, no. 68
(July 3, 1927).
Issues for 1925-Nov. 4, 1928: "An independent
Sunday newspaper."
Editor: <1927>- J.B. McSwanson.
LCCN sn 85-047167.
HHE 1927-1941




[Hawa;; news (Honolulu, Hawaii)] Hawa;; news.
Honolulu, Hawai; : Creative Publishing Pacific,
1985-
Vo 1. 8, no. 18 (F eb . 1- 16, 1985)-
OCle 11775758.
Frequency: Semimonthly
v. : ill. ; 41 cm.
Notes: In English; supplements in llocano and
Tagalog.




HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.H3 <1985:2:1/16-
Hawaii news-press. Kaneohe, Hawai; : [s.n.],
1970-1971.
Vol. 2, no. 22 (Nov. 15, 1970) -v. 3, no. 14
(Last of Aug., 1971).
OCLC 11531577.
Frequency: Semimonthly
2 v. : ; 11. ; 31 em.
Notes: Editor: T. Adameck.
Continues: That other paper
lCCN sn 84-045384.
HHD 1970-1971
HHDA OR Newspaper <1970:11:15-1971:7:15>
HUH 1970-1971
HUHH OR Hawn AP2.H385 <1970:11:15-1971:8:31>
The Hawaii news service. Honolulu, T.H. : The
·Hawa;; News Service, 1952.
Vo 1. 1, no. 1 (F eb. 10, 1952).
OClC 12548635.
Frequency: Monthly
1 v. : ill. ; 41 em.
Notes: No more published?
Edi tor: M. You.
lCCN sn 85-047217.
HUH 1952
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.H345 <1952:2:10>
Hawaii Pacific press. Honolulu, Hawaii Hawaii
Pacific Press, 1977-
No . 1 (Nov. 30 , 1977)-
OClC 10336942.
Frequency: Monthly
Other title: Hawa; Pashifikku puresu
v. : ill. ; 41 em.
Notes: In Japanese; beginning with no. 70
(Sept. 1, 1983) has also section in English.
lCCN sn 85-047104.
(Entry continued in next column)
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(Entry continued from previous column)
HHA 1977-
HHAA OR Newspaper <1977- (Scattered issues
want ing)
HUH 1977-
HUHH OR Hawn f DU624.7.R9 H38 <1977:11:30-
Hawaii plantation chronicle. Honolulu, T.H. :
Hawaii Shogyo Sha.
May 31, 194 1-
OClC 13178545.
Frequency: Monthly
Other title: Hawa; puranteshon kuronikuru
v . : ; 11. ; 54 em .
Notes: The first issue dated May 31, 1941 on
English masthead; May 15, 1941 on Japanese
section.
-Devoted to sugar industry and welfare of its
workers. II




HHEA OR Newspaper <1941:5:31-6:30>
Hawaii pono;
See:
Ko Hawa i1 ponoi.
Hawaii post. Hilo, Hawaii: Hawaii Post Print.
and Pub. Co., 1916-1917.
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Nov. 1, 1916) -v. 1, no. 280
(Sep t. 25. 1917).
OClC 11441624.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun.)
1 v. : i 11 .
Continued by: Hawaii daily post
lCCN sn 84-045341.
HHD 1916-1917













Frequency: Weekly Sept. 7, 1946- Daily
(except Sun.) <1932> Daily (except Mon.)
<1934>-Sept. 1, 1946
Other title: Hawaii Filipino news 1942-
v . : i 11. ; 42 -56 em.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 5, no. 312
(Aug. 23, 1932).
-Hawaii's independent newspaper.-
Beginning in 1942, includes separately
numbered weekly section in Ilocano, Tagalog
and Visayan called: Hawaii Filipino news.
Editors: <1932>-1935, Oct. 1946-<1949>, J.A.





(Entry continued from previous column)




HHBA FM University of Hawaii at Hilo 5=<1945:9:
22-1947:9:13> (Scattered issues wanting)
HHE 1932, 1934, 1936-1938, 1941
HHEA OR Newspaper <1932:8:23> <1934:7:18>
<1936:5:16> <1937:6:2> <1937:6:17> <1938:8:16>
<1941 : 10: 8>
HUH 1942-1948
HUHH OR Hawn Newspaper Stacks <1942:12:19-1948:
12:4> (Scattered issues wanting)








Hawaii press. Military ed. Dec. 16, 1966-Nov. 8,
1967
See:
The Hawaii military press.
The Hawaii press. Pal1 ed. Honolulu: Hawaii
Press Newspapers, Inc., 1967.




1 Y. : ill. ; 57 cm.
Notes: Continues the vol. numbering of the
weekly newspaper: Pa1i press and Kaneohe
citizen, which ceased with Jan. 5, 1966 issue,
but repeats Y. 8-9 in numbering.
Continues: Daily Pali press and Kaneohe
citizen




HUHH OR Hawn ff AN2.H3515 <1967:1:4-7:12, 7:26,
8:2-8:16, 8:30, 9:6-11:8>










Hawaii holomua = Hawaii progressive.
19






Hawaii record bulletin. [Honolulu, Hawaii:
Hawaii Public Communications Committee, The
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints],
Began in 1967.
DClC 12548642.
Frequency: Monthly 1967-1980, 1985- Bimonthly
(var i es) 1981-1984
Running title: Hawaii record-bulletin
v. : ill. ; 41 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 5, no. 6
(June 1978).
Some issues published in Laie, Hawai;.
Issued by the Church/s Hawaii Public
Communications Council (formerly called Hawaii
Public Communications Committee) .
lCCN sn 85-047230.
HHD 1978-
HHDA OR Newspaper <1978:6> <1980:11-1981:1>
<1981:3-1981:12> <1983:1-
HUH 1983-
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.H36 <1983:7/8> <1985:6-
Hawaii's Filamer1can tribune. Honolulu, T.H.
Filamerican Tribune Co.,
-Y. 14 [;. e., 16], no. 48 (Dec. 12, 1955).
DClC 12445082.
Frequency: Weekly
16 Y. : i 11. : 45-60 em.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 11, no. 6
(Apr. 27, 1951).
Aug. 22-Dec. 12, 1955 issues misnumbered as Y.
14, but constitute v. 16, no. 34-48.
In English, with sections in llocano, Tagalog
and Visayan.
Editors: <1951>-Sept. 15, 1952, F.M. Limano:
Sept. 22, 1952-Aug. 1954, W.M. Paz; Sept. 1954-
Apr. 4, 1955, J. Solidum.
lCCN sn 85-047215.
HUH 1951-1955
HUHH FM Microfilm 550567 s-<1951:10:8>
HUHH OR Hawn ff AN2.H48 <1951:4:27-1955:12:12>
(Scattered issues wanting)
The Hawaii sentinel. Honolulu, Hawaii: The
Hawaii Sentinel Pub. Co., 1935-1947.




13 v. : ill.
Notes: -The independent Territorial weekly."
Editors: 1935-Jan. 16, 1936, u. Snell; Jan. 23,
1946-1942, H. Swenney; 1943-1947, W.F. Sabin.
lCCN sn 85-047280.
HHD 1935-1947
HHDA FM Microfilm 5-<1935:5:16-1947:2:27>
(Scattered issues wanting)




The Hawaiian commercial journal and mar
(Entry continued from previous column)
HUH 1935-1947
HUHH FMM Microfilm 090001 m,s=<1935:5:16-1947:
2:27> (scattered issues wanting)
Hawai; shinpo
See:
Hawai shinpo = The Hawaii shinpo.
Hawaii shokumin shinbun
See:
Hawai shokumin shinbun The Hawaii shokumin
shi'f1bun.
The Hawaii star • Hawai suta. Honolulu, T.H.
The Hawaii Star, Ltd., 1947-
Vo1. 1, no. 1 (Mar. 6, 1947)-
OCLC 12331857.
Frequency: Weekly
v . : ; 11. : 39 -56 em.
Notes: In Japanese, with section in English,
1947-Apr. 1948; in Japanese only, May 1948-
Editors: 1947-Apr. 1948, D. Kimoto; Apr. 1948-




HHEA OR Newspaper <1947:3:6-12:18> <1948:1:1-4:
29, 5:20-12:13> <1949:1:1-12:19> <1950:1:1-12:
18> <1951:1:1-11:17>
The Hawaii Sunday news. Honolulu, T.H. : The
Hawaii Sunday News, 1941.
No.1 (Aug. 17, 1941) -dai 17-go (1941-nen 12-
gatsu nanoka [Dec. 7, 1941]).
OClC 12331888.
Frequency: Weekly
1 v. : i 11. ; 54 cm.
Notes: 'Added masthead title in Japanese: Hawai
Sandi nyusu.
No more pUb1ished7
In Japanese and English, Aug.-Oct. 5, 1941: in
Japanese, Oct. 12-Dec. 1941.
Editor: G. Okubo.
"In 1936 The Hawaii Shogyo Sha published a
monthly magazine in Hilo, Hawaii. Later [it]
was changed into ... a newspaper and now the
same publication is ready to make its
reappearance as The Hawai; Sunday news."
LCCN sn 85-047158.
HHE 1941
HHEA OR Newspaper <1941:8:17-10:26> <1941:11:2-
12:7>
Hawaii Sunday news <1927>-Nov. 4, 1928
See:
The Hawaii news.
The Hawaii times. Honolulu, Hawaii: The Hawaii
Times, 1942-1985.
No. 14,232 (Nov. 2, 1942)-no. 26,481 (Mar. 25,
1985) .
OClC 11531532.
Frequency: Weekly June 1982-1985 Daily
(except Sun. and holidays) 1942-May 1982
(Entry continued in next column)
20
(Entry continued from previous column)
44 v. : i 11. ; 44 cm .
Notes: Added masthead title in Japanese: Hawai
taimusu.
In English and Japanese, 1942-May 1982: in




HHAA OR Newspaper <1942:7:23-1985:3:25>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHD 1942-1985
HHDA FM Microfilm s=<1942:11:2-1985:3:25>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHE 1942-1950
HHEA FMM Microfilm m=<1942:11:2-1950:12:29>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HUH 1942-1985
HUHH FM 590032 5=<1942:11:2-1950:12:29>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HUHH FMM 590032 m,s=<1951:1:1-1985:3:25>
(Scattered issues wanting)
Hawaii tribune-herald. Hilo, Hawaii Hawaii
Tribune-Herald, 1964-
Vo1. 42, no. 61 (Mar. 2, 1964)-
OCLC 11441662.
Frequency: Daily
Other title: Sunday tribune-herald
v . : i 11. : 58 cm.





HHDA FM Microfilm s=<1964:3:2-
HUH 1964-
HUHH F~ 590033 V90006 s=<1964:3:2-
The Hawaiian.
[Hawaiian (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1898)] The Hawaiian.
Honolulu, H.I. : Gear & Mesick,
DCle 12187521 .
Frequency: ~eekly
v. ; 37 em.





HHEA OR Newspaper <1898:4:16-5:21> <1898:6:11>
HHH 1898
HHHA QR Newspaper <1898:11:25>
Hawaiian Chinese news
See:
T'an shan hsin pao.
The Hawaiia~ commercial journal and maritime
report. Honolulu [Hawaii] : ~.J. Gallagher,
-v. 4, no . 13 (Apr. 1, 1897).
Began in July 18957
OClC 12360665.
Frequency: Weekly
4 v. ; 30 em.
(Entry continued in next column)
HAWAII NEWSPAPERS
A UNION LIST
The Hawaiian commercial journal and mar
(Entry continued from previous column)





HHHA OR 380.05/H31 <1895:7:16-11:12> <1896:2:4-
6:16,6:30-7:7,8:4,11:10-11:24,12:8-12:25>
<1897 : 1:5-4: 1>
Hawai1an falcon. Honolulu, Hawaii Laissez
Fa ire Group, Inc.,
DClC 12155320.
Frequency: Weekly
v. : ill. ; 41 em.





HUHH OR Hawn UG634.H3 H39 <1985:5:24-
The Hawaiian gazette.
[Hawai ian gazette (Honolulu, Hawa i i)] The
Hawaiian gazette. Honolulu [Oahu, Hawaii]
Published ... by v.H. Black at the Govt. Print.
Off., 1865-
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan. 21, 1865)-
Ceased with Nov. 29, 1918 issue.
DClC 9249554.
Frequency: Semiweekly Jan. 1894-<Oct. 18,
1918> ~eekly 1865-1893
v. : ill. ; 46-56 cm.
Notes: Beginning in Jan. 1894, pUblished every
Tuesday and Friday.
Publisher's name recorded in Pacific
Commercial Advertiser, July 2, 1906.
Publishers: J. Mott-Smith, 1865-<1869>; M.
Rap lee, <1870-1872>; Henry M. Whi tney, 1873-
1878.
Issued under government auspices, 1865-1873.
Editors: 1866-1869, J. Mott-Smith; 1873-1877,
H.M. Whitney; 1877, C.T. Rodgers; many others.




HHEA OR Newspaper <1865:1:21-1916:12:29>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHEA FMM Microfilm m=<1865-1908> (Scattered
issues wanting)
HHH 1865-1913
HHHA OR 079/H314 <1865:1:21-1871:1:4> <1871:1:
18-1873:1:1> <1873:1:15-1893:12:16> <1894:1:9-
1898: 12: 30>
HHHA FMl Microfilm 079/H3l4 s=<1865:1:21-1913:
12:30> (Scattered issues wanting)
HHHA FM2 Microfilm s=<1898:7:1-1913:12:30>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HUH 1865-1916, 1918
HUHH FMl Microfilm 590082 s= <1865:1:21-
1918: 10:18> (Scattered issues wanting)















Nuhou = The Hawaiian news.
The Hawaiian news • Ka nuhou Hawaii. Honolulu,
Hawa i i : [s . n. ], 198 1-
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan. 17, 1981)-
DClC 9236456.
Frequency: Monthly
v. : ill. ; 41 em.
Notes: None published in Apr. 1981.
lCCN sn 85-047135.
HHD 1981
HHDA OR Newspaper <1981:1:17>
HUH 1981, 1982 -
HUHH OR Hawn f DU624.65.H3794 <1981:5-1981:6>
<1982:1-1982:5> <1982:7-
Hawaiian reporter.
[Hawaiian reporter (English ed.)] Hawaiian
reporter. Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaiian
Reporter, 1959-1961.




2 v. : ill. ; 46 cm.
Notes: Preceded by an unnumbered "sample
issue" published Apr. 1959.
Issued concurrently with a bilingual
(English/Ilocano) ed. of the same title.
lCCN sn 84-045337.
HHD 1959-1961
HHDA OR Newspaper <1959:6:18-1961:3:16>
HHE 1959-1961
HHEA OR Newspaper <1959:6:18-1961:3:16>
HUH 1959-1961
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.H44 <1959:6:18-1961:3:16>
[Hawa i ian repor ter (F i 1i Pi no ed.) J HaW8 i ian
reporter. [Filipino ed. J Honolulu, Hawaii
Hawaiian Reporter, 1959-1961.
Vol. 1, no. 1 (June 18, 1959) -v. 2. no. 40
(Mar. 16 • 1961).
OClC 12445084.
Frequency: Weekly
2 v. : ill. ; 46 em.
Notes: Beginning with July 2. 1959 issue
called. or includes 110cano section called:
Filipino ed., or: Benneg Filipino.
In English and 110cano; some issues in I10cano
only.
Issued concurrently with the English language





(Entry continued from previous column)
weeKly of the same title.
lCCN sn 85-047214.
HUH 1959-1961
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.H442 <1959:6:18-1960:5:12>
<1960:5:26-1961:3:16>
The Hawaiian star. Honolulu [Oahu] : Hawaiian
Star Newspaper Association, 1893-1912.
Mar. 28, 1893-June 29, 1912.
DClC 8807837.
Frequency: Daily
20 v. : i 11. ; 68 cm.
Merged with: Evening bulletin (Honolulu,
Hawa i i) to form: Honolulu star-bullet in
lCCN sn 82-015415.
HHD 1893-1912
HHDA FM Microfilm 5=<1893:3:28-1912:6:29>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHE 1893-1912
HHEA FMM Microfilm m=<1893:3:28-1912:6:29>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HUH 1893-1912
HUHH FM 590015 s=<1893:3:28-1912:6:29>
(Scattered iS5ues wanting)
The Hawaiian times. Honolulu: W. Shaw & Co.,
1870.








HHAA FM Microfilm 205 5=<1870:9:13-12:13>
HHD 1870
HHDA FM Microfilm 5=<1870:9:13-12:13>
HHE 1870
HHEA OR Newspaper <1870:9:13-12:13>
HHEA FMM Microfilm m=<1870:9:13-12:13>
HHH 1870
HHHA FM Microfilm 079/H315 s=<1870:9:13-12:13>
HHHA OR 079/H315 <1870:9:13-12:13>
HUH 1870
HUHH FM Microfilm 590121 item 4 s=<1870:9:13-
12: 13>
The Hawaiian veteran. Honolulu, Hawaii: Dept.
of Hawaii, Veterans of Foreign ~ars of the U.S.
, 1950-1951.




2 v. : ill., por ts. ; 30-46 cm.
Notes: Issue for Apr. 1950 mistakenly repeats
date and number of previous issue; other
slight irregularities in numbering.
lCCN sn 85-047267.
HUH 1950-1951






H.C. &S. breeze. Puunene, Maui, T.H.
Hawaiian Commercial and Sugar Co.,
DClC 13219601.
Frequency: Semimonthly
v. : i 11. ; 45 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 5, no. 1
(Jan. 12 , 1952).
lCCN sn 85-047291.
HHE 1952
HHEA OR Newspaper <1952:1:12-12:20>
The Herald.
[Herald (Honolulu, Hawaii) 1 The Herald. Honolulu,
T.H. [Territory of Hawa; i : s.n.], 1941-1942.




2 v. : i 11. ; 29 -4 0 cm.
Notes: Suspended: Dec. 2, 1941-Mar. 8, 1942.
Continues: Kauai herald
Continued by: Victory (Honolulu, Hawaii)
lCCN sn 82-016493.
HHE 1941
HHEA OR Newspaper <1941:7:18>
HUH 1941-1942
HUHH FM Microfilm 550515 s=<1941:7:4-1942:3:
30>
HUHH OR Hawn AN2.H7 <1941:7:4-1942:3:30>
Hilo daily tribune. Hilo, Hawaii: Hilo Tribune
Pub. Co., 1917-1923.
July 1, 1917-Feb. 18, 1923.
DClC 11441615.
Frequency: Daily (except Mon.)
7 v. : ill.
Notes: Merged with: Daily post-herald, and:




HHBA FM1 University of Hawaii at Hilo s~<1917:
7 : 1- 1923: 2: 18>,
HHD 1913-1923
HHDA FMM Microfilm m,s=<1917:7:1-1923:2:18>
HHDA FM1 Hilo Public Library s~<1917:7:1-1923:
2: 18>
HHDA OR1 Hilo Public Library <1913:9:2-1914:12:
19> <1917:7:11-1923:2:22>
HUH 1917-1923
HUHH FM Microfilm 590033 s=<1917:7:1-1923:2:
18>
The Hilo rain. Hilo, Hawaii: B. Hennessy, 1976.
Vo 1. 1, no. 1 (F eb . 18 , 1976) -v . 1, no . 12
(Aug. 16 to 31, 1976).
DCle 11417571.
Frequency: Semimonthly Apr.-Aug. 1976 Monthly
Feb.-Mar. 1976
1 v. : ill. ; 41 cm.
LCCN sn 84-045335.





(Entry continued from previous column)
HHD 1976
HHDA OR Newspaper <1976:2:18-8:16/31>
HHDA ORl Newspaper <1976:2:18-8:16/31>
HHDA OR2 Hilo Public Library <1976:2:18-8:
16/31>
HUH 1976




Hiro shinpo = The Hilo shimpo.
The Hilo times. Hilo, Hawaii: The Hilo Times,
Began in 19557
DClC 11397069.
Frequency: Semimonthly <Aug. 1, 1984>- Weekly
<Jan. 1, 1973>-
Other title: Hiro taimusu
v . : i 11. ; 56 cm.





HUHH OR Hawn ff AN2.H54 <1973:1:1-10:19> <1974:
1:4> <1974:1:18> <1984:8:1-
Hilo tribune. Hilo, Hawaii: Hilo Tribune Pub.
Co., 1895-1917.
Nov. 23, 189S-June 27, 1917.
DClC 9294980.
Frequency: Weekly
Running title: Weekly Hila tribune <July 14,
1903-June 26, 1906>
23 v. : i 11. : 60 cm.
Notes: English and Hawaiian.
Continued by: Hilo daily tribune
lCCN sn 82-016339.
HHB 1895-1917
HHBA FMl University of Hawaii at Hila s=<1895:
11 : 23 - 1917 :4 : 18>
HHD 1895-1917
HHDA FMl Hilo Public Library 5=<1895:11:23-
1917:4:11>
HHDA OR1 Hilo Public Library <1895:11:23>
<1896:11:21-1917:6:27>
HHH 1896-1905
HHHA OR 079/H56 <1896-1905>
HUH 1895-1917
HUHH FM Microfilm 590033 5=<1895:11:23-1917:4:
18> (Scattered issues wanting)
Hi10 tribune-herald. Hilo, Hawaii: Hilo Tribune-
Herald, 1923-1964.
Vo1. 1, no . 1 (F eb . 19, 1923) -v. 42, no. 60
(Mar. 1, 1964).
OClC 11441656.
Frequency: Daily Jan. 17, 1926-1964 Daily
(except Sun.) 1923-Jan. 16, 1926
Other title: Sunday tribune-herald Mar. 4,
1962-1964
42 v. : ill.
Notes: On Sunday published as: Sunday tribune-
(Entry continued in next column)
23
(Entry continued from previous column)
herald, Mar. 4, 1962-1964.
Feb. 20, 1923 issue called v. 1, no. 1, but
constitutes v. 1, no. 2.
Formed by the union of: Hilo daily tribune;
Daily post-herald, and: Hawaii herald.
Continued by: Hawaii tribune-herald
lCCN sn 84-045339.
HHD 1923-1964
HHDA FM Microfilm 5=<1923-2:19-1925:3:13>
<1925:3:16-1964:3:1>
HHDA OR1 Hila Public Library 5=<1923:2:19-1964:
2:20>
HUH 1923-1964
HUHH FM Microfilm 590033 5=<1923:2:19-1925:3:
13> <1925:3:16-1964:3:1>
Hiro sh1npo • The Hilo sh1mpc. Hawai-to Hiro-shi
: Hiro Shinbun Sha,
Began in Dec. 1898; ceased in 1912.
DClC 13219614.
Frequency: Three issues per wk.
v. : i 11. ; 56 cm..,----j












Ka Hoku loa. Honolulu, Oahu, H.I. (s.n.], 1859-
Buke 1, helu 1 (lulai 2, 1859)-
Ceased in Dec. 1864.
OCle 10971087.
Frequency: Monthly
v. : 31-45 cm.
Notes: Published by members of the Protestant
Mission.
Publication suspended July 1862; resumed with
Buke 4, he lu 1 (lanuar i 1864).
Hawaiian.
Editor: H.H. Parker (1864, with L.H. Gulick).
lCCN sn 84-023738.
HHA 1859-1862, 1864
HHAA FM Microfilm 214 5=<1859:7:2> <1859:9>
<1859:11-1860:2> <1860:4-1862:6> <1864:1-1864:
12>




HHHA OR H 050/H682 <1859:7> <1859:9> <1859:11-
1860:1> <1860:4-1862:6> <1864:1> <1864:3>
<1864:8-1864:9>
HUH 1859-1864
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590137 m,s=<1859:7:2> <1859:






Hoku loa 0 Hawaii a July-Sept. 18, 1856
See:
The Pacific commercial advertiser.
Ka HOku 0 Hawaii. Hi10. Ka1ana 0 Hawaii, T.H.
Ka Hui Pa'i Pa1apa1a ka Hoku 0 Hawaii.
-v. 41, no. 28 (Aug. 11, 1948).
Began with Apr. 29. 1906 issue.
OCLC 11135373.
Frequency: Weekly
41 v. : ill. ; 59 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Buke 1, helu 5
(Mei 31, 1906).
Beginning with Feb. 4, 1936 issue, has also
title in English: Star of Hawaii.
Issues for June 1934-Apr. 22. 1936 repeat v.
27 in numbering; with Apr. 29, 1936 issue.
called v. 31. Vo1s. 28-30 omitted in
numbering.
In Hawaiian; beginning with Feb. 4. 1936 issue.
in Hawaiian and English.
Editors: 1906-1932, S.L. Desha, Sr; <1939-
1946> S. Anaka lea (Hawa i ian); <1939>, J. B.
Di xon (Eng 1ish) .
LCCN sn 84-020565.
HHA 1906-1948
HHAA OR AN2.H H72 <1906:5:31-1948:8:11>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHB 1906-1948
HHBA FM University of Hawaii at Hi10 s=<1906:5:
31> <1906:9:6> <1907:7:25-10:17. 11:7, 12:19-
12:26> <1908:2:13-1948:8: 11> (Scattered issues
want i ng)
HHD 1906-1948
HHDA FM Microfilm <1906:5:31-1948:8:11>
(scattered issues wanting)
HHE 1915. 1924, 1938-1948
HHEA OR Newspaper <1915:12:9> <1924:8:24>
<1938:4:6-12:27> <1939-1941> <1942:2:11-12:30>
<1943-1944> <1945:1:1-11:14> <1946:2:7, 2:27.
3:20, 4: 10, 4:24. 5:1. 6:26, 7:10-9:4, 9:18,
10:9,10:30> <1947:2:27,3:19,4:9.4:30,6:25,
7:2,8:6, 10:1, 11:12, 12:3, 12:24> <1948:1:7-
1:14,2:11.4:14-4:21,5:5-6:16,8:11>
HHH 1909-1936. 1939
HHHA OR H 079/H681 <1909:4:8-1936:12:20> <1939:
11:22> (Scattered issues wanting)
HUH 1906-1948
HUHH FMM Microfilm S90120 <1906:5:31-1948:8:
11> (Scattered issues wanting)
Ka Hoku 0 ka Pakipika. Honolulu: Ka Hoku 0 ka
Pak.ipika, 1861-1863.
Buke 1, he1u 1 (Sepetemaba 26, 1861) -buke 2.




Notes: Vol. 2. no. 1 repeated in numbering.
In Hawaiian.




HHAA FM Microfilm 93 s=<1861:9:26-10:17> <1861:
(Entry continued in next column)
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HHHA FM Microfilm H 079/H682 s=<1861:10:31-
1862:1:23> <1862:2:6-1863:1:1> <1863:1:15-5:
14>




HUHH FMM Microfilm S90118 m,s=<1861:9:26-10:
17> <1861:10:31-1862:1:23> <1862:2:6-1863:1:1>
<1863:1:15-5:14>
Ka Holomua· The progressive. Honolulu, T.H. :
Ka Ho 1emua , 19 13- 1919 .
Buke 1. he1u 1 (Okatoba 4. 1913)-buke 6, helu
5 (lanuari 29, 1919).
OCLC 12188319.
Frequency: Weekly
6 v. ; 45-62 em.











Home rule repUblican. Honolulu, T.H. Mrs. R.W.
Wilcox, 1901-
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Nov. 2, 1901)-
OCLC 12078620.
Frequency: Weekly 1902- Semiweekly 1901
v. ; 38 em.
Notes: Description based on Nov. 2, 1901 issue,
but front page wanting; title from next issue.
Hawaiian section has masthead title: Home ru1a
repubalika.
In English and Hawaiian.
Editor: 1901-Feb. 1902, S. Meheu1a.
LCCN sn 85-047113.
HHA 1901-1902
HHAA FM Microfilm 189 s=<1901:1:2-11:13> <1902:
1:6-1:22, 2:25-3:15>
HHAA OR AN2.H H76 <1901:1:2-11:13> <1902:1:6-1:
22, 2:25-3: 15>
HUH 1901-1902
HUHH FMM Microfilm S90130 item 2 m,s=<1901:11:
2-11:13> <1902:1:6-1:22, 2:25-3:15>
The Honolulu advertiser. Honolulu, Hawaii
Territory: [T.T. Smith, 1921-
64th year, no. 12,249 (Mar. 31, 1921)-
OCLC 8807414.
Frequency: Daily
v. : ill. ; 57 em.
Notes: June 23, 1959 issue called also
"Stat ehood ed i t ion .•





(Entry continued from previous column)
On Sunday, until June 1962, published as:
Sunday advertiser.
I' 1ndependen t . II
Suspended June 22-Aug. 6, 1963.
Beginning July 1, 1962, on Sunday published
jointly with: Honolulu star-bulletin, as:
Sunday star-bulletin & advertiser.
Continues: Pacific commercial advertiser
(Honolulu, Hawai i : 1885)
LCCN sn 82-014685.
HHA 1921-
HHAA FM Microfilm 250 s=<1921:3:31-
HHD 1921-
HHDA FM Microfilm s=<1921:3:31-
HUH 1921-
HUHH FM Microfilm V90001 s=<1921:3:31-
Honolulu Chinese chronicle
See:
Hua Hsia pao = Honolulu Chinese chronicle.
Honolulu chronicle. Honolulu, Hawaii: Chronicle
Pub Co. " 1948.




1 v. : i 11. ; 4 1 cm .
Notes: "Covering Greater Kaimuki district."
Continues: Honolulu Sunday chronicle
Continued by: Kaimuk; chronicle
LCCN sn 84-045303.
HUH 1948
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.W342 <1948:2:25-3:10>
The Honolulu daily times. Honolulu, H.I. : (s.n.]
, 1890.
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan. 25, 1890)-v. 1, no. 10
(Feb. 5, 1890).
OClC 8807373.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun.)
Other title: Times
1 v. ; 31 cm.
Notes: Organ of the Reform Party.
Editors: L.A. Thurston, W.A. Kinney.
LCCN sn 82-014683.
HHE 1890
HHEA OR Newspaper <1890:1:25-1:29, 1:31, 2:3-2:
5>
HHH 1890
HHHA OR 079/H75 <1890:1:25-2:3>
The Honolulu east sun press. Kailua, Hawaii:
Community Publications, 1972.
Vo 1. 13, no. 35 (Sep t. 13- Sep t. 19 I 1972) -v .
13, no. 39 (Oct. 11-0ct. 17, 1972).
OClC 11703136.
Frequency: Weekly
Running title: Sun press
1 v. : i 11. ; 58 cm.
Notes: "Dedicated to the residents of Kapahulu,
Kaimuki, Kahala, Waialae-Kahala, Wailupe,
Aina Haina, Niu, and Kuliouou."
Continues: Suburban sun press
(Entry continued in next column)
25
(Entry continued from previous column)
Split into: Aina Haina-Niu Valley sun press
and Kahala sun press
LCCN sn 85-047016.
HUH 1972





l Hono 1u1u news (Hono 1u1u I Hawa i i : 1971) ) The
Honolulu news. Honolulu, Hawaii: Good Guys
for Fas i, 197 1 .




1 v. : 111. : 41 em.
Notes: June/July published in combined issue.
Ed i tor: F. J. Fas i .
LCCN sn 84-045327.
HHD 1971
HHDA OR Newspaper <1971:3-1971:12>
HHE 1971
HHEA OR Newspaper <1971:2-1971:7>
HUH 1971
HUHH OR Hawn f u58401.H67 <1971:2-1971:12>
The Honolulu news • Honoruru shinbun.
[Honolulu news (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1902)] The
Honolulu news = Honoruru shinbun. Honoruru-fu
: Honoruru Shinbun Sha,
DClC 12326331.
Frequency: Three issues per wk.
v. ; 58 cm.






HHEA OR Newspaper <1902:7:31>
Honolulu record. Honolulu: The Honolulu Record,
1948-1958.




Other title: Pacific record
10 v. : i 11. ; 39 cm.
Notes: Preceded by an introductory issue,





HHEA OR Newspaper <1948:8:5-1953:3:12> <1953:3:
26-1958:7:3>
HUH 1948-1958
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.H65 <1948-1958>





The Honolulu republican. Honolulu, T.H. : R.
Grieve Pub. Co., 1900-1902.
Vol. 1, no. 1 (June 14, 1900)-v. 4, no. 506
(Jan. 25, 1902).
OCLC 12232097.
Frequency: Daily (except Mon.)
~ v. ; 60 cm.
Notes: Editor: E.S. Gill.
LCCN sn 85-047165.
HHE 1900-1902
HHEA OR Newspaper s=<1900:6:23-1901:12:31>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHH 1900-1902
HHHA FM Microfilm 079/H756 s=<1900:6:14-1902:1:
25> (Scattered issues wanting)
HHHA OR 079/H756 <1900:6:14-1902:1:25>
HUH 1900-1902
HUHH FMM Microfilm S90083 m,s=<1900:6:14-1902:




Honolulu star-bulletin. Honolulu 10ahu, Hawaii
P. 1". Gia 1ane 1 1a J, 19 12 -
Vol. 20, no. 6318 (July 1, 1912)-
OCLC 8807359.
Frequency: Daily Nov. 1959- Daily (except Sun.
) 1912 - Dc t. 1959
Other title: Honolulu star bulletin
Saturday star bulletin Sept. 12, 1953-0ct. 24,
1959
Sunday star -bu llet in Nov. 1, 1959- June 24,
1962
Sunday star-bulletin & advertiser July 1, 1962-
Sunday star bulletin and advertiser
v. : ill. : 57 em.
Notes: On Saturday, published as: Saturday
star-bulletin, Sept. 12, 1953-0ct. 24, 1959.
On Sunday, published as: Sunday star-bulletin,
Nov. 1, 1959- June 24, 1962.
Sunday issues began with Nov. 1, 1959 issue.
" 1ndependen t .•
Suspended June 21-Aug. 7, 1963.
Beginning July 1, 1962, on Sunday published
jointly witb: Honolulu advertiser, as: Sunday
star-bulletin & advertiser.
Formed by the union of: Hawaiian star and
Even ing bu 11 e tin (Hono1u1u, Hawa i i)
LCCN sn 82-014682.
HHD 1912-
HHDA FM Microfilm <1912:7:1-
HHE 1913-1972
HHEA OR Newspaper <1913:4-1972:12> (Scattered
issues wan t ing)
HUH 1912-




The Honolulu sun press. Kailua, Hawaii
Community Press Newspapers, 1972.
(Entry continued in next column)
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(Entry continued from previous column)
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Feb. 2, 1972) -v. 13, no. 42
(Nov. 1-Nov. 7, 1972).
OCLC 11703123.
Frequency: Weekly
1 v. : i 11. ; 59 cm.
Notes: With Feb. 23, 1972 issue, called v. 14,
no. 4, adopts vol. numbering of the preceding
title; with Apr. 5, 1972 issue, changes vol.
numbering to v. 13.
Numerous errors in issue numbering.




HHDA OR Newspaper <1972:2:2-11:1/7>
HUH 1972
HUHH OR Hawn Newspaper Stacks <1972:2:2-4:19,
5: 17- 11 : 1/7>
Honolulu Sunday chronicle. Honolulu, Hawaii
Chronicle Pub. Co., 1947-1948.




1 v. : ill. ; 41 em.
Continued by: Honolulu chronicle
LCCN sn 84-045302.
HUH 1947-1948 (One issue wanting)
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.W342 <1947:11:9-12:14,28>
<1948> (One issue wanting)
Honolulu times.
IHono lul u times (Honolulu, Hawa i i : 1849)]
Honolulu times. Honolulu, Oahu IHawaii H.L.
She 1don], 1849- 185 1.




2 v. ; 45 -68 em.
Notes: Publication suspended, per publisher's
Feb. 24, 1851 notice to subscribers. No more
pub 1ished7




HHAA OR AN2.E H77 <1849:11:8-1851:2:19>
HHE 1849-1850
HHEA OR Newspaper <1849:12:27> <1850:9:11>
HHH 1849-1850
HHHA OR 079/H757 <1849:11:8-1850:10:30>
HUH 1849-1851
HUHH MFF Microfilm S90142 m,s-<1849:1':8-1851:
2: 19>
The Honolulu times.
IHonolulu times (Honolulu, Hawai i : 1902)] The
Honolulu times. Honolulu (Hawaii : A.~:
Prescott]. 1902-1911.
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Oct. 1902)-v. 9, no. 5 (Feb.
1911) .
OCLC 12372359.




Hui Lau Lima news.
(Entry continued from previous column)
Frequency: Monthly
9v.: 31 em.
Notes: No more published7
Editor: A.M. Prescott.
lCCN sn 85-047211.
HHH 1902-1903, 1905, 1908-1911
HHHA OR 050/H758 <1902:10-1902:12> <1903:2>
<1903:4> <1903:6-1903:7> <1905:2-1905:3> <1905:
5> <1908:11> <1909:2-1909:3> <1909:7-1910:8>
<1910:10-1911:2>
[Hono 1u1uti mes (Hono 1u1u, Hawa i i : 1924)] The




Frequency: Daily (except Sun.)
Other title: Honolulu Hawaii times
v . : ; 11. ; 56 cm.





HHEA OR Newspaper <1924:4:1-9:16>
[Hono 1u1uti mes (Hono 1u1u, Hawa; i : 1929)] The
Honolulu times. Honolulu, Hawaii: E.P. Irwin,
1929-1940.




12 v. : i 11. : 56 cm.
Notes: Editors: 1929-July 1939, E.P. Irwin;
Aug. 1939-1940, B.P. Irwin.




HHEA OR Newspaper <1929-1935> <1936:1:4, 1:18-




The Honolulu news = Honoruru shinbun.
Hsin Chung-kuo j1h pao • New China daily press.
Honolulu, T.H. : Sun Chung Kwock Bo, Ltd.,
1941-1978.
Mar. 20, 1941-Chung-hua min kuo 67 nien 5 yueh
3 jih [May 3, 1978].
OCle 11729183.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun. and holidays)
38 v. : ill.
Notes: "The first Chinese newspaper in Hawaii.
In Chinese: some English.
Continues: Hsin Chung-kuo pao
lCCN sn 85-047031.
HUH 1941-1973, 1976-1978
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590084 m,s=<1941:3:20-3:24,
3:26-4:12, 4:15-6:2, 6:4-6:7, 6:10-6:24, 6:26-
(Entry continued in next column)
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(Entry continued from previous column)
8:2, 8:5, 8:7-9:6, 9:9-12:11> <1942-1973>
<1976:1:1-1978:5:3>
Hsin Chung-kuo pao. Honolulu, T.H. : The Sun
Chong [sic] Kwock Bo, Ltd.,
Began in 1900; ceased with Mar. 117, 1941
issue.
DelC 11729176.
Frequency: 3 issues per wk. 1902-1941 Two
issues per wk. 1900-1902
42 v. : ill.
Notes: Description based on: Sept. 13, 1900.
Beginning in 1901, has also title in romanized
Cantonese: Sun chung kwock boo
Beginning Feb. 1925, has also title in English:
New china press; 1937 -1941 , called: New
China news.
Continued by: Hsin Chung-kuo jih pao
lCCN sn 85-047030.
HUH 1900-1941
HUHH FM MICROFILM S90084 5=<1900-1941>
(Scattered issues)
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590084 m*=<1900:9:10 Suppl,
13, 10: 4> <1901: 1: 31, 2: 3, 4: 8, 7: 15, 18, 22 ~ 25,
9: 16,19, 11: L1, 12: 5> <1902: 2: 6, L1: 19, 9: 2>
<1903: 2: 3, 9: 19, 12: 10> <1905: 2: 11 , 18,23, 18, 3:
2,7,25, 5:2,4,6,9,11,16,18,20-21,23,25, 9:21>
<1906-1925> <1926:2:2,11,20-27, 3:9,25,4:3,15,
29, 7: 1,10',22, 8:3,31, 10:2,5,19, 11 :4, 13, 16,
12:14,21> <1927:1:13,22,27, 3:8,12, 4:14, 5:5,
10, 7:19,28,8:2,11,23-30, 9:3,17,29> <1928:2:
2,12,23-25, 3:27-29, 7:21,24, 8: 11,28-30. 10:
23-25> <1929:6:1>
HUHH FMM2 Microfilm 590084 m-=<1934:3:20>
<1937:11:2,4,6,9,11,13,16,t8,20,23-30> <1938>
<1939:2-12> <1940:1:1-8:29, 9:3-10:29> <1941:3:
4-11>
Hua Hs1a pac • Honolulu Chinese chronicle. T'an-
hsiang-shan [i.e. Honolulu, Hawaii: s.n.],
DClC 13732010.
Frequency: ~eekly
v. ; 56 em.
Notes: Description based on: Sept. 25, 1901.
In Chinese (Cantonese)
Editor: <1901> C.H. Juan.
lCCN sn 85-047305.
HHB 1901
HHBA OR Punahou School <1901:9:25>
Hui lau Lima news. Laie, T.H. : Hui Lau Lima 0
Laie,
Ceased publication in 19601
DClC 11373494.
Frequency: Sem1monthly (irregular)
Other title: Hui Lau Lima 0 Laie Apr. 19, 1959
v . : i 11. ; 28 - 36 cm.
Notes: Description based on: v. 2, no. 8 (Apr
20, 1958).
Vol. 3, no. 1 (Apr. 19, 1959) published as:
Hu1 Lau Lima 0 Laie.
lCCN sn 84-045301.
HUH 1958-1960 (Scattered issues wanting)
HUHH OR Hawn AN2.H85 <1958:4:20-12:14> <1959:4:
(Entry continued in next column)




(Entry continued from previous column)
19-5:10,8:4> <1960:1:23> (Scattered issues
want ing)
Hu; Lau Lima 0 Laie Apr. 19, 1959
See:
Hui Lau Lima news.
Hu11.
[Hul; (Honolulu, Hawa; i : 1971) J Hu1 i. Honolulu,
Hawa i; : Kokua Hawa ii, 1971-1973.
Vol. 1, no. 1 (May 1971)-v. 2, no. 9 (Apr.
1973) .
OCLC 12038269.
Frequency: Monthly (irregular) -Apr. 1973
Semimonthly May 1971-
2 v. : ; 11. ; 36 -4 1 cm .
Notes: Subtitle: Local people's news, 1971-
; Ka aina no ka poe 0 Hawaii, -1973.
Published 197 in Kaneohe, Hawai;.
No more published?




HHAA OR Newspaper <1971:6:5> <1971:7:31> <1971:
9: 1>
HHAA OR Newspaper <1971:6:5> <1971:7:31-9:1>
HUH 1971-1973
HUHH OR Hawn f HN79.H3 <1971:5-1971:7:3> <1971:
9:1> <1972:4-1973:4>
Imua Kohala. Kapaau, Hawai; : s.n., 1975-1977.
Vo 1. [1], issue [1] (Ju 1y 18, 1975) -v. 2,
issue 37 (Jan. 7, 1977).
OCLC 11397002.
Frequency: Semimonthly
Other title: Metro July 18, 1975
2 v. : ill. ; 28 cm.
Notes: First issue issued with "temporary
title": The metro.
Beginning with issue for Sept. 12, 1975 has
also title in English: Onward Kohala.
Issues for July 18-Aug. 15, 1975 lack




HUHH OR Hawn AN2.148 <1975:7:18-1977:1:7>
Imua spot-light. Honolulu, T.H. : Hawaii
Residents' Association, 1949-1968.
Vo 1. 1, no. 1 (A ug. 1, 1949) -v . 19, no . 4
(Sept. 1968).
OClC 10638310.
Frequency: Monthly (varies) <Apr./May 1955>-
1968 Monthly 1949-June 1951 Semimonthly
(var i es) Ju 1y 195 1-
Other title: Spot light
Spot -1 ight lmua
19 v. : ;11. ; 22-42 em.
Notes: Called variously: Spot-light; Spot
1ight, or: Spot-1 ight (Imua).
ul mua program: Combat conmunism and all
subversive un-American activities."
(Entry continued in next column)
28
(Entry continued from previous column)
Numbered consecutively 1949-May 22, 1959 as v.
1, no. 1-v. 8, no. 108 .
Publication suspended June-Nov. 1959; resumed
wi th v. 9, no. 1 (Dec. 7, 1959).
Numbering slightly irregular.
Beginning July 1960 issued by the association
under its later name: Hawaii Foundation for
American Freedoms.
Continued by: Fact finder
lCCN sn 85-047192.
HHE 1949-1955
HHEA OR Newspaper <1949:8:1-1955:8> (Scattered
issues wanting)
HUH 1949-1968
HUHH OR Hawn HX1.148 <1949:8:1-1968:9>
(Scattered issues wanting)
The Independent.
[ 1ndependent (Hono 1u1u, Hawa;; : June 24, 1895)]
The 1ndependen t . Hono 1u1u, H. 1 . [s . n. ] ,
1895-
Vol. 1, no. 1 (June 24, 1895)-
Ceased with Oct. 31, 1905 issue.
DelC 12049147.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun.)
21 v. ; 50 em.
Notes: Editor: 1895-1902, E. Norrie.
HIn no way connected with the defunct paper of
the same name which was recently started and a




HHAA OR AN2.E 138 <1895:6:24-1900:11:9>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHH 1895-1896, 1900
HHHA OR 079/1n2 <1895:6:25-6:26, 6:28-8:21, 8:
23-9: 18, 9:20-10:2, 10:5-10:7, 10:9-10: 10, 10:
12 -10: 14, 10: 16, 10: 18- 12 :31> <1896: 1:2- 1: 30, 2:
3-2:4,2:7-2:10, 2:12-2:28> <1900:2:22>
HUH 1895-1904
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.153 <1895:7:7-1904:4>
(Scattered issues wanting)
[Independent (Honolulu, Hawa;; : May 1, 1895)]
The Independent. Honolulu, H.I. : The
Independent Association, 1895.
No.1 (May 1, 1895)-v. 1, no. 39 (June 15,
1895) .
DClC 10340429.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun.)
1 v. : i 11. ; 59 cm.




HHEA OR Newspaper <1895:5:1-6:15>
HHH 1895





Island times. [Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii
Blue 1i ne Co.], 1976-
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Sept. 3, 1976)-
OClC 12670522.
Frequency: Weekly
Other title: Hawaiian island times
v. ; 41 em.
Notes: "Hawaii's news & feature weekly."
lCCN sn 85-047254.
HHD 1976
HHDA OR Newspaper <1976:9:3-9:24/30>
HAWAII NEWSPAPERS
A UNION LIST
Ka Leo 0 Waipahu.
(Entry continued from previous column)




HHAA OR f DU1.H91 <1982:11- (Scattered issues
want ing)
HHD 1983-
HHDA OR Newspaper <1983:1-
HUH 1982-
HUHH OR Hawn f DU620.H86 <1982:11-
Japanese Waikiki beach press
See:





IJeffersonian (Honolulu. Hawaii)] The
Jeffersonian. Honolulu, Hawaii: F.L.
Siegl ing. 1934-








HHEA OR Newspaper <1934:4> <1934:6-1934:7>
J.lI.'. Robertson's daily bulletin Feb. 1882
See:
The Daily bulletin.
o ka hae Katolika. Honolulu [Hawaii] Pai-
palapala Katolika. 1868-
Ceased in 1871.
Ha lavi 1 (Mei 1868)-
OelC 12105692.
Frequency: Monthly
v. ; 33 cm.
Notes: In Hawaiian.
Continues: 0 ka hae Kiritiano
lCCN sn 85-047091.
HHA 1868-1870
HHAA OR f DU620.H13 <1868:5> <1869:2-1869:3>
<1869:5-1870:8> <1870:10-1870:12>
HHH 1869
HHHA OR Newspaper <1869:5-1869:6> <1869:8-1869:
12>
Ka Hul1au • The turning point. Honolulu Hawaii
Education for Social Progress, 1982-
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Nov. 1982)-
OClC 9184128;lSSN 0884-7746.
Frequency: Every six weeks
v. : ill. ; 41 cm.
Notes: "An independent newspaper focusing on
Hawa i i and Pac if ic issues."
Text in English.
Issued by People's Fund.
(Entry continued in next column)
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Ka leo 0 ka lahUl • The vo1ce of the natlon.
[Leo 0 ka lahui (Honolulu. Hawai i : 1892)] Ka Leo
o ka lahui = The voice of the nation.
Honolulu [Oahu, Hawaii: s.n.],
Began in 1892.
OClC 12188330.
Frequency: Daily (except Sat. & Sun.)
2 v. ; 31 cm.






HHEA OR Newspaper <1892:11:16, 12:6> <1893:1:3-
1:16>
HHH 1892, 1894
HHHA OR H 079/L55l <1892:12:1-12:30> <1894:7:
30> <1894:8:13> <1894:12:6>
Ka leo 0 Molokai • The voice of Malakai.
Kaunakakai, Molokai : Molokai Civic Group,
1950-1955.




5 v. : 111. ; 40 em.
Notes: In English.
Sponsored by Molokai Chamber of Commerce.
Continued by: Friendly isle news
lCCN sn 85-047032.
HHD 1951
HHDA OR Newspaper <1951:6:29>
HUH 1950-1955
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.L45 <1950:12:8-1951:5:4>
<1951:5:18-1953:12:25> <1954:1:8-1955:10-14>
<1955:10:28-11:11>




v. : ill. ; 28-45 em.











Ka Molokai. Kaunakakai, HI : S. Kent, 1971-
Vo 1. 1, no. 1 (Nov. 4, 197 1) -
DClC 12670676.
Frequency: BiweeKly




HHDA OR Newspaper <1971:11:4-12:15> <1972:2:3-
3:2,3:30-6:8>




Frequency: BiweeKly Aug. 1984- Semimonthly
<1977>-Ju1y 1984
v . : i 11. ; 4 1 cm .
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 6, no. 16
(Aug. 20, 1977).
Beginning in 1982, published in Wahiawa,
Hawa;; .
Vol. 7, no. 17 repeated in numbering; other




HHDA OR Newspaper <1977:8:20- (Scattered
issues wan t i ng)
HUH 1982-
HUHH OR Hawn f DU629.M54 NB6 <1982:1:31-3:31>
<1982:9: 15-
Kahala Aina Haina-Niu sun press Jan. 16/22, 1974
See:
Sun press.
The Kahala sun press. Kailua, Hawaii: Conmunity
Pub 1ica t ions,
-v. 14, no. 52 (Jan. 9-Jan. 15, 1974).
Began with Oct. 18/24, 1972 issue.
DClC 11703150.
Frequency: WeeKly
2 v. : i 11. ; 58 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 13, no. 43
(Nov. 8-Nov. 14, 1972).
Slight irregularities in numbering.
Continues in part: Honolulu east sun press
Merged with: Aina Haina-Niu Valley sun press
to fonm: Sun press (Kaneohe, Hawaii)
lCCN sn 85-047018.
HHD 1972-1974
HHDA OR Newspaper <1972:9:13-1974:1:9/15>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HUH 1972-1974
HUHH OR Hawn Newspaper stacks <1972:11:8/14-
1974:1:9/15>
Kaimuki chronicle. Honolulu: Chronicle Pub. Co.,
1948.




1 v. : ill. ; 41 cm.
(Entry continued in next column)
30
(Entry continued from previous column)
Notes: liThe independent voice of Greater
Ka imuki . ~
Continues: Honolulu chronicle
Merged with: Waikiki chronicle to form:
Kaimuki Waikiki chronicle
LCCN sn 84-045304.
HUH 1948 (Scattered issues wanting)
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.W342 <1948:3:17-4:14,5:5-6:
10> (Scattered issues wanting)
Kaimuk1 courier. Honolulu, T.H. : E.A. Cahill,
1947-1948.




1 v. : i 11. ; 40- 45 cm.
Notes: uEndorsed by the Kaimuk; Community
Council and the Kapahulu Community Association
as the official publication of each group."
lCCN sn 84-045307.
HUH 1947-1948
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.K34 <1947:9:23-1948:7:28>
Kaimuki Kahala sun press
See:
KaimuKi-Kaha1a sun press.




v . : ill. ; 58 cm.




HHDA OR Newspaper <1978:8:8-1981:12:16/30>
(Scattered issues wanting)
Ka1muk1 Wa1k1ki chronicle. Honolulu, Hawai; :
Chronicle Pub. Co., 1948-1949.




Other title: Wa1k1ki KaimuK; chronicle July 28,
1948-Dec. 1948
2 v. : i 11. ; 4 1 cm .
Notes: Published as: WaiKiki KaimuKi chronicle,
July 28, 1948-Dec. 1948.
~The independent voice of Wa1kikl and Kaimuk;.




HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.W342 <1948:6:17-12:23>
<1949:1:11-4:5, 5:3>
The Kal1hi press. Honolulu Hawaii Press
Newspapers,
-v. VI V [i. e . 14 1, no. 4 (Jan. 26, 1972).
Began with Aug. 81 1963 issue.




The Kauai shinpo = Kawai shinpo.
(Entry continued from previous column)
DClC 11703112.
Frequency: Weekly
Other title: Hawaii press. Kalihi ed. Dec. 7,
1966-Nov. 8, 1967
14 v. : ill. ; 41-57 em.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 1, no. 21
(Dec. 5, 1963).
Issues for Dec. 7, 1966-Nov. 8, 1967 published
as: The Hawaii press. Kalihi ed.
Numerous errors in vol. numbering.
Continued by: Honolulu sun press
LCCN sn 85-047020.
HHD 1969-1972
HHDA OR Newspaper <1969:11:19-1972:1:26>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HUH 1963-1972
HUHH OR Hawn ff AN2.H348 <1963:12:5-1972:1:26>
(Scattered issues wanting)




v. : 28 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 3, issue 7
(Mar. 30, 1979).
Issued by Kohala Community Association, <1979-
LCCN sn 85-047297.
HHB 1979-1984
HHBA OR University of Hawaii at Hi10 <1979:5:




The Daily Pali press and Kaneohe citizen.
The Pali press and Kaneohe citizen.
Kacu report. Ka 6 u, Hawaii: [University of
Hawaii at Hilo, Continuing Education and
Community Service], 1976-
Vo 1. 1, no. 1 (J u1y 4, 1976)-
DCle 13349874.
Frequency: Monthly
v. : ill. ; 22 cm.
Notes: .. A conmuni ty newspaper."
lCCN sn 85-047295.
HHB 1976
HHBA OR1 University of Hawaii at Hi10 [AP7.7.
K3] <1976:7:4>




v . : i 11. ; 58 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 2, no. 10
(Mar. 16, 1935).
-Kauai's independent newspaper."
Editor: <1935>, T.T. Kawahara.
lCCN sn 85-047166.
HHE 1935
HHEA OR Newspaper <1935:3:16-12:25>
31
Kauai Filipino news. Lihue, Kauai, Hawaii
Garden Island Pub. Co.,




11 v. : ill. ; 58 cm.




Editors: <1932>, A.5. Fernandez; Mar. 1933-
1941, A.A. A1baya1de.
Continued by: Filipino news
LCCN sn 85-047302.
HHD 1932-1937, 1939-1941
HHDA OR1 Kauai Regional Library <1932:1:1-1937:
12:31> <1939:1:6-1941:5:30>
Kauai herald. Hanapepe, Kauai, T.H. : The Kauai
Herald, 1940-1941.
Vo 1. 1, no. 1 (J u 1y 12, 1940) -v. 1, no. 23
(June 16, 1941).
DClC 9563432.
Frequency: Two no. a month
1 v. : i 11 ; 40 cm.
Continued by: Herald (Honolulu, Hawaii)
LCCN sn 82-016492.
HHD 1940-1941
HHDA FM Newspaper ss<1940:7:12-1941:6:16>
HUH 1940-1941
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.H7 <1940:7:12-1941:6:16>
HUHH FMM Microfilm 550515 m,s=<1940:7:12-1941:
6: 16>
Kaua1 news. Lihue, Kauai, Hawaii: Kauai Pub. Co.
-v. 4, no. 14 (Apr. 28, 1953).
Began with Jan. 27, 1950 issue.
DClC 11703162.
Frequency: Weekly
4 v. : ill. ; 44-55 cm.





HHBA ORl Kauai Regional Library - Wilcox <1950:
1: 27>
HHBA OR2 Kauai Region Library <1950:3:17-5:2>
HHBA OR2 Kauai Regional Library <1950:3:17-5:
2>
HUH 1950-1953
HUHH OR Hawn ff AN2.K38 <1950:2:3-4:4, 4:18, 5:
2-5:23, 6:6-7:11, 7:25-12.26> <1951:1~2-1953:4:
28>
The Kauai shinpo· Kawai shinpo. Lihue, Kauai,
Hawaii: Kauai Sh1npo, Ltd.,
-no. 1790 (Mar. 26, 1940).
Began with Apr. 9, 1904 issue.
DClC 12331897.
Frequency: Weekly
v. : 111. ; 57 em.
Notes: Description based on: Oai 1675-go
(Entry continued 1n next column)
The Kauai shinpo = Kawai shinpo.
HAWAII NEWSPAPERS
A UNION LIST
Ko Hawaii pae aina.
(Entry continued from previous column)
(Shewa 13-nen 1-gatsu tsuitachi [Jan. 1, 1938])
In Japanese and English, 1904-1927 and Apr.
1940-1941; in Japanese, -Mar. 1940.




HHBA OR Kauai Historical Society <1941:7:29>
HHE 1939-1941
HHEA OR Newspaper <1939:1:1, 1:11-12:19> <1940:
1: 1-10:29> <1941:3:4-7:29>
The Kauai sun. [Kapaa, Kauai, Hawaii Kauai Sun
Pub. Co.]. 1977-
Year 1, issue 1 (Mar. 18-31, 1977)-
OCLC 12670536.
Frequency: Semimonthly
v. : ill. ; 41 cm.
Notes: "Kaua i' s feature newspaper."
LCCN sn 85-047255.
HHD 1977-1978
HHDA OR1 Newspaper <1977:3:18-10:27/11:8>
<1977:11:23/12:6-1978:8:20> <1978:10:4-11:4>
HHDA OR2 Kauai Regional Library <1977:3:18-
1978: 10:20>
Kauai times. Lihue, Kauai. Hawaii : ~. Rezentes,
1979-
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Oct. 9-15 [1979])-
OCLC 9066020.
Frequency: Weekly
v . : ill. ; 4 1- 58 cm.




HHDA OR1 Newspaper <1979:10:9/15- (Scattered
issues want i ng)
HHDA OR2 Kauai Regional Library <1979:10-1981:
3> <1981:10-
HUH 1979-
HUHH OR Hawn AN2.K39 <1979:10:9/15- (Scattered
issues wanting) r ,~ :Ii
Kawai shinpo
See:
The Kauai shinpo = Kawai shinpo.
Ke Alahou. Honolulu, HI : Ahahui 'Oihana, 1979-
1980.
Helu 1 (Nov. 1979) -helu 10 (Dec. 1980).
OCLC 8254302.
Frequency: Bimonthly May/June-Dec. 1980
Monthly 1979-Apr. 1980
2 v. : ill. ; A 1 em.
Notes: "Ke kilohaha 0 ka aina."
In English and Hawaiian.
To be continued by a publication called: Nuhou
i ka makani, but this was never published.
LCCN sn 85-047067.
HHD 1979-1980
HHDA OR Newspaper <1979:11-1980:7/8> <1980:12>
HUH 1979-1980
HUHH OR Hawn f DU620.A45 <1979:11-1980:12>
32
Ke KUk1n1 • The messenger.
[Kukini (Kaunakakai, Hawaii)] Ke Kukini = The
messenger. Kaunakakai, Hawaii: Ke Kukini,
1983-
Vol. 1, no. 1 (July 18, 1983)-
OCLC 11555271.
Frequency: Semimonthly
v. : i 11. ; 28 em.





HUHH OR Hawn DU628.M7 K85 <1983:7:18-
Ke Kiai. Honolulu, T.H. : F.~. Beckley,
Began in Sept. 1902; ceased in 19027
OCLC 12049108.
Frequency: Semiweekly
v. : ill. ; 31 em.
Notes: Description based on: Buke 1, helu 5
(Sepatemaba 18,1902).
English section has added masthead title: The
sent ine 1.




HHAA OR AP2.H K46 <1902:9:18>
Kilauea times. Hawaii Volcanoes National Park,
Hawaii: Hawaii Natural History Association,
1976-
June 30-Sept. 6, 1976-
OCLC 13362353.
Frequency: Irregular
v. : 111. ; 41 cm.
LCCN sn 85-047296.
HHB 1976
HHBA OR University of Hawaii at Hilo (AP7.7.K5]
<1976:6:30/9:6>
Ke K1lohana 0 ka malamalama. H;10, Kalana 0
Hawa; i, T.H. : Pacific Pub. Co.,
Began in 1907; ceased in 1919.
OCLC 12213978.
Frequency: Weekly
Other t1tle: Search light
v. ; 53-57 em.





HHEA OR Newspaper <1908:7:31, 8:7, 9:18-25, 10:
16-30, 12:18> <1909:7:30> <1910:4:8>
Ko Hawa1i pae aina. Honolulu (Hawaii] J.U. and
B.W. Kawainui,
Buke 1, helu 1 (Ianuari 5, 1878)-
Ceased with Oct. 9, 1891 issue.
OCLC 11401346.
Frequency: Weekly
Other title: Ko Hawaii paeaina Dec. 1881-
14 v. ; 60 em.
(Entry continued in next column)




(Entry continued from previous column)
Notes: Beginning ca. Dec. 1881, masthead title
appears in variant form: Ko Hawaii paeaina.
In Hawaiian.
Merged with: Nupepa kuokoa (Honolulu, Hawaii




HHAA FM Microfilm 185 s=<1878:1:5-1891:3:28>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHAA OR AN2.H K75 <1878:1:19-1891:2:21>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHE 1888
HHEA OR Newspaper <1888:3:10-3:17, 6:30, 7:7-7:
14, 8: 4- 9: 8, 9: 22, 10: 20 - 11 :7>
HHH 1878-1883, 1885-1887, 1889-1891
HHHA OR H 079/H3l7 <1878:1-1883:12> <1885:1-
1887:4> <1889:2-1891:3>
HUH 1878-1891
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590090 s,m=<1878:1:5-1891:3:
28> (Scattered issues wanting)
Ko Hawaii paeaina Dec. 1881-
See:
Ko Hawaii pae aina.
Ko Hawaii pono1. Honolulu [Hawai;] : Black &
Auld, 1873-1874.
Buke 1, helu 1 (lune 18, 1873) -buke 1, helu 52
(1 une 10, 1874).
DClC 12078528.
Frequency: Weekly




HHAA FM Microfilm 184 5=<1873:6:18-1874:6:10>
HHAA OR AN 2:H H41 <1873:6:18-1874:6:10>
HUH 1813-1874
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590127 m, 6=<1873:6:18-1874:
6: 10>
The Kohala midget. Kohala, T.H. : The Boys' C.E.
Club, Union Church, 1908-1913.
Sep t. 19. 1908- v. 6, no. 11 (Sep t. 24, 1913).
DClC 12548648.
Frequency: Weekly Sept. 1909-1913 Biweekly
1908- Aug. 1909
6 v. : ill. ; 31 em.
Notes: Published by The Midget Association,
Apr. 30, 1909-1913.
Continued by: Midget (Kohala, Hawaii)
lCCN sn 85-047154.
HHD 1909-1913
HHDA FM Microfilm 6=<1909:3:19-1910:12:21>
<1911:1:4-1912:12:25> <1913:1:8-9:24>
HHE 1909-1913
HHEA OR Newspaper <1910:2:23> <1911:12:6-1913:
9:24>
HHEA FMM Microfilm m=<1909:3:19-1910:12:21>
<1911:1:4-1912:12:25> <1913:1:8-9:24>
HHH 1908-1913
HHHA FM Microfilm s=<1908:9:19-1913:9:24>
HUH 1909-19133
(Entry continued in next column)
33
(Entry continued from previous column)
HUHH FM Microfilm 590143 s=<1909:3:19-1910:12:
21> <1911:1:4-1912:12:25> <1913:1:8-9:24>
Kohala semi-weekly midget. Kohala, Hawaii The
Midget Association, 1916-1917.





1 v. : 111. ; 31 em.
Notes: Editor: u.F. Cowan.
Issued concurrently with the weekly: Midget





HHHA FM Microfilm 050/M581 s=<1916:7:21-1917:4:
13>
HHHA OR 050/M581 <1916:10:25>
HUH 1916-1917





The Kojyo. Kealakekua, Kona, Hawaii Kona
Buddhist Advancement Club, 1939-
Vol. 1, no. 1 (June 25, 1939)-
DClC 12346268.
Frequency: Irregular
v. : ill. ; 42 em.
Notes: Japanese section has added masthead
title: Kojo.
In English, with section in Japanese.





HHEA OR Newspaper <1939:6:25-1940:2:15>
Kokc Head tribune. Kailua, Oahu [Hawaii]
Windward Pub. Co., 1959-
Vol. 1, no. 8 (July 23, 1959)-
DClC 12218144.
Frequency: Weekly
v. : ill. : 45 em.
Notes: -Waialae-Kahala to Koko Head.-
Aug. 6, 1959 issue called v. 1, no. 3, but
constitutes v. 1, no. 10.
Editor: D. Brown.
Continues: Voice of East Oahu
lCON sn 85-047161.
HHH 1959
HHHA OR Newspaper <1959:7:23-7:30>
HUH 1959
HUHH DR Hawn f AN2.V65 <1959:7:23-8:20>
Koloa times 1921-
See:





Kona coast news. Kailua-Kona, Hawaii: World
Wide Pub. Co., 1968.




1 v. : ill. ; 40 em.
Notes: MServing the Kana coast and all of ~est
Hawa i i . ~
lCCN sn 84-045330.
HUH 1968
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.K64 <1968:6:5-12:11>
The Kona echo. Ho1ualua, Hawaii, T.H. : The Kana
Echo,
-v. 51, no. 2783 (July 7, 1951).
Began with Feb. 3, 1897 issue.
DClC 11397093.
Frequency: Weekly Apr.-July 1951 Semimonthly
1950-Mar. 1951
5 1 v. : i 11. ; 46 - 58 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 16, no. 773
(Mar. 14, 1912).
Added masthead title in Japanese: Kana hankyo.
Published 19 in Kailua-Kana, Hawaii.
Publication suspended in June 1941; resumed
wi th Apr. 1, 1950.
Issued in English and Japanese, 1897-19071,
1925 - 1939 : in Japanese on 1y , 19081 - 1925; in
English only, Sept.? 1939-June 1941, 1950-1951.
Editor/publisher: 1897- S. Hayashi.
lCCN sn 84-045322.
HHH 1897-1898
HHHA OR 050/K83 <1897:3:27, 6:12-7:10, 7:31-10:
9, 10: 23 - 12 : 25> <1898 : 1: 3- 1:8>
HUH 1938-1942, 1950- 1951
HUHH OR Hawn ff AN2.K653 <1938:1:1-1942:10:14>




The Kona pickle-jar. Holualoa, Hawaii, T.H.
The Midget Press, 1916.




1 v. ; 24 cm.
Notes: Editor: E.S. Goodhue.
lCCN sn 85-047191.
HHD 1916
HHDA FM Microfilm s=<1916:3:15-5:20>
HHE 1916
HHEA FMM Microfilm m=<1916:3:15-5:20>
HHH 1916
HHHA FM Microfilm s=<1916:3:15-5:20>
HHHA OR 050/K831 <1916:3:15-5:20>
HUH 1916
HUHH FM Microfilm 590144 s=<1916:3:15-5:20>
Kona reporter. Kana [Hawaii] : K. and B. Value,
R. Hunts, and G. Wright,
DClC 13349794.
(Entry continued in next column)
34
(Entry continued from previous column)
Frequency: Weekly
v . : i 11. ; 4 1 cm .
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 1, no. 17
(May 30, 1969).
·Serving the Kana Coast and all of West Hawaii.
lCCN sn 85-047293.
HHD 1969
HHDA OR Hila Public Library <1969:5:30-10:10>
Kona shuho • The Kona weekly. Kealakekua, Kana,
H.T. : Kana Shuho Sha,
Began in 1915; ceased in 19201
DClC 11974471 .
Frequency: Weekly
v . : ill. ; 54 cm.






HHAA OR Newspaper <1917:3:15> <1917:11:15>
Kona times. Kailua-Kona, Hawaii: Kona Times,
1969-1971.
-v. 2, no. 32 (June 3, 1971).
Began with Oct. 31, 1969 issue.
DClC 11535904.
Frequency: Weekly
2 v. : ill. : 41 cm.




HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.K655 <1970:11:6-11:27>
<1970:12:11-1971:1:8> <1971:6:3>
Kona torch.
[Kana torch (Inglewood, Calif.)] Kana torch.
Inglewood, Calif. : Mrs. Van Gaastra, 1968-
1978.
Va 1. 1, no . 1 (Sep t. 16 , 1968)-
Ceased with Apr.? 1978 issue.
DClC 11130933.
Frequency: Irregular
7 v. : i 11. ; 28 cm.
Notes: Beginning with v.' 2, no. 8 (June 1,
1969) published in Kailua-Kona, Hawaii.
Preceded by an unnumbered issue dated July 22,
1968.
Vol. 2 repeated in numbering; other
irregularities in numbering.




HHDA OR1 Newspaper <1968:9:16> <1974:12:1>
<1975:1:1>
HHDA OR2 Hilo Public Library <1968:9:16-1978:
3>
HUH 1968-1978
HUHH OR Hawn AN2.K662 <1968:9:16-1978:1/3>
(Scattered issues wanting)





(Entry continued from previous column)
HUHH FMM 550499 rn,s=<1968:9:16-1978:1/3>
(Scattered issues wanting)
(Kona torch (Kailua, Hawaii Island, Hawaii)] Kona
torch. Kailua, Kona, Hawaii: J. Lenk, 1961-
1968.




8 v. : i 11. ; 28 em.
Notes: Editor: J. Lenk.
Continued by: Kona torch (Inglewood, Calif.)
lCCN sn 85-047065.
HHD 1961-1968
HHDA OR1 Newspaper <1965:8:31> <1968:4:25>
HHDA OR2 Hila Public Library <1961:7:20-1968:4:
25>
HUH 1961-1968
HUHH OR Hawn AN2.K66 <1961:7:20-1967:2:2>
<1967:2:16-3:23,4:6-11:9, 11:23-12:28> <1968:
1:4-2:15, 2:29-4:25>
HUHH FMM Microfilm 550499 m,s=<1961:7:20-1968:
4:25> (Scattered issues wanting)
Kona tribune-herald.
(Kona tribune-herald (Hilo, Hawaii: 1962)] Kona




v . : ill. : 40 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Mar. 21, 1962.
NSpecial weekly edition of the Hilo tribune-
hera ld. 'I
Continued by a newspaper of the same title,
issued 1964.
lCCN sn 84-045332.
HUH 1962 (Scattered issues)
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.K67 <1962:3:21-4:11>
(Scattered issues)
[Kana tribune-herald (Hilo, Hawaii: 1964)] Kona
tribune-herald. Hila, Hawaii: Hawaii Tribune-
Hera ld, 196.4.




1 v. : i 11. ; 40 cm.
Notes: Continues a newspaper of the same title.
Continued by: Kana weekly tribune herald
lCCN sn 84-045333.
HUH 1964
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.K68 <1964:8:5-9:23>
Kona weekly
See:
Kona shuho = The Kona weekly.
Kona weekly tribune-herald. Hilo, Hawaii
Hawaii Tribune-Herald, 1964-1968.
Vol. 1, no. 9 (Sept. 30, 1964)-v. 5, no. 30
(July 24, 1968).
(Entry continued in next column)
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(Entry continued from previous column)
DClC 9838374.
Frequency: Weekly
5 v. : ill. ; 40 em.
Continues: Kona tribune-herald (Hilo, Hawaii
1964)
Continued by: West Hawaii today
lCCN sn 84-045334.
HHD 1967-1968
HHDA FM Microfilm 5=<1967:5:23-1968:7:24>
HUH 1964-1968
HUHH FM Microfilm 590052 s=<1967:5:23-1968:7:
17>
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.K68 <1964:9:30-1965:11:10>
<1966:1:12-1:19, 2:9-3:16, 4:6-12:28> <1967:1:
4-5:24> <1967:6:14-1968:7:24>
Ke Koo 0 Hawaii. Honolulu (Hawaii] Karnaki [i.e.
, Thomas Spencer], 1883.
Buke 1, he lu 1 (Augate 15, 1883)-
Ceased in Dec. 1883.
DClC 12078625.
Frequency: Biweekly
1 v. ; 31 em.
Notes: In Hawaiian.
Editor: T. Spencer.
Continued by: 01a 0 Hawaii (Honolulu, Hawaii)
lCCN sn 85-047110.
HHA 1883
HHAA FM Microfilm 5=<1883:8:15-10:10>
HHAA OR AN2.H K83 <1883:8:15-10:10>
HUH 1883
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590130 m,s=<1883:8:15-10:
10>
The Kook min bo • Kungminbo. Honolulu, Hawaii:
J. Kim, 1962-1968.




7 v. : ; 11. ; 60 em.
Notes: In Korean.
Editors: 1962-Mar. 1964, A.H.J. Kim; Apr. 1964-
1968, 5.W. Hong.
Continues: Korean national herald
lCCN sn 85-047233.
HUH 1962-1968
HUHH OR Newspaer stack <1962:1:17-1968:12:25>
(Scattered issues wanting)
Koolau mirror. Wahiawa, Hawai; [G. Bingen],
1978-
Vo 1. 1, no . 1 (Sep t. 6, 1978)-
DClC 12670686.
Frequency: Two 1ssues per month
v. : 111. ; 41 em.
Notes: ·Covering the communities of Pearl City,
Mll1anl, Waip10, Wahiawa, Mokule1a, Haleiwa,




HHDA OR Newspaper <1978:9:6> <1979:4/5>
HAWAII NEWSPAPERS
A UNION LIST
The Korean national herald = Kungminbo.
The Korean national herald • Kungminbo. Honolulu,
T.H. : The Korean National Herald,
-3583-ho (Jan. 3, 1962).
Began with Oct. 17, 1907 issue.
DClC 12611445.
Frequency: Weekly
Other title: Kungminbo-T'aep'yongyang chubo
<1943>
Korean Pacific weekly-National herald 1942
Korean national herald-Pacific weekly <1943>
v . : ill. ; 60 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 28, [no.]
1713 (Jan. 12, 1938).
Publication suspended with Dec. 10, 1941 issue;
resumed in Jan. 1942.
In Korean; with separately numbered section in
English, 1942-19447 called variously: The
Korean Pacific weekly-National herald; Korean
national herald-Pacific weekly.
Issues for Feb.7 1942-194 published jointly
with: T'aep'yongyang chubo, the two
pUblications on separate pages, with a joint
Eng 1i sh sec t ion.
Continued by: Kook min bo
lCCN sn 85-047232.
HUH 1938-1962
HUHH OR Hawn AN2.K85 <1938:1:2-1962:1:3>
(Scattered issues wanting)
Korean national herald-Pacific weekly <1943>
See:
T'aep'yongyang chubo = Korean Pacific weekly.
The Korean national herald = Kungminbo.
Korean Pacific weekly
See:
T'aep'yongyang chuba = Korean Pacific weekly.
Korean Pacific weekly-National herald 1942
See:
T'aep'yongyang chubo = Korean Pacific weekly.
The Korean national herald = Kungminbo.
Kosei Okinawa
See:
Kosei Okinawa = Reborn Okinawa.
Kosei Okinawa • Reborn Okinawa. Honolulu, T.H.
[Territory of Hawaii] : The Okinawa Relief &
Rehabilitation Foundation, 1947-1948.




2 v. : i 11. ; 58 em.
Notes: Masthead title in romanized Japanese;
added masthead title in Japanese: Kosei
Okinawa.




HUHH OR Hawn ff AN2.K87 <1947:11-1948:10>
36
Kuu hae Hawaii.
Ke Kumu Hawaii. Honolulu, Oahu: Mission Press,
1834-1839.




4 v. : i 11. ; 28- 30 em.





HHAA OR DU620.K96 <1834:11:12-1839:5:22>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHB 1834-1839
HHBA OR Kauai Regional Library - Wilcox <1834:
11:12-1839:5:22>
HHE 1834 -1835
HHEA OR Newspaper <1834:11:12-1835:12:23>
HHH 1834 - 1838
HHHA OR 256.5805/K96 <1834:11:12-1838:5:23>
Kungminbo
See:
The Kook min bo = Kungminbo.
The Korean national herald = Kungminbo.
Kungm1nbo-T 6 aep'yongyang chubo <1943>
See:
The Korean national herald = Kungminbo.
Kuokoa
See:
Ka Nupepa kuokoa me Ko Hawaii paeaina i huiia.
Kuokoa home rula. Honolulu, Oahu (Hawaii] : C.K.
Notley,




Other title: Nupepa home rula
10 v. ; 50 em.
Notes: Description based on: Buke 5, helu 12
(Marak i 22, 1907).
In Hawaiian; some English.
Issued under the auspices of the Home Rule
Party.




HHAA OR AN2.H K95 <1907:3:22-1911:9:17>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHH 1908-1912
HHHA OR H 079/N922 <1908-1912>
Kuu hae Hawaii. Honolulu, Hawaii: Ka Nupepa Kuu
Hae Hawa 11, 191 3 .
Buke 1, helu 1 (Aperila 19, 1913)-buke 1, helu
9 (1u1a; 4, 191 3) .
DCle 12078613.
Frequency: Weekly (irregular)
1 v. ; 32 em.
Notes: Beginning with June? issues, has also
(Entry continued in next column)




(Entry continued from previous column)






HHAA FM Microfilm 189 5=<1913:4:19-5:9, 6:6, 7:
4>
HHAA OR AN2.H K97 <1913:4:19-5:9, 6:6, 7:4>
HUH 1913
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590130 item 1 m, 5=<1913:4:
19-5:9, 6:6, 7:4>





Other title: Buddhist child
v. : 43 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Dai 501-go (1941-
nen 3-gatsu tsui tachi [Mar. 1, 1941]).
Added masthead title in romanized Japanese:
Kyodan jiho.
In Japanese, with section in English.
lCCN sn 85-047143.
HHE 1941
HHEA OR Newspaper <1941:3:1-1941:10>
Labor review
See:
The Labor review of Hawaii.
The labor review of Hawaii. Honolulu [Hawaii 1
Honolulu Central Labor Council, 1921-
Vol. 1 , no. 1 (Apr. 19, 1921)-
OClC 12360531 .
Frequency: Weekly
v. ; 55 cm.
Notes: May 3, 1921 issue called v. 1, no. 2
but constitutes v. 1, no. 3: v. 1, no. 4, and
v. 1, no. 20 omitted in numbering.
Issues for Aug. 31-Sept. 20, 1921 misnumbered
as v. 1, no. 11-14, but constitute v. 1, no.
21-24.
In English, with articles in Hawaiian,
Japanese or Tagalog.
Editor: G."". Wright let al.]
lCCN sn 85-047194.
HHE 1921
HHEA OR Newspaper <1921:4:19-10:4>
The lahaina news. Lahaina, Maui, Ha. : Lahaina
News Publications, 11979]-
summer [1979])-May 1, 1980 ; v. 1, no. 14 (May
15, 1980)-
OClC 9126808.
Frequency: Weekly 1984- Monthly 1979
Semimonthly 1980-1983
v. : ill. ; 41 cm.
Notes: Issues for 1979-May 1, 1980 lack
numbering, but constitute v. 1. no. 1-13.
lCCN sn 84-045355.
HHD 1981-
(Entry continued in next column)
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(Entry continued from previous column)
HHDA OR Newspaper <1981:3:15- (SCattered
issues wanting)
HUH 1979-
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.L33 <1979-
The lahaina sun. Lahaina, Maui [Hawaii] : Yellow
Submarine Press. 1970-1973.




3 v. : ill. ; 38 -41 cm .
Notes: "The weekly newspaper of Maui, Hawai i."
Continued by: Maui sun
lCCN sn 85-047072.
HHD 1970-1973
HHDA OR1 Newspaper <1971:3:3-1973:8:29>
HHDA OR2 Kahului Public Library <1970:11: 11-
1973:8:29>
HUH 1970-1973
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.L34 <1970:11:11-1972:4:26>
<1972:5:10-7:5> <1972:7:19-1973:8:29>
The lahaina times. Lahaina, Ha. : International
News Enterprises, 1980-
Vol. 4, no. 4 (May 1980)-
OClC 13500016.
Frequency: Monthly
v. : i 11. ; 44 - 58 cm.
Notes: Editor: S. Omar.
Continues: Hawaiian times (Lahaina, Hawaii)
lCCN sn 85-047300.
HHB 1983
HHBA OR Maui Community College <1983:6-1983:8:
20>
HHD 1980-1981
HHDA ORl Kahului Public Library <1980:5> <1980:
11> <1981:1-1981:3>
Ka lahui Hawaii.
[Lahui Hawa i i (Hono 1ul u, Hawaii : 1875)] Ka lahui
Hawa i i. Hono1u1u : [s .n. ], 1875- 1877 .
Buke 1, helu 1 (Ianuari 1, 1875) -buke 3, he1u





Issued by the Board.
Editors: 1875-Ju1y 26, 1877, H.H. Paleka [i.e.,
Parker]; Aug. 2-Dec. 1877, J.F. Pogue.




HHAA FM Microfilm 212 5=<1875:1:1-1877:12:27>
HHAA OR AN2.H L19 <1875:1:1-1877:12:27>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHH 1875-1877
HHHA OR H 079/L14 <1875:1:7-1:28, 2:11, 3:4, 3:
18-3:25, 4:8-5:20. 6:3-8:26, 9:9, 9:23-12:2>
<1876:1:13-2:17,5:4,7:13-10:19, 11:2-11:9>
<1877:1:4-3:15, 3:29, 4:5-5:10, 5:31-7:12. 7:
27-8:30,9:20-9:27,10:18,11:1, 12:17>





(Entry continued from previous column)
HUH 1875-1877
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590126 m,s=<1875:1:1-1877:
12:27>
lahui Hawaii.
[Lahui Hawa i i (Honolulu, Hawa i i : 1899)] Lahui
Hawaii. Honolulu, Oahu: C.L. Hopkins, 1899-






Editors: Jan.-June, 1899, C.L. Hopkins; July




HHAA FM MICROFILM 215 5=<1899:1:28-2:18, 3:11-
6:24, 7:8-7:29, 8:12-11:4, 11:18-12:30> <1901:
6:22> <1902:2:21, 3:21, 6:20>
HHAA OR AN2.H L19 <1899:1:28-2:18, 3:11-6:24,
7:8-7:29, 8:12-11:4, 11:18-12:30> <1901:6:22>
<1902:2:21, 3:21, 6:20>
HUH 1899, 1901-1902
HUHH FMM MICROFlLM 590125 m, 5=<1899:1:28-2:18,
3:11-6:24,7:8-7:29,8:12-11:4,11:18-12:30>
<1901:6:22> <1902:2:21, 3:21, 6:20>
Ka lama Hawaii. Lahainaluna, Maui : [s.n.], 1834-
1841.
Makahiki 1, helu 1 (Feberuari 14, 1834) -buku 2,
he 1u 2 (1 anuar i 15, 1841).
Oele 12078559.
Frequency: Semimonthly 1841 Weekly 1834
2 v. : i 11. ; 30 cm.
Notes: Suspended publication with makahihi 1,
helu 25 (Dekemaba 26, 1834); revived for two
issues in Jan. 1841.
In Hawaiian.





HHAA FM Microfilm 203 5=<1834:2:14-12:26>
HHAA OR DU620.L21 <1834:3:21-3:28> <1834:4:11-
~:18> <1834:9:27> <18~1:1:15>
HHH 1834
HHHA OR 266.5806/L16 < 1834:2:14-12:17>
HUH 1834
HUHH OR Hawn Rare DU620.L35 <1834:2:14-12:26>
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590136 m,s=<1834:2:14-12:
26>
Lanai times. Kaunakakai, Molokai [Hawaii]
Friendly Isle Pub. Co.,
DClC 13500032.
Frequency: Biweekly
v . : ill. ; 4 1 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 2, no. 12
(June 2, 1982).
"The only newspaper in the world that cares
about Lana i . ,.
(Entry continued in next column)
38
(Entry continued from previous column)
lCCN sn 85-047301.
HHB 1982-1983
HHBA OR1 Maui Community College <1982:6:2-6:
16> <1982:8:18-10:14> <1983:1:26-2:2> <1983:2:
23>
The lanaian.
[Lanaian (Lanai City, Hawaii: 1948)] The Lanaian.
Lanai City, Lanai [Hawaii] : Lanai Community
Welfare Association, 1948-1958.
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Oct. 1, 1948) -v. 10, no. 27
(Nov. 28 I 1958).
DCle 11396942.
Frequency: Weekly
10 v. : 111. ; 40 cm.
Notes: Title from masthead of v. 1, no. 5 (Nov.
19,1948) .




HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.L35 <1948:10:1-1958:11:28>
[Lanaian (Lanai City, Hawaii: 1978)] The Lanaian.
(Lanai City, Hawaii: Lanai Community Services
Counci 1],
Began with Nov. 1978 issue.
CCle 8801731.
Frequency: Monthly
v . : i 11. ; 4 1 cm .




HHDA OR1 Kauai Regional Library <1978:12>
<1979:3> <1979:6-1979:9> <1979:11-1979:12>
HHDA OR2 Wailuku Public L1brary <1978:11-1980:
6>
HHDA OR3 Kahului Public Library <1978:11-1979:
6> <1979:8-1979:9> <1979:11-1980:6>
HUH 1978-1980
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.L352 <1978:11-1979:10>
<1980:1-1980:6>
Ka lanak11a. Honolulu, Hawai 1 : ["s.n.], 1909.




1 v. ; 32 em.





HHAA FM Microfilm 187 s=<1909:7:1-10:21>
HHAA OR AN2.H L28 <1909:7:1-10:21>
HUH 1909
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590131 m,s=<1909:7:1-10:21>
Ka Lau oliva. Honolulu [Hawaii: [s.n.], 1871-
Buke 1, helu 1 (lanuari 1, 1871)-
DClC 12841646.
Frequency: Monthly




Ka Lei loke 0 Hawaii.
(Entry continued from previous column)





HHBA OR Maui Museum <1874:11>
HHH 1871-1874
HHHA OR 266.5805/L36 <1871:2-1872:1> <1872:3-
1872:4> <1872:6-1872:7> <1872:11-1873:6> <1873:
9-1873:12> <1874:4-1874:12>
The Leader.
[Leader (Honolulu, Hawaii) 1 The Leader. Honolulu,
Hawa i i : The Hawa i i Hochi, Ltd., 1970.
Vol. 1, no. 4 (May 13, 1970) -v. 1, no. 10
(July 1, 1970).
OCLC 12088505.
Frequency: ~eekly May 27-July 1970 Biweekly
May 13, 1970
1 v. : ill. ; 41 em.




HHAA OR AN2.E ~14 <1970:5:13-7:1>
Leeward press. Honolulu: The Leeward Press,




Other title: Hawaii press. Leeward ed. Dec. 7,
1966-Nov. 8, 1967
13 v. : ill. ; 56 em.
Notes: Description based on: v. 6, no. 49 (Dec.
2, 1964).
Issues for Dec. 7, 1966-Nov. 8, 1967 published
as: The Hawaii press. Leeward edition.
Numerous irregularities in numbering.




HHDA OR Newspaper <1969:11:19-1972:1:26>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HUH 1964-1972
HUHH OR Hawn ff AN2.H349 <1966-1969> <1970:1:7-
6:3,17-12:29> <1971-1972> (Partial run held)
HUHH OR Hawn ff AN2.H349 <1964:12:2-1970:6:3>
<1970:6:17-1972:1:12>
Leeward shopper Dec. 13, 1984-
See:
The Shopper. ~aipio Gentry, Waipahu, Makakilo,
BarberIs Point, Ewa, Ewa Beach, Iroquois Point.
Leeward sun press.
[Leeward sun press (Kaneohe, Hawaii: 1972) 1
Leeward sun press. Kaneohe, HI : Community
Publ icat ions, 1972-1981.




(Entry continued in next column)
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(Entry continued from previous column)
10 v. : ill. ; 57 em.
Notes: Title varies slightly.
Numerous errors in numbering.
Continues in part: Leeward & Wahiawa sun press
Continued by: Pearl City/Aiea sun press
LCCN sn 84-045362.
HHD 1972-1981
HHOA OR Newspaper <1972:3:8-1981:7:26>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HUH 1972-1981
HUHH OR Hawn ff AN2.L44 <1972:3:8-1981:7:26>
(Scattered issues wanting)
[Leeward sun press (Kaneohe, Hawaii: 1986) J
Leeward sun press. Kaneohe, HI : Sun Press,
1986-
Vol. 27, no. 3 (June 12-18, 1986)-
OCLC 14207159.
Frequency: ~eekly
v . : i 11. ; 58 em .
Continues: Pearl City/Aiea sun press
LCCN sn 87-099792.
HUH 1986-
HUHH OR Hawn ff AN2.P42 <1986:6:12/18-
Leeward &Wahiawa sun press. Kailua, Hawaii
Community Press Newspapers, 1972.
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Feb. 2,1972) ; v. 14, no. 6
(Feb. 9, 1972) -v. 14, no. 8 ([Mar. 1, 1972]).
OCLC 11471241.
Frequency: ~eekly
Other title: Sun press Feb. 16, 1972
1 v. : ill. ; 57 em.
Notes: Vol. 14, no. 7 (Feb. 16, 1972)
published as: Sun press.
With Feb. 9, 1972 issue, adopts vol. numbering
in continuation of the preceding title:
Leeward press. .
Vol. 14, no. 7 repeated in numbering.
The last issue repeats date of Feb. 23, 1972
in masthead, but constitutes the Mar. 1, 1972
issue.
Formed by the union of: Leeward press and
~ahiawa press
Split into: Leeward sun press (Kaneohe, Hawaii
: 1972) and Wahiawa sun press
LCCN sn 84-045361.
HHO 1972
HHOA OR Newspaper <1972:2:2-3:1>
HUH 1972
HUHH OR Hawn ff AN2.L44 <1972:2:2-3:1>
Ka Lei loke 0 Hawaii. Honolulu [Hawaii: S.n. J,
1898.
Buke 1, helu 5 (Aperila 15, 1898)-buke 1, helu
10 (1une 30, 1898).
OCLC '12078637.
Frequency: Semimonthly
1 v. ; 31 em.
Notes: Title from cover.
In Hawaiian.
Editor: R.H. Baker.
Continues: Lei rose 0 Hawaii
Continued by: Malamalama 0 Hawaii
(Entry continued in next column)




(Entry continued from previous column)
lCCN sn 85-047108.
HHA 1898
HHAA FM Microfilm 189 s=<1898:4:15-6:30>
HHAA OR AN2.H L52 <1898:4:14-6:30>
HUH 1898
HUHH FMM Microfilm S90130 item 5 m, sc<1898:4:
15-6:30>
Ka lei mom1.
[Lei momi (Honolulu. Hawaii: Aug. 5, 1893)] Ka
Lei momi. Honolulu. Oahu: [s.n.], 1893.
Buke 1. helu 1 (Augate 5, 1893)-buke 1, helu
21 (Dekemaba 25, 1893).
OClC 12078585.
Frequency: Weekly
1 v. : 45 em.
Notes: In Hawaiian.
Editor: W.H. Kapu.





HHAA FM Microfilm 183 5=<1893:8:5-9:4> <1893:9:
18-12:25>
HHAA OR AN2.H L53 <1893:8:5-9:4> <1893:9:18-12:
25>
HUH 1893
HUHH FMM Microfilm S90132 item 2 m, s=<1893:8:
5-9:4> <1893:9:18-12:25>
[Lei mom; (Honolulu, Hawai i : uune 21, 1893) J Ka
Lei mom;. Honolulu, Oahu [Hawaii] : Ka Lei
Momi. 1893.
Buke 1, helu 1 (lune 21, 1893) -buke 1, helu 78
(Sepatemaba 22, 1893).
OClC 12078575.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun.)
Other t1tle: Nupepa puka la ka lei momi
1 v. ; 45 em.
Notes: In Hawaiian.
Editor: W.H. Kapu.




HHAA FM Microfilm 183 5=<1893:6:21-7:20. 7:22-
9: 14, 9:16-9:18, 9:20. 9:22>
HHAA OR AN2.H L53 <1893:6:21-7:20. 7:22-9:14,
9:16-9:18, 9:20. 9:22>
HUH 1893
HUHH FMM Microfilm S90132 item 1 m, 5=<1893:6:
21-7:20. 7:22-9:14, 9:16-9:18. 9:20. 9:22>
Ka lei rose 0 Hawa1i. Honolulu [Hawaii s.n.l,
-buke 1, helu4 (Aperila 1,1898).
Began wi th Feb. 15, 1898 issue.
OClC 12078631.
Frequency: Semimonthly
1 v. ; 31 em.
Notes: Description based on: Buke 1, helu 4
(Aperila " 1898).
1n Hawa i i~n .
Editor: R.H. Baker.
(Entry continued in next column)
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(Entry continued from previous column)
Cont1nued by: Lei loke 0 Hawaii
lCCN sn 85-047107.
HHA 1898
HHAA FM Microfilm 189 5=<1898:4:1>
HHAA OR AN2.H L52 <1898:4:1>
HUH 1898
HUHH FMM Microfilm S90130 item 4 m,s=<1898:4:
1>
Ka leo 0 ka lahui.
[Leo 0 ka lahui (Honolulu. Hawaii: 1889)] Ka Leo
o ka lahui. Honolulu [Oahu, Hawaii: s.n. I.
-buke 2. helu 1401 (Feberuari 21, 1896) ;
buke 1. no. 1 (Aperila 13, 1896)-buke 1. no.
25 (Mei 18, 1896).
Began with Aug. 19, 1889 issue.
OClC 11130894.
Frequency: Daily (except Sat. & Sun.)
2 v. ; 33 em.
Notes: Description based on: Buke " helu 6
(Augate 26, 1889).
In Hawaiian; beginning 1890. includes some
Eng 1ish.
Editors: U.W. Mikasobe, 1889; u.E. Bush, 1891,
1894-1895; various other editors.
lCCN sn 84-020564.
HHH 1889-1896
HHHA OR H 079/L55l <1889:8:26-1896:5:18>
(Scattered issues)
Leo ona pukaua 0 Hawaii
See:
The Hawaii guardsman c Ka leo ona pukaua 0
Hawai i.
The L1 bera1.
[Uberal (Honolulu, Hawaii)] The Liberal.
Honolulu (Hawaii: s.n.], 1892-1893.
-v. 1, no. 61 (Apr. 15, 1893).
Began with Sept. 9, 1892 issue.
OClC 12372383.
Frequency: Semiweekly
1 v. ; 48-56 em.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 1, no. 8
(Oct. " 1892).
Hawaiian section has title: Ka Liberale.
English and Hawaiian.
Editors: R.W. Wilcox; 1892-Apr. 15, 1893, with
D.L. Huntsman (English editor).
lCCN sn 85-047206.
HHH 1892-1893
HHHA FM Microfilm 079/L61 5=<1892:10:1-1893:4:
15> (Scattered issues wanting)
HHHA OR 079/L61 <1892:10:8-1893:4:15>
HUH 1892-1893
HUHH FMM Microfilm S90087 m,s-<1892:10:1-1893:





[Liberdade (Honolulu, Hawaii) 1 A Liberdade.









3 v. ; 61 em.
Notes: Description based on: Buke 1, helu 44
(Okatoba 2. 1897).
1n Hawa i ian .




HHAA FM Microfilm 210 s=<1897:10:2> <1898:1:1-
10:1> <1898:10:22-1899:5:20> <1899:6:3-7:29, 8:
12-8:26> <1899:10:9-1900:1:13>








[Luso (Honolulu, Hawaii)] 0 Luso. Honolulu. H.I
o Luso, 1896-
No. 1 (15 de fev., 1896)-
Ceased publication in 1924.
OClC 118 11838 .
Frequency: Weekly
29 v. : ill.
Notes: 'Semanario independente dedicado
estrictamente aos interesses geraes da colonia
por tugueza de Hawaii."
•5 ser i e do I Luso. I "
In Portuguese.
Editors: 1896-1911, u.S. Ramos; 1911-1912,
1923-1924, G.F. Affonso; 1912-1913, M.A.Silva;
1913-1918, M.G. Santos; 1918-1923, A.H.R.
Vieira.




HHHA FM Microfilm P 079/L97 s=<1896:2:15-1897:
10:30> <1910:3:5-1923:12:20> (Scattered issues
want ing)
HHHA OR P 079/L97 <1896:2:15-5:9, 5:23-7:18, 8:
1-12:19,12:31> <1897:1:16,1:30-7:10,7:24-10:
16, 10:30> <1910:3:5-5:7> <1910:5:21-12:31>
<1911-1914> <1915:4:10-4:24, 5:8. 5:29. 6:5-7:
10,8:7-8:21,9:11-9:25,10:23-10:30. 11:13-11:
27,12:11-12:18,12:31> <1916-1917> <1918:1:5-
5:18, 6:1-6:29, 7:13-9:7, 9:21> <1919:10:4-10:
18> <1919:11:1-12:10> <1920:1:10-1:17, 11:25,
12:23> <1921:12:22> <1922:10:12-12:28> <1923:
12:20>
HUH 1896-1897, 1910-1923
HUHH FMM 590069 m,sa<1896:2:15-1923:12:20>
(Scattered issues wanting)
(Entry continued from previous column)
Honolulu, Ter. de Hawaii: C. Pereira.
Began in 1900; ceased in 1910.
OClC 13732053.
Frequency: Weekly
v. ; 58 em.
Notes: Description based on: 30 anno, no 112
(out. de 1901).
In Portuguese.




HHBA OR1 Punahou School <1901:10:3>
The liberty news • Tzu yu hsin pao.
[Liberty news (Honolulu, Hawaii)] The Liberty
news = Tzu yu hsin pao. Honolulu, T.H. : Chee
Yow Sh i n Bo Co. ,
Founded 1908.
OCLe 12188334.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun. & holidays) 1943-
Three issues per wk. -1942
v. : ill. ; 58 em.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 32, no. 4924
(uan. 1. 1940).
In Chinese.
Editor: <1940>- S. Fong.
LCCN sn 85-047150.
HHE 1940. 1942-1944




Ke 0 1a 0 Hawa i i .
Light
See:
Ti Silaw = The light.
Na Lima hana. Kawaiahao [Honolulu, Hawaii: s.n.]
, 1883-1884.
Buke 1. helu 1 (Aperi la, 1883) -buke 2. helu 10




2 v. ; 24 em.
Notes: In Hawaiian.
Issued under the auspices of Kawaiahao Church.
lCCN sn 85-047106.
HHA 1883-1884
HHAA FM Microfilm 217 5=<1883:4-1884:1>
HHAA OR AN2.H L73 <1883:4-1884:1>
HUH 1883-1884




Ka Loea kalaiaina. Honolulu [Hawaii] : Ka Loea
Kalaiaina,
-buke 3, helu 52 (Ianuari 13, 1900).
(Entry continued in next column)
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o Luso hawaiiano. Honolulu. H.I.
1891.
No. 1 (15 de agosto, 1885)-
Ceased in 1891.
(Entry continued in next column)





(Entry continued from previous column)
DCLC 11811804.
Frequency: ~eeK1y Sept. 4, 1886-<1890> Three
issues monthly 18B5-Aug. 25, 1886
7 v. : ; 11 .
Notes: Called: Nova serie, 1885- 3 serie,
<1889>-
In Portuguese.
Editors: 1885-1888, A. Marques: 1888-1889, P.A.
Diaz; 1889-1891, u.A.M. Osorio.




HHHA FM Microfilm P 079/L972 s=<1885:8:15-1886:
12:25> <1889:5:3> <1889:11:20-11:23> <1890:1:
11> <1890:12:6-12:13>




HUHH FMM 590067 m,s=<1885:8:15-1886:12:25>
<1889:5:3> <1889:11:20-11:23> <1890:1:11>
<1890:12:6-12:13>
Maco breeze. Paia, Maui (Hawaii] : Maco Breeze,
Began in Aug. 1940.
DCLC 13178551.
Frequency: Monthly
v. : ill. ; 41 em.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 1, no. 8
(Apr. 1941).
In English and llocano.




HHEA OR Newspaper <1941:4-1941:8> <1941:12>
Main street.
(Main street (Honokaa, Hawaii)] Main street.
Honokaa, Hawaii: (A. Botelho], 1950-1951.




2 v. ;, 28-33 em.




HHDA OR Honokaa Public Library <1950:8:4-1951:
7:28>
HUH 1950-1951
HUHH OR Hawn AN2.M3 <1950:2:10-1951:2:2>
Ka Makaa1nana. Honolulu, Oahu [Hawaii] : Ka
Makaainana,
; Ano hou, buke 1, helu 1 (lanuari 1, 1894)-
buke 11, he 1u 9 (Feberuar i 27, 1899).
Began with Nov. 1, 1887 issue.
DCLC 12078603.
Frequency: Weekly Daily (except Sun.) 1887-
v. ; 36 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Buke 1, helu 41
(Entry continued in next column)
42




Editors: 1887-1893, F.u. Testa; 1894- W.H.
Kapu, F.u. Testa.
Absorbed: Lei mom; (Honolulu, Hawaii: Aug. 5,
1893) Jan. 1, 1894
LCCN sn 85-047119.
HHA 1887-1899
HHAA FM Microfilm 188 5=<1887:12:17> <1888:5:
3> <1894:1:1-12:31> <1895:3:18-1897:5:31>
<1897:6:14-6:28> <1899:1:9, 1:30, 2:13, 2:27>
HHAA OR AN2.H M23 <1887:12:17-1899:2:27>
(Scattered issues)
HUH 1887-1888, 1894-1897, 1899
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590133 m,s=<1887:12:17>
<1888:5:3> <1894:1:1-12:31> <1895:3:18-1897:5:




Ka Malamalama 0 Hawaii.
Ke Kilohana 0 ka malamalama.
Ka Malamalama 0 Hawaii. Honolulu [Hawaii: s.n.],
1898.
Buke 1, he lu 11 (lula i 15, 1898) -buke 1, he lu




1 v. ; 31 cm.
Notes: Title from cover.
Buke 1, helu 11 repeated in numbering.
In Hawaiian.
Editor: R.H. Baker.
Continues: Lei loke 0 Hawa;;
LCCN sn 85-047109.
HHA 1898
HHAA OR AN2.H L52 ~1898:7:15-9:1>
HUH 1898
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590130 m,s=<1898:7:15-9:1>
Ka Manawa. Honolulu [Hawaii] : Hui Manawa, 1870.
Buke 1, helu 1 {Novemaba 7, 1870)-buke 1, helu
6 (Dekemaba 12, 1870).
DCLC 12105683.
Frequency: Weekly
1 v. ; 37 em.
Notes: In Hawaiian.
Edited by King David Kalakaua.
LCCN sn 85-047123.
HHA 1870
HHAA FM Microfilm 219 6=<1870:11:7-12:12>
HHAA OR AN2.H M26 <1870:11:7-12:12>
HUH 1870














Other title: Manoa. Makiki news
1 Y. : ill. ; 37 em.
Notes: Title from masthead.
Continued by: News (Honolulu, Hawaii)
LCCN sn 85-047248.
HUH 1982
HUHH OR Hawn f DU629.H7 N49 <1982:8>
Manoa news. IHonolulu. Hawaii] : Manoa Jaycees,
1965-1971.
Oct. " 1965-
Ceased with Jan.7 1971 issue.
OCLC 11679249.
Frequency: Monthly (irregular)
Other title: 4 M news June 1968
7 Y. : ill. ; 44 em.
Notes: Issue for June 1968 published as: 4 M
news; Oct. 1968, as: Issuek & candidates.
Publishers: 1968, Manoa News Service; 19697-
1971, Media Hawa i i (var ies) .




HHDA OR Newspaper <1965:10:1;1966:2> <1966:6>
HUH 1965-1970
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.M35 <1965:10:1-1966:12>
<1967:2> <1968:1-1970:12>
Manuka messenger. Naalehu, Hawaii: B. Fields,
- Y • 14, issue no. 6 (Dec. 1982) ; v. "





17 Y. : ill. ; 35 -37 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 7, issue no.
1 (Jan. 1976).
Beg i nn ing with Sep t. 1979 issue, pub 1i shed in
Captain Cook, Hawaii.




HHBA OR University of Hawaii at Hilo <1970-
1985>
HUH 1976-1985
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.M37 <1976:1-1983:1> <1983:3-
1985:7>
MaUl dally digest. Wailuku, Maui, Hawaii
Aquar i us Enterpr i ses, 1978-
Issue no. 1 (Dec. 18, 1978)-
OCLC 12670679.
Frequency: Daily (except Sat.-Sun.)
v. ; 22-36 em.
Notes: •A mini newspaper."
Editor: J. Stephens.
LCCN sn 85-047257.
(Entry continued in next column)
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(Entry continued from previous column)
HHD 1978-1980
HHDA OR Newspaper <1978:12:18-12:29> <1979:1:2-
8:17, 8:23-8:24, 8:29, 9:10, 9:18, 9:21, 9:25-
9:26.9:29-10:4,10:12,10:15,10:17.10:22-10:
30,11:5-11:21,11:23-12:6,12:13-12:28> <1980:
1: 7- 1: 18>
The MaUl news. Wailuku, Maui, H.I. G.B.
Robertson, 1900-
Vo 1. 1, no. 1 (F eb. 17, 1900)-
OCLC 8807554; ISSN 8750-457X.
3 no. a week, Sept. 14, 1970-May 1981
Other title: Semi-weekly Maui news Sept. 1921-
Nov. 1922
Daily Maui news Dec. 1922-June 30, 1923
v . : i 11. ; 58 cm.
Notes: Published as: Semi-weekly Maui news,
Sept. 2, 1921-Nov. 28, 1922; and as: Daily
Maui news, Dec. 1922-June 30, 1923.
• 1ndependen t .•
LCCN sn 82-014689.
HHD 1900-
HHDA FM Microfi 1m 5=<1900:2: 17- (scattered
issues wanting)
HUH 1900-1942
HUHH FM Microfilm 590041 s=<1942:1:3-
(scattered issues wanting)
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590041 m,s=<1900:2:17-1941:
12:27> (scattered issues wanting)
The Mau1 record. Wailuku, Maui, T.H. N. Koito,
-v. 24, no. 2409 (Dec. 9, 1941).
Began in Nov. 1916.
OCLC 12231879.
Frequency: Semiweekly.
v . : i 11. ; 56 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 21, no. 2010
(Jan. " 1938).
Japanese section has added masthead title in
Japanese: Maui rekodo.
In English and Japanese; 1916-1928, in
Japanese only.









The Mau1 reporter. Wailuku, Hawaii A.R.
Skender ian, 1982.
Vol. 1, issue 1 (July 21, 1982)-
Ceased with Dec. 15, 1982 issue.
OCLC 10284132.
Frequency: Weekly
lv.: 111.; 41 em.
Notes: Editor: P. Marshall.
LeCN sn 85-047064.
HHB 1982
HHBA OR Maui Community College <1982:8-1982:9>





(Entry continued from previous column)
HHD 1982
HHDA ORl ~ai1uku Public Library <1982:7:21-
1982:11:10>
HHDA OR2 Kahului Public Library <1982:7:21-
1982: 12: 15>
HUH 1982
HUHH OR Hawn f DU628.M3M386 <1982:7:21-7:28>
<1982:8:11>
The Mau1 sh1nbun. Wailuku, Maui, T.H. The Maui
Shinbun Co.,
- v . [5 ], no . 199 (Dec. 5, 194 1) .
Began with July 4, 1906 issue.
OCle 12331846.
Frequency: Semiweekly
v . : i 11. : 57 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 3, no. 3
(Jan. 7, 1938) = dai 392-go.
No more published?
Added masthead title in Japanese: Maui shinbun.
In Japanese: English section added in 1928.
Editor: 1920-1941, S. Yasu;.
lCCN sn 85-047183.
HHE 1938-1941
HHEA OR Newspaper <1938:1:7-12:31> <1939:1:20-
12:22> <1940:1:9-12:25> <1941:3:4-12:5>
(Scattered issues wanting)
The Mau1 sun. ~ai1uku, Mau;, Hawa;; : Yellow
Submarine Press, 1973-1981.
Year 3, issue 44 {Sept. 5, 1973)-year 12,
issue 9 (Dec. 23, 1981).
OelC 7052784.
Frequency: Weekly





HHDA OR Newspaper <1973:8:29-1981:12:16>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HUH 1973, 1976-1977, 1979
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.L34 <1973:9:5-11:28> <1976:
11:3/9-1977:1:19/25> <1977:2:2/8-1979:11:
12/18> <1979:11:26/12:2-1981:12:23>
Mea hou 0 Molokai
See:




Menehune of Hawaii. Kailua, Kona, HI : Images
Un 1imi ted, 1974 -1975.
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan. 1974) -v. 2, no. 2 (Jan. 24,
1975) .
DClC 11396959.
Frequency: Semimonthly Nov. 1974-Jan. 1975
Monthly Jan.-Oct. 1975
Running title: Menehune
2 v. : ill. ; 41 cm.
Notes: fI The Kamaa ina newspaper. II
(Entry continued in next column)
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(Entry continued from previous column)
lCCN sn 84-045314.
HUH 1974-1975
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.M45 <1974:1-1974:8> <1974:
10-1975: 1>
The Mercury.
[Mercury (Hi 10, Hawa; i)] The Mercury. Hi 10, Hi
Balloon Spinnaker Press, 1977-
Feb. 15, 1977-Dec. 18, 1980.
DClC 11441588.
Frequency: Semimonthly
v . : ; 11. ; 4 1 cm .
Notes: "By and for the people of the Big
Island. II
Beginning in 1978 published in Kamuela: then
in Kailua-Kona, Hawaii.





HHBA OR University of Hawaii at Hilo <1980:9:
12>
HHD 1977, 1979
HHDA OR Hilo Public Library <1977:8:1> <1979:8:
1>
HUH 1977-1980 (Scattered issues wanting)
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.W35 <1977:2:15-12:7> <1978:
1:5-5:18,6:15-9:1> <1979:3:1-8:1,12:8> <1980:1:




Ke Kukini = The messenger.













[Midget (Kohala, Hawaii)] The midget. Kohala,
Hawa ii, T. H. : The M1dgetAs soc iat 10n , 191 3-
1917.




4 v. : ill. ; 31 cm.
Notes: Editor: J.F. Cowan.
Beginning July 1916, issued concurrently with:
Kohala semi-weekly midget.









HHEA OR Newspaper <1913:10:1-1915:11:17> <1915:
12:8-12:22>




HHHA FM Microfilm 050/M581 s=<1913:10:1-12:14>
<1914:1:7-12:23> <1915:1:6-1916:3:15> <1916:3:
29-7:19> <1917:2:21-4:25>
HHHA OR 050/M581 <1916:8:2-12:20> <1917:1:3-4:
25>
HUH 1913-1917
HUHH FM Microfilm 590143 5=<1913:10:1-12:24>
<1914:1:7-12:23> <1915:1:6-1916:3:15> <1916:3:
29-7:19> <1917:2:21-4:25>
M1dpacifican. Honolulu (Hawaii] : Recreation and
Morale Office, Hawaiian Dept., 1942-1945.
-v. 4, no. 12 (May 12, 1945).
Began in Mar. 1942.
DClC 12587888.
Frequency: Weekly June 17, 1944-1945
Semimonthly 1942-June 1. 1944
4 v. : ill. ; 42-45 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 1, no. 2
(Mar. 15, 1942).
"The Armed Forces newspaper in the Pacific
Ocean Areas."
Publishers: 1942-Sept. 1943, Hawaiian Dept., U.
S. Army; Oct. 1943-Aug. 5, 1944, Central
Pacific Area; Aug. 12, 1944-1945, Pacific
Ocean Areas.
Continued by: Stars and stripes (Pacific ed.)
LCCN sn 85-047246.
HUH 1942-1945




The Hawaii military press.
Military press. Honolulu: Hawaii Newspapers,
1969-1972.




5 v. : ill. : 40-60 cm.
Notes: Beginning in 19697 published in Kailua,
Oahu, Hawai 1.
Irregularities 1n vol. numbering.
Continues: Hawa;i military press
Continued by: Military sun press
LCCN sn 84-047028.
HUH 1969-1972U




The Military sun press. Kailua, Hawaii




v . : i 11. : 59 cm.
Notes: Issues for Feb. 2-Feb. 9, 1972 called v.
1, no. 1- 2: Feb. 16, 1972 issue, ca 11 ed v. 14,
no. 3, adopts vol. numbering in continuation
of the preceding title: with Apr. 9, 1972
issue, changes vol. numbering to v. 13.




HHDA OR Newspaper <1972-
HUH 1972-




[Mirror (Honolulu, Hawaii)] The Mirror. Honolulu,




v . : i 11. : 36 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 1, no. 10
(Sept. 27, 1902).
MA weekly journal of comment. M




HHEA OR Newspaper <1902:9:27-10:11> <1902:11:
15>
Mo1aka1 free press • Na mea hou 0 Me1aka1 .





v. : ill. : 41 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 4, no. 9
(July 4-17, 1979).




HHDA OR1 Newspaper <1979:7:4/17-1979:12:5/18>
<1980:1:16/29-7:23/8:5> <1980:9:17/30-11:26/12:
18>
HHDA OR2 Wailuku Public Library <1978:2-1981:4:
29>
HHDA OR3 Kahului Public L1brary <1977 :6-1981: 2-:
13>
Molokai' news. Kl ka1 [i.e. Kaunakakai], Moloka;,
HI : G. Peabody, 1984-
Vo 1. 1, no . 1 (Dec. 10 , 1984)-
OCle 12753207.
Frequency: Semimonthly (varies)
v. : ill. ; 41 em.





(Entry continued from previous column)
lCCN sn 85-047270.
HUH 1984-
HUHH OR Hawn AN2.M64 <1984:12:10-
Moloka1 reporter. Maunaloa, Molokai [Hawaii] : D.
Graydon, 1969-1970.




1 v. : i 11. ; 43 cm .
lCCN sn 84-045321.
HUH 1969-1970
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.M656 <1969:11:5-1970:2:18>
Moloka1 times. Kaunakakai, Molokai [Hawaii] :
Mo loka; Times Pub. Co., 1981-
Vo 1. 1, no. 1 (Dc t. 16 , 1981)-
DCLC 8378736.
Frequency: Semimonthly (varies)
v . : i 11. ; 4 1 cm.
Notes: "The only newspaper in the world that
cares about Moloka;.~
Beg; nn i ng with v. 1, no. 6 (Dec. 11, 1981),
pUblished by Friendly Isle Pub. Co.
lCCN sn 85-047074.
HHD 1981-1983
HHOA OR Newspaper <1981:10:16-11:13, 12:4>
<1982:1:29-8:18, 9:15-12:22> <1983:8:10-11:27>
HUH 1981-
HUHH OR Hawn newspaper stacks <1981:10:16-1982:
9:1> <1982:9:29-1982:12:22> <1983:7:13-1983:12:
21> <1984:4:23-
Ka Mom1 0 Hawaii • The pearl of Hawaii. Honolulu,
Hawa i; : [D. K. Hoo 1apa] , 191 3 .
Buke 1, he 1u 1 (1anuar i 1, 1913) -buke 1, he 1u
16 (Apr. 16 , 1913).
OCle 12078569.
Frequency: Weekly
1 v. ; 29 cm.





HHAA FM Microfilm 218 5=<1913:1:1> <1913:1:15-
4: 16>
HHAA OR AN2.H M73 <1913:1:1> <1913:1:15-4:16>
HUH 1913
HUHH MICROFILM 590135 m, 5=<1913:1:1> <1913:1:
15-4:16>




Frequency: Daily (except Sat.-Sun.)
v. ; 47 em.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 1, no. 122
(Feb. 20, 1885).
"Issued from the office of the Saturday Press
every week-day morning except Saturday, on
which day it will be incorporated in the Press.
(Entry continued in next column)
46
(Entry continued from previous column)
LCCN sn 85-047132.
HHA 1885
HHAA OR AN2.E M 86 <1885:2:20>
My Hawaiian flag June-July 1913
See:
Kuu hae Hawa 1 i .




v . : i 11. ; 28 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 25, no. 2
(Feb. 1967).




HHDA OR Pahala Branch Library <1967:2-1971:1>
Ka Na c 1 aupun1. Honolulu: lC.K. Notley], 1905-
1908.
Buke 1, helu 1 (Novemaba 27, 1905)-buke 5,
helu 82 (Aperi1a 24, 1908).
OClC 12078650.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun.)
Other title: Nupepa puka la ka na'1 aupuni





HHAA FM Microfilm 213 s=<1905:11:27-1906:10:
12> <1906:10:15-10:25, 10:27-11:6, 11:8-11:30>
<1907:1:4, 6:13, 6:19> <1908:4:20-4:24>
HHAA OR AN2.H N15 <1905:11:27-1906:10:12>
<1906: 10: 15 - 10: 25 , 10: 27 - 11 :6 , 11: 8- 11 : 30>
<1907:1:4, 6:13, 6:19> <1908:4:20-4:24>
HUH 1905-1908
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590134 m,s=<1905:11:27-1906:
10: 12> <1906: 10: 15- 10 : 25 , 10 : 27 - 11:6 , 11: 8- 11:








Other title: Naimbag a nakem
v. : 111. : 30 em.
Notes: Description based on: Tawen 5, bilang










The cNal0 news. Waimanalo, Hawaii: Waimanalo
Neighborhood Board, City and County of
Hono 1u1u , 1976-
Vo 1. 1, no. 1 (Mar. 1976)-
DClC 9390169.
Frequency: Monthly (irregular)
v . : i 11. : 28 - 36 cm.
Notes: ,. A conmun i ty newspaper."
Some issues lack vol. numbering.
Issues for July 1976- published by the
Waimanalo Council of Community Organizations.
lCCN sn 85-047273.
HHD 1976, 1979
HHDA OR Newspaper <1976:12> <1979:1>
HUH 1976-1979, 1983
HUHH OR Hawn DU629.W452 N35 <1976:3-1976:4>
<1976:6-1976:8> <1976:12> <1977:12> <1978:8>
<1978:11> <1979:3> <1983:2>
*
Native Hawaiian views. Kaneohe, Hawai Hou
Hawaiians, 1975-
Vo 1. 1, no. 1 ( [Dc t. 1975])-
DClC 13026628.
v : i 11. ; 44 cm.
Notes: Editors: K. Price (et a1.]
lCCN sn 85-047283.
HHD 1975
HHDA OR Newspaper <1975:10>
The Native Son.
(Native son (Honolulu, Hawaii)] The Native Son.
Honolulu, T.H. : Native Sons and Daughters of
Hawa ii,
Began in Aug. 1938.
DCLC 12587889.
Frequency: Semimon~hly
v. : ill. : 41 cm.









New China daily press
See:
Hsin Chung-kuo jih pao = New China daily press.
New China news <1934->
See:
Hsin Chung-kuo pao.
New China press Feb. 1925-<1929>
See:
Hsin Chung-kuo pao.
The New era and weeKly argus. Honolulu, Oahu, H.
1. : [A. Fornander], 1853-1855.




(Entry continued in next column)
* National herald.
SEE: The national herald
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(Entry continued from previous column)
Other title: New era & argus
2 v. ; 68 cm.
Notes: Editor: A. Fornander.
Continues: Weekly argus (Honolulu, Hawaii)
lCCN sn 82-015416.
HHA 1853-1855
HHAA FM Microfilm 205 s=<1853:10:22-1855:6:28>
HHAA OR AN2.E N53 <1853:10:22-1855:6:28>
HHD 1853-1855
HHDA FM Microfilm s=<1853:10:22-1855:6:28>
HHE 1853-1855
HHEA FMM Microfilm m,s=<1853:10:22-1855:6:28>
HHH 1853-1855
HHHA FM Microfilm s=<1853:10~22-1855:6:28>
HUH 1853-1855
HUHH FM MICROFILM 590121 item 2 s=<1853:10:22-
1855:6:28>
New era & argus
See:
The New era and weekly argus.
New freedan.
[New freedom (Honolulu, Hawaii)] New freedom.
Honolulu, Hawaii: T. McVeagh, 1913-
Vo 1. 1, no. 1 (Sep t. 30, 1913)-
OCle 12670510.
Frequency: Weekly
v. ; 56 cm.
Notes: "Representative newspaper and organ of
the Democra tic Par ty in Hawa i i . II
Mar. 21, 1931 issue called v. 17, no 78; with
Mar. 21 issue numbered from v. 18, no. 30.





HHAA OR AN2.E N55 <1917:12:8>
HHE 1913-1935




[New Philippines (Honolulu, Hawaii)] The New
Philippines. Honolulu, Hawaii: ANP Pub. Co.,
1947 -1948.




2 v. : i 11. ; 28 - 31 cm.
Notes: Published in Wahiawa, Hawaii, by Labez
Pub. Co., 1948.
In English, and 110cano or Tagalog.
Continued by: New post
lCCN sn 85-047068.
HHD 1947-1948
HHDA OR Newspaper <1947:2-1948:8/9>
HHE 1947
HHEA OR Newspaper <1947:2-1947:5>
HUH 1947-1948





The New post. Honolulu, T.H. : Labez Pub. Co.,
1948-1949.




1 v. : ill. ; 41-43 em.
Notes: In English and 110cano.
Editor: R. Labez.
Continues: New Philippines (Honolulu, Hawaii)
LCCN sn 85-047069.
HHD 1948
HHDA OR Newspaper <1948:11:16/30>
HUH 1948-1949
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.N49 <1948:11:1/15-1949:1:
15> <1949:6:15/30>
The news.
[News (Honolulu, Hawaii)) The news. Honolulu,
Hawaii: Lyden & Associates, 1982-1983.




2 v. : ill. : 37 -41 em.
Notes: Subtitle varies: Sept.-Oct. 1982, Manoa,
Makiki, Kahala: Nov. 1982-0ct. 1983, Manoa,
Kahala.
Split into: News. Manoa, Makiki; News. Kaimuki,




HHDA OR Newspaper <1982:11:1-1983:2:7>
HUH 1982-1983
HUHH OR Hawn f DU629.H7 N49 <1982:9:1-1983:1:
1> (Scattered issues)
The News. Kahala, Hawaii Kai. Honolulu, Hawaii
Lyden Pub., Inc., 1983-
Vol. 2, no. 12 (Dec. 1, 1983)-
OCLC 10247897.
Frequency: Monthly
Running title: News, zone 3
v. : ill. ; 41 em.
Notes: ·Serving: Aina Haina, Niu, Waialae,
Waialae 1ki, Waialae Niu, Wailupe.·
Continues in part: News (Honolulu, Hawaii)
lCCN sn 85-047252.
HUH 1983-
HUHH OR Hawn f DU629.H7 N494 <1983:12:1-
The News. Kaimuki, Diamond Head. Honolulu.
Hawaii: Lyden Pub., 1983-
Vo 1. 2, no. 12 (Dec. 1, 1983)-
OClC 10247815.
Frequency: Monthly
Running title: News, zone 2
v. : ill. : 41 em.
Notes: ·Serving: Maunalani Heights. Moiliili,
Palolo Valley, St. Louis Heights, Kapahulu,
Wilhelmina Rise."
Continues in part: News (Honolulu. Hawaii)
lCCN sn 85-047251.
HUH 1983-
HUHH OR Hawn f DU629.H7 N493 <1983:12:1-
48
The News. Manoa, Makik1. Honolulu. Hawaii
Lyden Publishing, Inc., 1983-
Vol. 2. no. 12 (Dec. 1, 1983)-
OClC 10247725.
Frequency: Monthly
Running t1tle: News, zone 1
v. : ill. ; 41 em.
Notes: ·Serving: Nuuanu, Pacific Heights,
Punchbowl, St. Louis Heights."
Continues in part: News (Honolulu, Hawaii)
lCCN sn 85-047250.
HUH 1983-
HUHH OR Hawn f DU629.H7 N492 <1983:12:1-
News muster, Co. H ed. Apr. 15, 1899
See:
The Weekly news muster.
News of our town. Honolulu, Hawaii: s.n., 1954-
1957.




5 v. : i 11. ; 34 em.
Notes: "From Diamond Head to Koko Head on
Mauna 1ua Bay."
Issues for Nov. 1954-Dec. 1955 called v. 1, no.
2- 15: Jan. 1956 - Feb. 1957 ca 11 ed v. 4, no. 4 -
17; Mar./Apr. 1957-May 1957 called v. 5, no. 5-
6.
Editor: O.S. Burtnett.
Continues: Aina Haina news
lCCN sn 84-045329.
HHD 1954-1957
HHDA OR Newspaper <1954:11-1957:5>
HHE 1954-1957
HHEA OR Newspaper <1954:11-1957:5>
HUH 1954-1957
HUHH OR Hawn AN2.N497 <1954:11-1957:5>
News. zone
See:
The News. Manoa, Makiki.
News, zone 2
See:
The News. Kaimuki. Diamond Head.
News. zone 3
See:
The News. Kahala, Hawaii Kai.
N1hon shuhO. Honoruru-fu: Nihon Shuho Sha,
Began with June 3, 1892 issue.
Oele 12222695.
Frequency: Weekly
Other t1tle: Japanese weekly news
v. ; 24 em.
Notes: Description based on: da1 35-go (1893-
nen 2-gatsu 1stuka [Feb. 5, 1893}).
Editor: B. Onome.
Continued by: Hawai shuho (non-extant).
leeN sn 85-047157.
HHE 1893








Nippu j1j1 • The Nippu J1j1. Hawa; Honoruru-shi
Nippu Jiji Sha, 1906-1942.
No. 3158 (Nov. 3, 1906) -no. 14,231 (Oct. 31,
1942) .
DClC 11531525.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun.)
37 v. : i 11 .
Notes: Not published Dec. 7, 1941; suspended
Dec. 11 f 194 1- Jan. 7, 1942.
In Japanese; issues for 1906-19097, 1919-1942
include section in English.
Editor: 1906- Y. Soga.
Continues: Yamato shimbun
Continued by: Hawaii times
lCCN sn 84-045376.
HHA 1906-1942
HHAA FM Microfilm 229 s=<1906:11:3-1942:10:31>
(scattered issues wanting)
HHAA OR Newspaper <1906:11:3-1942:10:31>
(scattered issues wanting)
HHD 1936-1942
HHDA FM Microfilm s=<1936:1:1-194~:10:31>
(scattered issues wanting)
HHE 1918
HHEA OR Newspaper <1918:10:1-10:28>
HUH 1906-1942
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590032 m,s=<1906:11:3-1942:
10:31> (scattered issues wanting)
HUHH FM1 Microfilm 590032 s=<1906:11:3-1042:10:
31> (scattered issues wanting)
HUHH FM2 Microfilm 590032 5=<1941:1:1-1942:10:
31> (scattered issues wanting)
Niu Valley sun press
See:
The Aina Haina-Niu Valley sun press.
Ka Nonanona. Honolulu (Oahu, Hawaii] : R.
Armstrong, 1841-1845.




4 v. : ; 11. ; 24 cm.
Notes: In Hawaiian.
Editor: Limaikaika (i.e., R. Armstrong].
Continued by: E1ele (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1845)
lCCN sn 84-023737.
HHA 1841-1845
HHAA FM Microfilm 176 s=<1841:7:6-1845:3:18>
HHE 1841-1845
HHEA FMM Microfilm m=<1841:7:6-1845:3:18>
HHH 1841-1845
HHHA FM Microfilm H 266.205/N73 s=<1841:7:6-
1845: 3: 18>
HHHA OR H 266.205/N73 <1841:7:6-1842:12:20>
<1843:1:3-5:9, 7:4-7:25, 8:22-9:19, 10:17-12:
26> <1844:1:9-1845:3:4>
HUH 1841-1845
HUHH FM Microfilm 590116 item 2 s=<1841:7:6-
1845:3:18>
49
North Shore chronicle. Wahiawa [Hawaii]
Programmed Promotions, 1976-
Vo 1. 1, no. 1 (Apr. 1976)-
DClC 12436273.
Frequency: Monthly
v. : ill. ; 41 cm.





HHDA OR Newspaper <1976:4> <1976:6-1976:12>
North Shore community review. Wahiawa, HI :
Techno-Graphics,
-v. 7, no. 13 (Dec. 20, 1982).
DClC 11593832.
Frequency: Biweekly
v . : i 11. ; 28 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 3, no. 13
(Dec. 13, 1978).
Published by: Haleiwa, Hawaii: Community
Review Publications, Sept.-Dec. 1982.
Slight irregularities in numbering.
Continues: North Shore gazette (Wahiawa,
Hawa i 1)




HHDA OR Newspaper <1978:12:13>
HUH 1979-1982
HUHH OR Hawn DU628.N67 N68 <1979:7:11-1982:12:
20> (Scattered issues wanting)
North Shore gazette.
[North Shore gazette (Haleiwa, Hawaii)] North
Shore gazette. Haleiwa, Hawaii: North Shore
Pub. Co., 1964-
Vo 1. 1, no . 1 (uu1y 2, 1964)-
DClC 11593823.
Frequency: Monthly (irregular)
v . : 111. ; 26 -42 em.
Notes: ·Serving the North Coast of Oahu.·
Editor: A. Van Kralingen.
lCCN sn 85-047034.
HHD 1964
HHDA OR Newspaper <1964:10:31>
HUH 1964-1965
HUHH OR Hawn f DU628.N67 N67 <1964:7:2-7:30,
11:26> <1965:1:2-1:28>
[North Shore gazette (Wahiawa, Hawaii)] North
Shore gazette. ~ahiawa, Hawaii: D.G. Pascual,
1975.
Vo 1. 4, no . 2 (uan . 15 , 1975) -v. 4, no. 17
(Apr. 30-May 6, 1975).
DCle 12548657.
Frequency: Weekly
1 v. : 111. ; 41 em.
Notes: "An independent weekly newspaper,·
Continues: North Shore news (Honolulu, Hawaii)
Continued by: North Shore community review
lCCN sn 85-047224.
HHD 1975




Nuhou = The Hawaiian news.
(Entry continued from previous column)
HHDA OR Newspaper <1975:5:7>
HUH 1975
HUHH OR Hawn AN2.N67 <1975:1:15-2:25, 3:12/18-
4:16, 4:30/5:6>
North Shore news.
[North Shore news (Haleiwa, Hawaii)] North Shore
news. Haleiwa, Hawaii: Community Review
Publications, 1983-
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan. 5, 1983)-
DelC 11593856.
Frequency: Biweekly
v . : i 11. ; 28 cm.
Notes: Slight irregularities in numbering.
Continues: North Shore community review
lCCN sn 85-047036.
HUH 1983-
HUHH OR DU628.N67 N68 <1983:1:5-
[North Shore news (Honolulu, Hawaii)] North Shore
news. Honolulu, Hawaii: Island News Pub. Co.,
-v. 4, no. 1 (Jan. 8, 1975).
DClC 12548656.
Frequency: Weekly May 30, 1973- Semimonthly
<Feb. 21>-May 16, 1973
4 v. : i 11. ; 4 1 cm .
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 2, no. 5
(F eb. 21, 1973).
Beginning July 1974, published by D.G. Pascual
in Wahiawa, Hawaii.
Published in cooperation with the North Shore
Jaycees.
Christmas 1974 issue published jointly as:
Leeward Coast news-Central Island news-North
Shore news.




HHDA OR Newspaper <1973:6:6, 8:8, 8:15-8:22, 9:
5-9:12>
HUH 1973-1975
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.N67 <1973:2:21-5:30, 6:13-7:
25> <1974:7:10-1975:1:8>
Now is the time. Wailuku, Maui, Hawaii: [s.n.],
1953.




1 v. ; 41 cm.
Notes: -Independent newspaper."




HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.N68 <1953:4:16-6:1>
Ka Nu hou.
[Nuhou (Honolulu, Hawai; : 1854)] Ka Nu hou.
Honolulu, Oahu: u.W. Marsh,
Began with Mar. 11, 1854 issue; ceased in Aug.
1854.
(Entry continued in next column)
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(Entry continued from previous column)
DClC 12030361.
Frequency: Weekly
1 v. ; 52 em.
Notes: Description based on: Pepa 5 (Aperila
26, 1854).
"Will be published weekly during the Session
of the Legislature." Cf. Apr. 26, 1865 issue.
lCCN sn 85-047096.
HHA 1854




Nuhou Hawa i ;
See:
The Hawaiian news c Ka nuhou Hawaii.
Ka nuhou Hawa11 •
(Nuhou Hawaii (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1873)] Ka nuhou
Hawaii. Honolulu (Oahu, Hawa;i], : Kipikona
[i.e., Gibson], 1873-1874.
Buke 1, helu 1 (Novemaba 4, 1873)-buke 1, helu




Notes: -Ke kokua ikaiki no ka lahui Hawaii.-
In Hawaiian and English.
Editor: W.M. Gibson.
Continues: Nuhou (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1873)
lCCN sn 84-023740.
HHA 1873-1874
HHAA FM Microfilm 211 s&<1873:11:4-1874:4:28>
HHAA OR AN2.H N94 <1873:11:4-1874:4:28>
HHB 1873-1874
HHBA ORl Kona Historical Society <1873:11:4-
1874:4:28>
HHH 1873-1874
HHHA OR 050/N91 <1873:11:4-1874:4:28>
HUH 1873-1874
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590122 item 2 m,s-<1873:11:
4-1874:4:28>
Nuhou • The Hawa11an news.
[Nuhou (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1873)] Nuhou & The
Hawa;ian news. Honolulu (Oahu, Hawaii], : W.M.
Gibson, 1873 .





Notes: -Devoted to the material interests of
the Hawaiian archipelago. M
Publication suspended between the May 23 and
July 15, 1873 issues.
In English; some Hawaiian.
Editor: W.M. Gibson.




(Entry continued 1n next column)




(Entry continued from previous column)
HHAA FM Microfilm 211 item 1 5=<1873:2:25-10:
24>
HHAA OR AN2.H N94 <1873:2:25-10:24>
HHB 1873
HHBA OR1 Kona Historical Society <1873:2:28-10:
24>
HHH 1873
HHHA OR 050/N91 <1873:2:25-10:24>
HUH 1873
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590122 item 1 m,s=<1873:2:
25-10:24>
Ka Nupepa aloha aina. Honolulu [Hawaii s.n.],
1894-
Buke 1, helu 1 (lanuari 6, 1894)-
Ceased w1th Jan. 5, 1895 issue.
OClC 12030405.
Frequency: Weekly
v. ; 45 cm.
Notes: In Hawaiian.
Editor: u.K. Kaunamano.
Continues: Nupepa puka la aloha aina




HHAA OR AN2.H A45 <1894:1:6-6:30>
Ka Nupepa elele. Honolulu (Hawaii: s.n.],
Buke 7, helu 24 (Dekemaba 12, 1885)-buke 14,
helu 13 (Aperila 16, 1892).
OCle 12409823.
Frequency: Weekly
8 v. ; 46-60 cm.
Notes: English section has added title: 1890-
1891, The Elele; 1892, The Messenger.
In Hawaiian; beginning with Jan. 4, 1890 issue,
includes section in English.
Editors: 1885, 1887-1889, D. Lyons; 1886, W.M.
Gibson; 1890, A. Johnstone; Sept. 1891-1892, W.
H. Stone.
Publication suspended Jan.-Feb. 1890; replaced
during this time by: National herald (Honolulu,
Hawa; 1)
Continues: Ka Elele Poaono (non-extant).
Continued by: Ka Leialii 0 Hawaii (non-extant).
LCCN sn 85-047124.
HHA 1886-1887, 1889
HHAA OR An2.H N96 <1886:3:27, 4:3> <1887:1:22,
4:19> <1887:7:30> <1889:9:28>
HHE 1885-1886, 1888
HHEA OR Newspaper <1885:12:12> <1886:1:9, 3:6>
<1888:3:3-3:10, 6:10, 7:7-11:24>
HHH 1886-1887, 1890-1892
HHHA OR H 079 N92 <1886:3:20-6:19> <1886:7:10-
12:25> <1887:1:1-4:10> <1890:1:4> <1890:6:7-8:
2> <1891:4:11> <1892:1:9-4:16>
Ka Nupepa elele Poakolu. Honolulu [Oahu, Hawa;i]
: F.J. Testa (Hoke),
-buke 6, helu 15 (Aperi la 15, 1885).
Began with Apr. 28, 1882 issue.
OelC 9313547.
Frequency: Weekly
(Entry continued in next column)
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(Entry continued from previous column)
v. ; 59 em.
Notes: Description based on: Aug. 2, 1882.
In Hawaiian.
Continues: Elele Poakolu
Continued by: Ele1e Poaono
lCCN sn 82-016409.
HHA 1883-1885
HHAA OR AN2.H N97 <1883:8:1-1885:4:15>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHAA FMM MICROFILM 312 m, 5=<1883:8:1-1885:4:
15> (Scattered issues wanting)
HHH 1883
HHHA OR Newspaper <1883:3:7>
HUH 1883-1885
HUHH FM MICROFILM 590042 item 2 s=<1883:8:1-




Nupepa ka o1aio. Honolulu [Hawaii] : Nupepa ka
Oiaio,
-buke 8, helu 16 Clune 19, 1896).
DClC 12436243.
Frequency: Weekly
v. ; 60 em.
Notes: Description based on: Buke 5, helu [1]




In 1896, issued concurrently with the daily:
Ka Puka 1a oiaio.
Continues: Oiaio (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1889)
lCCN sn 85-047226.
HHH 1894-1896
HHHA OR H 079/N923 <1894:1:5-4:27> <1894:5:11-
1896: 6: 19>
Ka Nupepa kuokoa.
[Nupepa kuokoa (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1861)] Ka
Nupepa kuokoa. Honolulu [Oahu, Hawaii] : H.M.
Whitney, 1861-1891.
Buke 1, he1u 1 {Okatoba 1861)-buke 30, helu 13
(Maraki 28, 1891).
DClC 8820867.
Frequency: Weekly Jan. 11, 1862-1891
Irregular 1861-Jan. 1, 1862
Other title: Independent press
Running title: Nupepa kuekoa me Ke au ekoa
huiia Apr. 12, 1873-1883
30 v. : 111. ; 68 em.
Notes: Parallel title: Independent press,
<1875>.
Publishers: L.H. Gulick, <1865>; s. Kaaikaula,
<1875>.
Index: Nupepa k0 6 eko'a: chronicle of entries,
Oct. l861-Sept. 1862 (Honolulu: Topgallant
Pub. Co., 1975).
In Hawaiian and English.
Editors: 1861-1865, L.H. Gulick; 1866-1927,
many editors.
Absorbed: Au okoa 1873
(Entry continued in next column)
HAWAII NEWSPAPERS
A UNION LIST
Ka Nupepa kuokoa. a le Pepa Samoa i Hawaii.
Nupepa puka 18 ka lei mom;
See:
Ka Lei mom;.
Nupepa puka 18 ka na'i aupuni
See:
Ka Na'i aupuni.




Ka Nupepa kuakoa me Ko Hawaii paea1na 1 hui1a.
Honolulu: Hawaiian Gazette Co., 1891-1896.
Buke 30, he1u 14 (Aperila 4, 1891)-buke 35,




6 v. : 111.
Notes: In Hawaiian.
Formed by the union of: Nupepa kuokoa
(Honolulu, Hawai; : 1861) and Ko Hawaii pae
aina




HHAA FM Microfilm 152 sc<1891:4:4-1896:1:17>
(scattered issues wanting)
HHAA OR AN2.H M98 <1891:4:4-1896:1:17>
(scattered issues wanting)
HHD 1891-1896
HHDA FM Microfilm 5=<1891:4:4-1896:1:17>
(scattered issues wanting)
HHE 1891-1896
HHEA FMM Microfilm m=<1891:4:4-1896:1:17>
(scattered issues wanting)
HHH 1891-1896
HHHA FM Microfilm H 079/N921 s=<1891:4:4-1896:
1:17> (Scattered issues wanting)
HHHA OR H 079/N921 <1891-1896> (Scattered
issues wan t i ng)
HUH 1891-1896
HUHH FM MicrofilmV90088 5=<1891:4:4-1896:1:
17> (scattered issues wanting)
s. P.
Nupepa puka la ke alakai 0 Hawaii
See:
Ke A1akai 0 Hawaii.
o le Pepa Ssmoa 1 Hawaii. [Laie, HI]
Tal i u1u , 1985-
Vo 1. 1, no. 1 (Jan. 1985)-
DCLe 12959534.
Frequency: Monthly (varies)
v . : i 11. ; 28 -4 1 cm.
Notes: Title varies slightly.
In Samoan.
Editors: S.P. Ta11ulu, L.R. Boat.
lCCN sn 85-047281.
HUH 1985-
HUHH OR Pac AN2. P43 <1985:1-
In Hawaiian.




HHAA FM Microfilm 152 5=<1896:1:24-1927:12:29>·
(scattered issues wanting)
HHAA OR AN2.H M 98 <1896:1:24-1927:12:29>
(scattered issues wanting)
HHD 1896-1927
HHDA FM Microfilm 5=<1896:1:24-1927:12:29>
(scattered issues wanting)
HHE 1896-1927
HHEA OR Newspaper <1903:5:22> <1906:1:5-12:28>
<1909:10:22> <1912:10:25> <1913:1:3-12:26>
<1914:11:20>
HHEA FMM Microfilm me<1896:1:24-1927:12:29>
(scattered issues wanting)
HHH 1896-1927
HHHA FM Microfilm H 079/N921 s=<1896:1:24-1927:
12:29> (Scattered issues wanting)
HHHA OR H 079/N921 <1896-1898> <1900-1906>
<1910-1914> <1922> (Scattered issues wanting)
HUH 1896-1927
HUHH FM Microfilm 590088 s=<1896:1:24-1927:12:
29> (scattered issues wanting)
Nupepa kuokoa.
[Nupepa kuokoa (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1896)] Nupepa
kuokoa. Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaiian Gazette
Co., 1896-1927.
Buke 35, helu 4 (Ianuari 24, 1896)-buke 66,
helu 32 (Dekemaba 29, 1927).
OeLC 9611334.
Frequency: Weekly
32 v. : ill.'
Notes: MKe kilohana pookela no ka lahui Hawaii.
(Entry continued from previous column)
Lahui Hawa; i (Hono lulu, Hawa i; : 1875) Jan.
1888
Me~ged with: Ko Hawaii pae aina to fo~m:
Nupepa kuokoa me Ko Hawaii paeaina i huiia
LCCN sn 82-015417.
HHA 1861-1891
HHAA FM Microfilm 152 5=<1861:10-1891:3:28>
(scattered iS5ues wanting)
HHAA OR AN2.H M9a <1861:10-1891:3:28>
(scattered issues wanting)
HHD 1861-1891
HHDA FM Microfilm 5=<1861:10-1891:3:28>
(scattered issues wanting)
HHE 1861-1891
HHEA OR Newspaper <1861:10-1891:3:28>
(scattered issues wanting)
HHEA FMM Microfilm m=<1861:10-1891:3:28>
(scattered issues wanting)
HHH 1861-1891
HHHA FM Microfilm H 079/N921 5=<1861:10:3-1891:
3:28> (Scattered issues wanting)
HHHA OR H 079/N921 <1861:10:3-1863:12:26>
<1865-1891> (Scattered issues wanting)
HUH 1861-1891
HUHH FM Microfilm 590088 5=<1861:10-1891:3:28>
(scattered issues wanting)
52






Ka Puuhonua The Observer.
Oiaio
See:
Ka Puka 1a oiaio.
Ka oia10.
[Oiaio (Honolulu, Hawa; i : 1889)] Ka oiaio.
Honolulu [Hawaii] : J.E. Bush, 1889-
Buke 1, he 1u 1 (Me; 24, 1889)-
OClC 12436226.
Frequency: Weekly
v. ; 51 em.
Notes: In Hawaiian.
Editor: J.E. Bush.
Continued by: Nupepa ka oiaio
lCCN sn 85-047225.
HHA 1889
HHAA OR AN2.H 039 <1889:6:21>
HHH 1889
HHHA OR Newspaper <1889:5:24>
[Oiaio (Honolulu, Hawai; : 1896)] Ka oiaio.
Honolulu [Hawa;i : s.n.], 1896.
Buke 1, helu 1 (Ianuar; 1, 1896)-buke 1, helu
21 (1anuar; 30, 1896).
OClC 12436259.
Frequency: Daily (except\Sun.)
Other title: Oiaio puka la
1 v. ; 39 em.
Notes: Buke 1, he1u 8 repeated in numbering;
buke 1, helu 11 omitted.
In Hawaiian.
Editor: J.E. Bush.
Issued concurrently with the weekly: Nupepa ka
oiaio.
Continued by: Puka la oiaio
lCCN sn 85-047227.
HHA 1896
HHAA OR AN2.H 039 <1896:1:9-1:13>
HHH 1896




Ke 01a 0 Hawa11 .
[ 01 a 0 Hawa i i (H; 10, Hawa; i)] Ke 01 a 0 Hawa; i .
Hilo, Hawaii: Life of Hawaii Pub. Co.,




Other title: Life of Hawa;;
v. ; 58 cm.






HHAA FM Microfilm 221 s=<1916:12:28> <1917:1:
(Entry continued in next column)
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(Entry continued from previous column)
11 - 3: 29, 4: 12 -4 : 19, 5: 3-7 : 12, 10: 25 - 11 : 15, 12:
20> <1918:2:7, 2:21, 3:14-3:21, 4:4-4:18, 5:9-
7 : 25, 8: 8- 10: 3, 10: 17 - 12: 5 , 12: 19> <1919: 1: 2- 2 :
13>
HHAA OR AN2.H 042 <1916:12:28> <1917:1:11-3:29,
4 : 12 -4 : 19, 5: 3-7 : 12 , 10 : 25 - 11 : 15 , 12 : 20>
<1918 : 2 :7, 2: 21, 3: 14 - 3: 21, 4: 4- 4 : 18, 5: 9- 7 : 25 ,
8:8-10:3, 10: 17-12:5, 12: 19> <1919: 1:2-2: 13>
HUH 1916-1919
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590140 m,s=<1916:12:28>
<1917:1:11-3:29, 4:12-4:19, 5:3-7:12, 10:25-11:
15, 12:20> <1918:2:7, 2:21, 3:14-3:21, 4:4-4:
18, 5: 9-7 : 25, 8: 8 - 10: 3, 10: 17 - 12: 5 , 12: 19>
<1919:1:2-2:13>
(Ola 0 Hawaii (Honolulu, Hawaii)] Ke 01a 0 Hawaii.
Honolulu [Hawaii: s.n.],
Began 1n Jan. 1884; ceased in July 1884.
OClC 12105678.
Frequency: ~eekly
1 v. ; 61 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Buke 1, helu 4
(Feberuar i 2, 1884).
In Hawaiian.
Editors: Jan.-June 1884, W.C. Achi; July 1870,
5.K. Kaeo.
Continued by: Koo 0 Hawaii
lCCN sn 85-047111.
HHA 1884
HHAA FM Microfilm 220 6 c <1884:2:2-7:19, 5:10-5:
24, 6:7-6:14, 7:19>
HHAA OR AN2.H 042 <1884:2:2-7:19, 5:10-5:24, 6:
7-6:14,7:19>
HUH 1884
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590139 m,sc<1884:2:2-7:19,
5:10-5:24, 6:7-6:14, 7:19>
Onward Kohala Sept. 12, 1975-Jan. 7, 1977
See:
Imua Koha1a.
Oriental l1fe in Hawa1i
See:
Weekly oriental 11fe 1n Hawaii E Tongyang
saenghwal.
Oriental tribune. Honolulu, Hawaii The
Oriental Tribune, 1936-
Vo 1. 1, no. 1 (Jan. 20, 1936)-
DCle 12222720.
Frequency: Weekly
v. : i 11 ; 49 cm.
Notes: In English.
Ed 1tor: C. L. Fu.
lCCN sn 85-047151.
HHE 1936
HHEA OR Newspaper <1936:2:18>
HUH 1936
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.083 <1936:1:20-5:27>
Pacific business news. Honolulu, Hawaii:
Crossroads Press, 1963-
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Mar. 18, 1963)-
OelC 6598784; ISSN 0030-8552.





(Entry continued from previous column)
Frequency: WeeKly
v . : i 11. ; 44 cm.
LCCN sn 80-001500.
HHA 1983-
HHAA OR HF 5001 Pl1 <1983:2:28-
HHD 1963-
HHDA FM Microfilm 5=<1963:3:18-
HHDA OR Newspaper <1963:3:18-
HUH 1963-
HUHH FM Microfilm 550495 5=<1963:3:18-
The Pacific commercial advertiser.
[Pacific commercial advertiser (Honolulu, Hawaii
1856») The Pacific conmercial advertiser.
Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands: H.M. Whitney,
1856-
July 2, 1856-
Ceased with May 21, 1888 issue.
Dele 8807872.
Frequency: WeeKly Semiweekly Sept. 14-0ct. 20,
1859
Other title: HoKu loa 0 Hawaii a July-Sept. 18,
1856
v. : 68 cm.
Notes: Published every Thursday.
Publishers: Black & Auld, <1870>; H.L. Sheldon,
<1876-1877>; J.H. Black, <1879>; P.C.
Advertiser Co., <1880>.
In English, with some advertisements in French.
Issues for July-Sept. 18, 1856 include section
in Hawaiian with title: Ka hoku loa 0 Hawaii.
Editors: H.M. Whitney, <1856-1870>; W.L. Green:
H.A.P. Carter.
Beginning in 1882, issued concurrently with a
daily newspaper of the same title (called:
Daily Pacific commercial advertiser, 1883-1885)
lCCN sn 82-015418.
HHH 1856-1884
HHHA FM Microfilm 079/P112 s=<1856:7:2-1884:12:
30> (Scattered issues wanting)
HHHA OR 079/P112 <1861:7:4-1862:6:26> <1866:1-
1869:12> <1872:7-1873:6> <1876:1-1876:12>
<1880:7-1881:6> (Scattered issues wanting)
HUH 1856-1884
HUHH FM Microfilm 590014 s=<1856:7:2-1884:12:
30>
[Pacific commercial advertiser (Honolulu, Hawaii
1882)] The Pacific commercial advertiser.
Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands: P.C. Advertiser
Co., 1882 - 1883 .
Vol. 1, no. 1 (May 1, 1882) -v. 2, no. 89 (Aug.
", 1883).
DClC 8807290.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun.)
Running title: Daily Pacific commercial
advertiser
2 v. : ill. ; 68 cm.
Notes: Issued concurrently with a weekly
newspaper of the same title: Pacific
commercial advertiser (Honolulu, Hawaii 1856)
Continued by: Daily Pacific commercial
advertiser
lCCN sn 82-014678.
(Entry continued in next column)
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(Entry continued from previous column)
HHA 1882-1883
HHAA FM Microfilm 250 s=<1882:5:1-1883:8:11>
HHD 1882-1883
HHDA FM Microfilm 8=<1882:5:1-1883:8:11>
HHE 1882-1883
HHEA OR Newspaper <1882:5:1-1883:4:30>
HHH 1882-1883
HHHA FM Microfilm 079/P112 s=<1882:5:1-1883:8:
11> (Scattered issues wanting)
HUH 1882-1883
HUHH FM Microfilm 590014 s-<1882:5:1-1883:8:
11 >
[Pacific commercial advertiser (Honolulu, Hawaii:
1885)] The Pacific commercial advertiser.
Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands: [s.n.], 1885-1921.
Vol. 3, no. 215 (Jan. 10, 1885)-v. 64, no. 12,
276 (Mar. 30, 1921).
DClC 12025660.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun.)
Running title: Daily Pacific commercial
advertiser Jan.-Aug. 20, 1885
62 v. : ill. : 68 cm.
Notes: Issue for Aug. 4, 1898 also called:
"Boys in blue editlon."
II Republ ican. II
Until May 1888, issued concurrently with a
weekly newspaper of the same title: Pacific
commercial advertiser (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1856)
Continues: Daily Pacific commercial advertiser
Continued by: Honolulu advertiser
lCCN sn 85-047084.
HHA 1885-1921
HHAA FM Microfilm 250 5=<1885:1:10-1921:3:30>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHD 1885-1921
HHDA FM Newspaper 5-<1885:1:10-1921:3:30>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHE 1885-1907
HHEA OR Newspaper s-<1885:1:10-1907:3:31>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHH 1895, 1901
HHHA OR 079/P112 <1895:1-1895:6> <1901:2:28-6:
29> (Scattered issues wanting)
HUH 1885-1921
HUHH FM Microfilm 590014 s-<1885:1:10-1921:3:
30> (Scattered issues want1ng)
The Pacific courier.
[Pacific courier (Honolulu, Hawaii)] The Pacific
courier. Honolulu, Hawaii: Pacific Pub. Corp.
, 1967-1978.
Vo1. 1, no. 1 (F eb . 1967) -v . 10, no. 14 (Dc t .
31, 1978).
DClC 12611434.
Frequency: Semimonthly May 1972-1978 Monthly
1967-Apr. 1972
10 v. : 111. ; 36 -58 em .
Notes: Followed by: no. 1 (Jan. 30, 1979), a
single issue issued by Philippine Studies
Program, University of Hawaii at Manoa.
In English; some in English and 110cano.
LCCN sn 85-047247.
HHD 1971-1978




The Pali press and Kaneohe citizen.
(Entry continued from previous column)
HHDA OR Newspaper <1971:7-1978:10:31>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HUH 1967-1978
HUHH OR Hawn f DU 624.7.F4 P32 <1967:2-1978:10:
31> (Scattered issues wanting)




v . : i 11. : 38 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 3, no. 9
(May 1, 1964).
-The only Filipino newspaper in Hawai;.'t













v. : 49 em.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 1, no. 6
(Oct. 10, 1908).
Editor: <1908> H.M. Ayres.
LCCN sn 85-047087.
HHA 1908
HHAA OR AN2.E P14 <1908:10:10>
Pacif1ka Oct. 1958-Feb. 1959
See:
Hawaii Chinese weekly.
Paio. [Honolulu, Hawai i : s.n.], 1972.




1 v. : i 11. ; 41 em.
Notes: "Paio is Hawaiian for struggle. This
paper is ... for and about people who are




HHDA OR Newspaper <1972:1-1972:3>
HUH 1972
HUHH OR Hawn f HN79.H3 P35 <1972:1-1972:3>;
Paka paniolo • Parker Ranch cowboy. Kamuela,
Hawa i 1 : R. Smar t " 1961 - 1970 .
(No.1] (Dec. 1961) -no. 103 (Aug. 1970).
DClC 12548634.
Frequency: Monthly
10 v. : 111.
LCCN sn 85-047238.
(Entry continued in next column)
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(Entry continued from previous column)
HHD 1961-1970
HHDA FM Microfilm sm-<1961:12-1970:8>
HHDA FMM Hi10 Public Library m=<1961:12-1970:
8>
HUH 1961-1970
HUHH FM Microfilm 550516 sm=<1961:12-1970:8>
Pal; press
See:
The Pal; press and Kaneohe citizen.
The Pal1 press.
[Pa 1 i press (Ka i 1ua , Oahu, Hawa i; : 1958)] The
Pal; press. [Kai 1ua, Hawa; i : Pal i Pub. Co.],
1958-1961 .
Vol. 1, no. 1 (June 13, 1958)-
Ceased with v. 4, no. 10 (Mar. 8, 1961).
DClC 11679124.
Frequency: Weekly
4 v. : ill. ; 40-60 em.
Notes: "Windward Oahu's finest and largest
newspaper. II
Ed 1tor: S. Fern.
Merged with: Kaneohe citizen to· fOMm: Pal;
press and Kaneohe citizen
lCCN sn 85-047009.
HUH 1958-1960
HUHH OR Hawn ff AN2.H3515 <1958:6:13-1959:6:4>
<1959: 6: 18 -9: 10, 10: 1- 10: 8 , 10: 22 - 10: 29, 12: 3-
12:31> <1960:1:14-1:28, 2:11, 2:25, 3:10, 3:
24>
[Pa 1i press (Ka 11 ua, Oahu, Hawa; i : 1967)] The
Pa 11 press. [Ka 11 ua, Oahu, Hawa i 1] : The Pa 1 i
Press, 1967-1972.




7 v. : 111. ; 41-57 em.
Continues: Hawaii press. Pali ed.
Continued by: Windward sun press
LCCN sn 85-047013.
HHD 1969-1971
HHDA OR Newspaper <1969:11:19-12:3> <1970:1:7-
6:3, 6:17-7:1, 7:15-12:29> <1971:1:13-6:30, 7:
14-7:21, 8:18-8:25, 9:29> <1971:10:13-1972:10:
13>
HUH 1967-1970
HUHH OR Hawn ff AN2.H3515 <1967:11:15-1970:6:
3> <1970:6:17-1972:1:19>
The Pal1 press and Kaneohe citizen. Kailua (Oahu,
Hawaii] : Hawaii Press Newspapers Group, 1961-
1966.
. Began wi th v. 4, no. 11 (Mar. 15, 1961).
-v. 9, no. 1 (Jan. 5, 1966).
DelC 11679152.
Frequency: Weekly
5 v. : ill. ; 60 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 5, no. 9
(Feb. 28, 1962).
Many issues for Mar. 1962-Aug. 1963 include
separately dated section with title: Hawaii
(Entry continued in next column)
HAWAII NEWSPAPERS
A UNION LIST
The Pali press and Kaneohe citizen.
(Entry continued from previous column)
military press.
Formed by the union of: Pali press (Kailua,
Oahu, Hawaii: 1958) and Kaneohe citizen








Rakuen jiho = The Paradise times.
Parker Ranch cowboy
See:
Paka panio10 = Parker Ranch cowboy.
Patrol.
[Patrol (Pearl Harbor, Hawaii)] Patrol. Pearl
Harbor. Hawaii: Naval Submarine Base, 1938-
Run 1 (Feb. 19, 1938)-
DClC 6248406.
v. : ill. ; 32-41 cm.
lCCN sn 85-047276.
HHD 1970-
HHDA OR Newspaper <1970:10:30- (Scattered
issues want i ng)
HUH 1980-
HUHH OR Hawn f Vl.P37 <1980:1:11-
Pearl City/Aiea sun press. Kaneohe. HI : Sun
Press, 1981-1986.




6 v. : ill. ; 57 cm.
Continues: Leeward sun press (Kaneohe, Hawaii
1972)
Continued by: Leeward sun press (Kaneohe,
Hawa i i : 1986)
lCCN sn 84-045364.
HHD 1981-
HHDA OR Newspaper <1981:9:2-
HUH 1981-
HUHH OR Hawn Newspaper Stacks <1981:9:2-
Pearl Harbor weekly. Pearl Harbor. T.H. : [s.n.],
DClC 12346297.
Frequency: Weekly
v . : i 11 . (some co1. ) ; 31 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 7, no. 2
(Mar. 31, 1928); title from cover.
'Published ... under the supervision of the




HHEA OR Newspaper <1928:3:31> <1930:6:30>
Pearl of Hawai
See:






Philippine Amer1can press. Honolulu. Hawaii:
Published under the auspices of the Philippine-
American Goodwill Foundation, 1960-
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Apr. 15, 1960)-
DClC 11890632.
Frequency: Monthly 1960-Aug. 1969 Weekly Sept.
1969-
Running title: Philippine-American press
v. : ill. ; 41 cm.
Notes: In English; sections in 110cano,
Tagalog, Visayan.
Editor: <1966-Sept. 1969>, D.M. Collado.
lCCN sn 85-047070.
HHD 1966, 1968-1969
HHDA OR Newspaper <1966:6:15/30-8:15/30> <1968:
5:30> <1969:8:30-9:13>
HUH 1960
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.P45 <1960:4:15, 5:15>
Philipp1ne ~Mealth chronicle. Honolulu, T.H.
: The Philippine Liberty Press,
DClC 12596822.
Frequency: Weekly
v. : ill. ; 41 em.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 7, no. 15
(Oct. 9, 1937).
In English and 110cano.
Editor: F. Manuel.
Continues: P.l. commonwealth chronicle
lCCN sn 85-047235.
HHE 1938
HHEA OR Newspaper <1938:2:19-12:17>
HUH 1937
HUHH FM Microfilm 550565 <1937:10:9-10:16>
<1937:11:15>
Phi11pp1ne press.
[Ph i 1i pp ine press (H 110, Hawa i i)} Ph il i pp i ne
press. Hilo, Hawaii, T.H. : Philippine Press,
Began pUblication in 1934.
DClC 11441594.
Frequency: Semimonthly
v. ill. ; 35 em.
Notes: Description based on: N. 1, no. 2 (uan.
15, 1934); t 1t le from cover.
In English and 110cano.
lCCN sn 84-045354.
HUH <1934:1:15, 2:15>








v. : ill. ; 51 em.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 10, no. 298
(uune 4, 1938).





(Entry continued from previous column)
In English and Ilocano.
Editor: <1938> D.M. Collado.
lCCN sn 85-047169.
HHE 1938
HHEA OR Newspaper <1938:6:4, 6:18, 7:30, 8:13>
HUH 1937-1938
HUHH FM Microfilm S50568 s=<1937:2:8, 9:25, 10:
9, 10: 23, 11: 13, 11: 20, 11: 27, 12: 11, 12: 30>
<1938:10:29, 12:24>
P.I. commonwealth chronicle. Honolulu, T.H.





Notes: Description based on: Vol. 5, no. 16
(Sept. 7, 1935).
"Independent Filipino weekly in Hawaii.-
In English and Ilocano.
Editor: <1935-1936>, F. Manuel.




HUHH FM Microfilm S50565 <1935:9:7> <1935:9:
21> <1936:10:24> <1936:11:7> <1936:12:12>
P1l1p1no progress. Pearl City, Hawaii: Pearl
City Pub. Co., 1965.




1 v. : ill. ; 40 em.
Notes: Vol. 1, no. 15 & 16 (Dec. 17-24, 1965)
in combined issue.
In English, with section in Ilocano.
lCCN sn 85-047071.
HHE <1965:9:17-12:31>
HHEA OR Newspaper <1965:9:17-12:31>
HUH 1965
HUHH OR Hawn f DU624.7.F4 P5 <1965:9:10-12:31>
The Plantation news.
[Plantation news (Honolulu, Hawaii)] The




Frequency: Semimonthly Feb. 1947- Monthly
1946-Jan. 1947
v . : i 11. ; 42 cm.
Notes: Issues for Mar. 1946-Apr.? 1948 called
v. 1-3; with June 1948 issue, numbering
repeats from v. 1, no. 1..
In English; beginning Jan. 1947, includes
section in Ilocano.
Issued by Hawaiian Sugar Planters l Association.
lCCN sn 85-047197.
HHE 1947-1948
HHEA OR Newspaper <1947:4:1, 9:1> <1948:1:30,
2:13, 2:27, 3:12, 3:26, 4:9, 4:23>
HUH 1946-1949
(Entry continued in next column)
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(Entry continued from previous column)
HUHH OR Hawn f SB215.P52 <1946:3-1948:4:23>
<1948:6-1949:11>
The Pointer.
[Pointer (Barbers Point Naval Air Station, Hawaii)
] The Pointer. NAS Barbers Point: Public
Affairs Office, Naval Air Station,
DCle 13026620.
Frequency: Biweekly
v. : ill. : 41 em.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 19, no. 22
(Oct. 30, 1970).
Continued by: Barbers pointer
lCCN sn 85-047282.
HHD 1970-1974
HHDA OR Newspaper <1970:10:30-1971:7:2> <1971:
8:13-10:14> <1971:12:20> <1972:1:14, 3:3, 4:14-
5:12, 7:28-12:15> <1973:1:5> <1973:2:2-3:2>
<1973:4:13-1974:1:18>
The Polynesian.
[Polynesian (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1840)] The
Polynesian. Honolulu (Oahu), Hawaii: u.u.
Jarves, 1840-1841.
Vol. 1, no. 1 (uune 6, 1840) -v. 2, no. 26 (Dec.




2 v. ; 42 cm.
Notes: To have ceased with Dec. 4, 1841 issue;
revived under new editorship for Dec. 11, 1841
issue, called: new series v. 1, no. 1.
Editor: 1840-Dec. 4, 1841, J.u. Jarves; Dec.
11, 184 1, J. F. B. Marshall.
Continued by a publication of the same title:
Polynesian (Honolulu, Hawa;i : 1844)
lCCN sn 82-015413.
HHA 1840-1841
HHAA OR AN2.E P78 <1840:6:6-1841:12:4>
HHD 1840-1841
HHOA FM Microfilm s=<1840:6:6-1841:12:11>
HHE 1840-1841
HHEA OR Newspaper <1840:6:6-1841:12:11>
HHEA FMM Microfilm m,s=<1840:6:6-1841:12:11>
HHH 1840-1841
HHHA OR 079/P761 <1840:6:6-1841:12:11>
HUH 1840-1841
HUHH FM Microfilm 090002 5=<1840:6:6-1841:12:
11 >
Polynesian.
[Polynesian (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1844)] Polynesian.
Honolulu [Oahu], Hawa i i : [s. n. ], 1844-1864.
NelAl series, v. " no. 1 (May 18, 1844)-v. 20,
no. 41 (F eb. 6, 1864).
DClC 8807758.
Frequency: Weekly
20 v. ; 68 em.
Notes: ·Officia1 organ of the Hawaiian
government. -
Printer: Charles E. Hitchcock, <1845>.
Published every Saturday.
Paged continuously within volumes.





(Entry continued from previous column)
In English, with infrequent Hawaiian.
Editors: 1844-Jan. 22, 1848, U.u. Jarves; uan.
29-Dec. 16, 1848, C.E. Hitchcock; Dec. 23,
1848-May 12, 1849 and July 7, 1855-0ct. 6,
1860, C.G. Hopkins; May 19, 1849-May 19, 1855,
E.O. Hall; Oct. 13, 1860-1864, A. Fornander.




HHAA OR AN2.E P78 <1844-1864> (scattered
issues want ing)
HHD 1844-1864
HHDA FM Microfilm 5=<1844:5:18-1864:2:6>
HHE 1844 -1864
HHEA OR Newspaper <1844:5:18-1864:2:6>
HHEA FMM Microfilm m,5=<1844:5:18-1864:2:6>
HHH 1844 - 1864
HHHA FM Microfilm 079/P761 5=<1863:5:2-1864:2:
6>
HHHA OR 079/P761 <1844:5:18-1863:4:25>
HUH 1844 - 1864
HUHH FM Microfilm 090002 s~<1844:5:18-1864:2:
6>
HUHH OR Rare Hawn ff AN2.P65 <1847-1848>
(scattered issues wanting)
o Popular.
[Popular (Honolulu, Hawaii)] 0 Popular. Honolulu,
Oahu: 0 Popular Newspaper Co., 1911-1913.
Anno 1, no . 1 (20 Ju1ho, de 1911) -anno 2, no.
75 (2 de Janei ro de 1913).
DCle 11868670.
Frequency: Weekly




HHD 1911 - 1913
HHDA FM Microfilm 5=<1911:7:20-1913:1:2>
HHH 1911 - 19 13
HHHA FM Microfilm P 079/P81 s=<1911:7:20-1913:
1:2>
HHHA OR P 079/P81 <1911:7:20-1913:1:2>
HUH 1911 - 191 3
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590071 m,s=<1911:7:20-1913:
1:2>
Progress 1893-June 19, 1894
See:
Hawa;i holomua = Progress.
Progress; ve
See:
Ka Holomua = The progressive.
The Progressive news. Honolulu, Hawaii H.M.
8a11 ou , 1914 -
No. 1 (July 18, 1914)-
DClC 12346280.
Frequency: Weekly
v. ; 28 cm.
Notes: In English and Hawaiian.
Nlssued weekly in the interests of the
(Entry cont i nued in nex t co1umn)
58
(Entry continued from previous column)








The truth = Ti pudno.
Ka Puka 1a o1a10. Honolulu [Hawaii: s.n.], 1896.
Buke 1, helu 22 (lanuari 31, 1896)-buke 1,
he 1u 128 (1une 26, 1896).
DCle 12436267'~1
Frequency: Da i 1y (except f,-Sun.)
1 V. ; 39 em.
Notes: No more published?
In Hawaiian.
Editor: u.E. Bush.
Issued concurrently with the weekly: Nupepa ka
oiaio.
Continues: Oiaio (Honolulu, Hawaii 1896)
lCCN sn 85-047228.
HHA 1896
HHAA OR AN2.H 039 <1896:2:3-2:6>
HHH 1896
HHHA OR H 079/0i1 <1896:1:31-6:26>
Puna independent news. Hilo, Hawaii: E.
Peterson, 1975-1985.
Apr. [1975] - July 1985.
DClC 127 11549 .
Frequency: Monthly
10 v. : i 11. ; 28 cm.
Notes: Slight irregularities in chronological
designation.
Published by: E. Peterson & Travel Isle
Service, 1975-Feb. 1985; Wang Associates, Mar.-
July 1985.
Continues: Ainaloa independent news




HHBA OR University of Hawaii at Hilo (OU620.P8]
. <1975:4-1985:7>
HUH 1985
HUHH OR Hawn OU629.P7 P84 <1985:1-1985:7>
Puna Ka'u independent news
See:
Puna/Ka'u independent news.
Puna!Ka'u independent news. Hilo, Hawaii Wang
Associates, 1985-
Vol. 10, no. 8 (Aug. 1985)-
DClC 12596935.
Frequency: Monthly
v. : 111. : 41 cm.
Formed by the union of: Manuka messenger
and Puna independent news
lCCN sn 85-047275.
HUH 1985-





Pupukahi. [F t. Ruger, Hawa i i State of Hawa iiI s
Dept. of Defense], 1974-
Vol. 19 [i .e., 20], no. 1 (spring 1974)-
OClC 12184901.
Quarterly 1977- Quarterly 1974-autumn 1975
Bimonthly Nov. 1975-1976
Added title page title: Hawaii Department of
Defense Pupukahi
v. : i 11. ; 41 em.
Notes: ·Pupukahi: Harmoniously united. p
Beginning with 1983 issues, repeats v. 18- in
numbering.




HHDA OR Newspaper <1974:1/4- (Retain current
two years only)
HUH 1974-
HUHH OR Hawn f UA50.A1 H37 <1974:1/4-
Ka Puuhonua 0 na Hawaii. Honolulu, T.H. : [s.n.],
1917-1919.
Buke 4, helu 1 (lanuari 5, 1917) -buke 5, helu
52 (Dekemaba 25, 1919).
OClC 12105688.
Frequency: Weekly
2 v. : ill. ; 61 em.
Notes: No more published?
In Hawaiian.
Editors: Jan.-Sept. 18, 1917, A. Akana; Sept.
25-Nov, 1917, J.H.S. Kaleo; Dec. 1919, N.




HHAA FM MICROFILM 216 s=<1917:1:5-3:9, 3:30-5:
4,5:18-12:28> <1918:1:4,1:25-2:1,2:27,3:13-
4:3, 4:17, 5:8-5:15, 5:29-7:10, 7:31-12:25>
HHAA OR AN2.H P99 <1917:1:5-3:9, 3:30-5:4, 5:
18-12:28> <1918:1:4, 1:25-2:1, 2:27, 3:13-4:3,
4:17, 5:8-5:15, 5:29-7:10, 7:31-12:25>
HUH 1917-1918
HUHH FMM MICROFILM 590141 item 2 m, s=<1917:1:
5-3:9, 3:30-5:4, 5:18-12:28> <1918:1:4, 1:25-2:
1, 2:27, 3:13-4:3, 4:17, 5:8-5:15, 5:29-7:10,
7:31-12:25>
Ka Puuhonua • The Observer. Honolulu, T.H. The
Protective Pub. Co.,




3 v. ; 46 em.
Notes: Description based on: Aper1la 7, 1916.
Apr. 7, 1916 issue called Buke 1, helu 1; with
the next issue, Apr. 14, 1916, numbered from
BuKe 3, helu 13.
In Hawaiian.
Editor: A. Akana.
Continued by: Puuhonua 0 na Hawaii
lCCN sn 85-047121.
HHA 1916
HHAA FM MICROFILM 216 s=<1916:4:7-5:12, 6:2-6:
(Entry continued in next column)
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(Entry continued from previous column)
23,7:7,7:28-8:11,9:1-9:8, 10:6-10:13, 12:
22>
HHAA OR AN2.H P99 <1916:4:7-5:12, 6:2-6:23, 7:
7, 7:28-8: 11, 9: 1-9:8, 10:6-10: 13, 12:22>
HUH 1916
HUHH FMM MICROFILM 590141 item 1 m, ss<1916:4:
7-5:12, 6:2-6:23, 7:7, 7:28-8:11, 9:1-9:8, 10:
6- 10: 13, 12: 22>
Rakuen j1ho • The Paradise times. (Honolulu,
Hawa i i) : Aiyuka i, 1919-1939.
Vol. 13, no. 1 (Jan. 1919) -v. 35, no. 4 (Aug.
1939) .
OCle 12088392.
Frequency: Bimonthly June 1935-1939 Monthly
1919-Apr. 1935
23 v. : i 11. ; 48 em.
Notes: In Japanese; beginning Jan. 1935,
includes English section.
Issued under the auspices of Mak1ki Christian
Church.
Editor: T. OKumura.
Continues: MaKiki kyoho (non-extant).
lCCN sn 85-047131.
HHA 1919-1939
HHAA OR Newspaper <1919:1-1919:4> <1919:6-1920:
7> <1921:1-1924:6> <1924:8-t927:3> <1927:5-









[Roach (Honolulu, Hawaii)] The Roach. Honolulu,
Hawa; i : [s.n.], 1968-1969.




2 v. : i 11. ; 25 - 39 em.
Notes: Beginning with v. 1, no. 11 (Oct. 8-22,
1968), published in Haleiwa, Hawaii.
Editor: U. Olsen.
Continued by: Hawaii free press
LCCN sn 84-045371.
HUH 1968-1969








The Rural Oahu reporter.
HAWAII NEWSPAPERS
A UNION LIST
Sandwich Island mirror & commercial gaz
The Rural Oahu reporter. West Oahu, T.H.
[Wahiawa) : s.n., 1950-1953.
-v. 4, no. 34 (May 6, 1953).
Began in June 1950.
DClC 11397078.
Frequency: Weekly
4 v. : 111. : 41-45 em.
Notes: Description based on: v. 1, no.41 (June
29, 1950).
Continues: Rural reporter (Wahiawa, Hawaii:
1950)
Continued by: Rural reporter (Wahiawa, Hawaii
1953)
lCCN sn 84-045316.
HUH 1950-1953 (Scattered issues wanting)
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.R88 <1950:6:29-8:17,31-9:7-
11:23,12:14> <1951:3:21-11:7,21-12:26> <1952:1:
2-7:23,8:6-12:31> <1953> (Scattered issues
want ing)
Rural reporter.
[Rura 1 repor ter (Wah i awa, Hawa 1 i : 1950)] Rura 1
reporter. West Oahu, T.H. [Wahiawa] : s.n.,
Ceased in June 1950.
DClC 11397097.
Frequency: Weekly
1 v. : 111. : 41 em.
Notes: Description based on: v. 1, no. 37
(June 1, 1950).
·Serving all of northwest rural Oahu. b
Continued by: Rural Oahu reporter
lCCN sn 84-045315.
HUH 1950
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.R88 <1950:6:1-15>
[Rural reporter (Wahiawa, Hawaii: 1953)] Rural
reporter. Wahiawa, Oahu, Hawaii: s.n., 1953-
1955.




Running title: Rural Oahu reporter
3 v. : ; 11. ; 45 em.
Continues: Rural Oahu reporter
lCON sn 84-045317.
HUH 1953-1955
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.R88 <lQS3-1955>
S. Is land mi rror
See:
Sandwich Island mirror & commercial gazette.
Samoa. Pearl City, HI : Samoa News, 1984.




1 v. : 111. ; 28 em.
Notes: No more pubished1
In English and Samoan.
lCCN sn 85-047207.
HUH 1984
HUHH OR Hawn DU624.7.S33 S33 <1984:8-1984:9>
60
Sandw1.ch Island gazette and journal of ccmnerce.
Honolulu (Oahu), Hawa; i : (s.n.], 1836-1839.




Other title: Sandwich Island gazette & journal
of conmerce
3 v. : 39 em.
Notes: Published as: Sandwich Island gazette &
journal of commerce, Aug, 5, 1837-Ju1y 27,
1839.
Publishers: S.D. Mackintosh & Nelson Hall,
1836: Mackintosh & Co., 1837-1838: S.D.
Mackintosh, <1838>.
Printer: R.J. Howard, <1839>.
Established in opposition to the government's
policy concerning Catholic missionaries.
Not published ~uly 29, 1837.
Editor: S.D. Mackintosh, 1836-1838.




HHAA OR AN2.E S22 <1836:7:30-1839:7:27>
HHD 1836-1839
HHDA FM Microfilm 5=<1836:7:30-1839:7:27>
HHE 1836-1839
HHEA OR Newspaper <1836:7:30-1839:7:27>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHH 1836-1839
HHHA FM Microfilm 380.05/Sa5 5=<1836:7:30-1839:
7:27>
HHHA OR 079/5aS <1836:7:30-1839:7:27>
HUH 1836-1839
HUHH OR Rare Hawn AN2.535 <1836:7:30-1839:7:
27> (Scattered issues wanting)
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590096 m,s=<1836:7:30-1839:
7:27>
Sandwich Island gazette & journal of commerce
See:
Sandwich Island gazette and journal of commerce.
Sandwich Island m1rror
See:
Sandwich Island mirror & commercial gazette.
Sandwich Island mirror and commercial gazette
See:
Sandwich Island mirror & commercial gazette.
Sandwich I.land mirror &ccmmerc1al gazette.
Honolulu~ Oahu: [s.n.], 1839-1840.








Notes: Printer: R.J. Howard.
"Conducted by individuals of the Foreign
Society of Oahu. b
(Entry continued in next column)
HAWAII NEWSPAPERS
A UNION LIST
Sandwich Island mirror & commercial gaz
(Entry continued from previous column)




HHAA FM Microfilm 162 5=<1839:8:15-1840:1:15>
<1840: 3: 15 -7 : 15>
HHD 1839-1840
HHDA FM Microfilm 5=<1839:8:15-1840:1:15>
<1840 : 3: 15- 7 : 15>
HHH 1839-1840
HHHA FM Microfilm 380.05/Sa54 5=<1839:8:15-
1840:7: 15>
HUH 1839-1840
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590097 m,s=<1839:8:15-1840:
1:15> <1840:3:15-7:15>
Sandwich Islands news. Honolulu, Oahu [Hawaii
s. n. ], 1846-
Vo 1. 1, no . 1 (Sep t. 2, 1846)-
Ceased with Apr. 14, 1849 issue.
Dele 8807315.
Frequency: WeeKly
v. : 68 em.
Notes: Publisher: Nov. 1847-<1848>, W.J.
Wilson.
Printer: James PeacocK, <1846>.
NDevoted to horizontal and vertical criticism
of the Hawaiian regime. N
Not published Aug. 26-Nov. 3, 1847.
"Edited by a comnittee of foreign residents ll ,
1846-Aug. 1847.
Editors: 1846-<1847> A.G. Abell, R.C. Janion,
J.B. de Fiennes; Jan.-Feb. 1848, J.G. Munn;
Feb. 1848-1849, E.A. Rockwell.
lCCN sn 82-014680.
HHA 1846-1848
HHAA FM Microfilm 162 s=<1846:9:2-1848:10:26>
HHAA OR AN2.E S23 <1847:1:27-5:19> <1847:11:4-
1848:10:26>
HHD 1846-1848
HHDA FM Newspaper 5=<1846:9:2-1848:10:26>
HHH 1846-1848
HHHA FM Microfilm 079/Sa55 s=<1846:9:2-1848:10:
26>
HHHA OR 079/Sa55 <1846:9:2-1847:8:25> <1847:11:
11-1848:10:26>
HUH 1846-1849
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590098 m,s=<1846:9:2-1849:4:
14>
Saturday press. Honolulu, H.I. : Published for
the Saturday Press by R. Grieve, 1880-1885.




5 v. : 68 em.
Continued by: Daily Honolulu press
LCCN sn 82-014681.
HHA 1880-1885
HHAA OR AN2.E 525 <1880:9:4-1885:8:29>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHE 1880-1885
HHEA FMM Microfilm m=<1880:9:4-1885:3:28>
(Entry continued in next column)
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Semi-weekly star-bulletin.
(Entry continued from previous column)
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHH 1880-1885
HHHA FM Microfilm 079/Sa8 s=<1880:9:4-1885:3:
28> (Scattered issues wanting)
HHHA OR 079/Sa8 <1880:9:4-1881:8:27> <1881:9:4-
1885:8:29>
HUH 1880-1885
HUHH FM Microfilm 590110 s=<1880:9:4-1885:3:
28> (Scattered issues wanting)






The Temperance advocate, and seamen's friend.
Search 1ight
See:
Ke Kilohana 0 ka malamalama.
Semi-weekly commercial advertiser. Honolulu
[Hawaii] : BlacK & Auld, 1872-1873.




1 v. : 32 cm.
Notes: Issued concurrently with the weekly:
Pacific commercial advertiser (Honolulu,
Hawa i i : 1856)
LCCN sn 85-047199.
HHE 1872-1873
HHEA OR Newspaper <1872:1:16-5:21> <1872:5:28-
1873:1:16>
Semi-weeKly Maui news Sept. 1921-Nov. 1922
See:
The Maui news.
Semi-weekly star. Honolulu, Hawaii [Ter. of





v. : ill. : 57 em.





HHBA ORl Punahou School <1901:9:27>
Semi-weekly star-bulletin. Honolulu [Hawaii]
Honolulu Star Bulletin, Ltd.,
-v. 22, no. 6834 (Sept. 18, 1925).
DelC 12360622.
Frequency: Semiweekly
Running title: Honolulu star-bulletin semi-
weekly
v. : ill. ; 57 em.




Shukan Hawai shinpo = The weekly Hawaii
(Entry continued from previous column)
Notes: Description based on: ·Vol. 13, no. 3537
(Jan. 3, 1913).
Issues bear double numbering in continuation
of: Hawaiian star, e.g., v. 13 (1913), and:
Even i ng bu 11 e tin, e. g. v. 7 (1913).












A Sent lne 11a.
ISentinel1a (Honolulu, Hawai i) l A Sentinel1a.
Honolulu: J.M. Teixeira, 1892-1896.
Began in 18927; ceased in 1896.
DClC 11811832.
Frequency: Weekly
5 v. : ill.
Notes: Description based on: No. 18 (22 de
abr i 1, 1892).
"Jornal po11tico e litteririo dedicado








HHDA FM Microfilm s=<1892:4:22> <1892:5:13>
<1892: 9 : 9> •
HHH 1892
HHHA FM Microfilm P 079/Se5 s=<1892:4:22>
<1892:5: 13> <1892:9:9>
HHHA OR P 079/Se5 <1892:4:22> <1892:5:13>
<1892:9:9>
HUH 1892
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590070 m,s=<1892:4:22>
<1892:5: 13> <1892:9:9>
A Setta. Hi 10, Hawai i : A Setta Pub. Co.,




Notes: Description based on: Anno 2, no. 13 (7
de abri 1, 1905).
In Portuguese, with section in English.
Editors: 1903-1904, M.G. Santos; 1904-1911, A.
F. Affonso; 1911-1914, A.S. Costa; 1915-1918,
M. A. 511 va; 1919 - 1921, E. G. da 511 va.
lCCN sn 85-047047.
HHD 1905-1920
HHDA FM Microfilm s=<1905:4:7> <1905:9:29>
<1906:1:26> <1908:2:14> <1920:1:17> <1920:2:
(Entry cont inued in next column)
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(Entry continued from previous column)
21>
HHH 1905-1906, 1908, 1920
HHHA FM Microfilm P 079/Se6 5=<1905:4:7> <1905:
9:29> <1906:1:26> <1908:2:14> <1920:1:17>
<1920:2:21>
HUH 1905-1920
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590072 m,s=<1905:4:7> <1905:




Shin Nippon = Shin Nihon.
Shln Nlppon c Shln Nlnon. Honolulu, T.H. G.
Gunji,
DClC 13732081.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun. and holidays)
v. ; 56 em.





HHBA OR1 Punahou School <1901:9:27>
The Shopper. Wah 1awa, Milllan1, Schofleld,
Wheeler, Wa1pl0 Gentry. Haleiwa, Hawaii
Community Review Publications, 1983-
June 10, 1983-Sept. 16, 1983-
DClC 12336341.
Frequency: Monthly (irregular)
Other t1tle: Central shopper Dec. 1, 1984-
v. : ill. ; 41 em.
Notes: Section title varies slightly.
Preceded by Special Mother's Day Wahiawa
Shopping Center issue dated May 1983.
lCCN sn 85-047209.
HUH 1984-1985
HUHH OR Hawn f DU628.L44 5564 <1984:12:1-12:
13> <1985:2:7>
The Shopper. Wa1pl0 Gentry, Walpahu, Makakllo,
Barber's Polnt, Ewa, Ewa Beach, Iroquols Po1nt.
Haleiwa, Hawaii: Community Review
Publications, 1984-
Began publication with Sept. 1984 issue.
DClC 12331793.
Frequency: Monthly (irregular)
Other tltle: Leeward shopper Dec. 13, 1984-
v. : ill. ; 41 em.
Notes: Descript10n based on: Dec. 1, 1984.
lCCN sn 85-047210.
HUH 1984-1985
HUHH OR Hawn f DU628.C45 5565 <1984:12:13>
<1985:1:15> <1985:2:5>
Shukan Hawal shlnpo • The weekly Hawa11an sh1mpo.
Hawai Honoruru-shi : The Weekly Hawaii Sh1mpo
Sha,




(Entry continued in next column)
HAWAIJ NEWSPAPERS
A UNION LIST
Shukan Hawai shinpo = The weekly Hawaii
(Entry continued from previous column)
v . : i 11. : 46- 58 cm.
Notes: Description based on: no. 247 (Nov. 27,
1937), 5th anniversary ed.; title from cover.
English title varies: <1941>, Weekly Hawaii
shimpo.
In Japanese.




HHAA OR Newspaper <1937:11:27>
HHE 1941
HHEA OR Newspaper <1941:3:8-11:29>
Shukan ta1musu • WeeKly times. Honolulu, Hawaii:
The Week 1y Times, [1959 - 1964 ]
Dai 1-go (1959-nen 4-gatsu mikka [Apr. 3, 1959]
) -da i 407 go (Aug. 28, 1664 [i. e. 1964]).
OClC 11417549.
Frequency: Weekly (varies)
6 v. : i 11. ; 45 cm.
Notes: Dai 66-go (July 8, 1960)-dai 407 go





HUH 1959-1964 (Scattered issues wanting)
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.S59 <1959-1961> <1962:1:1-3:
9,16-11:23,30-12:18> <1963-1964> (Scattered
issues want i ng)
The Spokesman.
[Spokesman (Honolulu, Hawaii)] The Spokesman.
Honolulu [Hawaii] : The Spokesman,
Began and ceased in 1902.
OCle 12360683.
Frequency: Weekly
1 v. : 111. ; 40- 46 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 1, no. 2
(Jan. 26, 1902).









Spot -1 i ght Imua
See:
Imua spot-light.
Star of Hawai; Feb. 4, 1936-1948
See:
Ka Hoku 0 Hawai;.
The Stars and Stripes.
[Stars and stripes (Pacific ed.)] The Stars and
Stripes. Pacific ed~ [Honolulu]:
Information-Education Section, POA, 1945-1946.
(Entry continued in next column)
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The Suburban sun press.
(Entry continued from previous column)
Vo 1. 1, no . 1 (May 14, 1945) - v. 1. no. 222
(Jan. 30, 1946).
OelC 11048768.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun.)
1 v. : ; 11. ; 42 cm.
Notes: Issued as: May 14-July 17, 1945,
·Pacific edition, U.S. Armed Forces daily in
the pacific Ocean areas"; July 18, 1945-Jan.





HHEA OR Newspaper <1945:5:14-1946:1:30>
HUH 1945-1946
HUHH OR Hawn f D731.S725 <1945:5:14-1946:1:30>
Suburban press.
[Suburban press (Honolulu, Hawaii)] Suburban
press. [Honolulu, Hawaii: Hawaii Press
Newspapers], 1961-1971.




Other title: Hawaii press. Suburban ed. Dec. 7,
1966-Nov. 8, 1967
12 v. : i 11. ; 4 1 - 60 cm.
Notes: Published as: Hawaii press. Suburban ed.
, Dec. 7, 1966-Nov. 8, 1967.
Published 196 - in Kailua, Oahu, Hawaii.
IlCovering the area from Kaimuk; to Koko Head."
Irregularities in vol. numbering.
Some issues for 1961-1963 include as
separately dated section: Hawaii military
press.
Continues: Coast and valley suburbanite
Continued by: Suburban sun press
LCCN sn 85-047023.
HHD 1965-1966, 1969-1972
HHDA OR Newspaper <1965:8:25-9:1, 9:29-10:6>
<1966:5:18> <1969:11:19-1970:6:3> <1970:6:17-8:
8, 8:22-12:29> <1971:1:20-6:30, 7:14-7:21, 8:
18-8:25> <1971:10:13-1972:1:26>
HUH 1961-1964
HUHH OR Hawn ff AN2.H352 <1961:10:25-12:28>
<1962: 1:4-1 : 18, 2: 1- 3: 7, 3: 22 -5: 3, 5: 16, 5: 31 ,
6:14-6:28,7:12-8:9,8:23-9:13, 11:7-11:21, 12:




The Suburban sun press.
The Suburban sun press. Kailua, Hawaii:
Community Press Newspapers, 1972.
Vo1. 1, no. 1 (F eb. 2, 1972) -v. 13, no. 34
(Sept. 6-Sept. 12, 1972).
OCle 11703229.
Frequency: Weekly
Running title: Suburban sun-press
1 v. : ill. ; 59 cm.
Notes: With Feb. 16, 1972, called v. 14, no. 2
(Entry continued 1n next column)




(Entry continued from previous column)
'[i.e. 7], adopts vol. numbering in
continuation of the preceding title: with Apr.
5, 1972 issue, changes vol. numbering to v. 13.
Vol. 13, no. 22 and no. 24 repeated in
numbering.
NFormerly the Suburban Press and East Sun
Shopper. "
Continued by: Honolulu east sun press
lCCN sn 85-047024.
HUH 1972




The Coast and valley suburbanite.
The Sun.
[Sun (Kaneohe, Hawaii)] The Sun. [Kaneohe, Hi.
Conmuni ty Publ ieat ions], 1977-




v. : ill. ; 41 em.
Notes: "Reaching from Hawaii Kai to St. Louis
Heights every week."
"The Sun will be published temporarily on a
t ria1 bas is. It
LCCN sn 85-047261.
HHD 1977
HHDA OR Newspaper <1977:9:14>
Sun chung kwock bo
See:
Hsin Chung-kuo pao.




v . : i 11. ; 58 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 1, no. 14
(Aug. 2, 1984).
"Hawaii/s leader in local news coverage."
lCCN sn 85-047008.
HUH 1984-







The Aina Haina-Niu Valley sun press.
The Honolulu east sun press.
Sun press.
[Sun press (Kaneohe, Hawaii: 1974)] Sun press.
Kaneohe, Hi. : Community Publications, 1974.
Vol. 14, no. 53 (Jan. 16-Jan. 22, 1974) -v. 14,
no. 8 (Mar. 6-Mar. 12, 1974).
(Entry continued in next column)
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(Entry continued from previous column)
OClC 11703156.
Frequency: Weekly
Other title: Kahala Aina Haina-Niu sun press
Jan. 16/22, 1974
1 v. : ill. ; 58 cm.
Notes: uDedicated to the residents of Kahala,
Waialae-Kahala, Aina Haina and Niu Valley."
Beginning with Jan. 23/29, 1974 issue, issue
numbering starts as: v. 14, no. 2.
Formed by the union of: Aina Haina-Niu Valley
sun press and Kahala sun press
lCCN sn 85-047026.
HUH 1974
HUHH OR Hawn ff AN2.S83 <1974:1:16/22-3:6/12>
[Sun press (Kaneohe, Hawaii: 1986)] Sun press.
Kaneohe, HI : RFD Publications, 1986-
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan. 3D-Feb. 5, 1986)-
OCLC 13313189.
Frequency: Weekly
v . : i 11. ; 58 em.
Notes: Title from masthead.
LCCN sn 85-047299.
HUH 1986-
HUHH OR Hawn f DU629.H7 585 <1986:1:30/2:5-
Sun press Feb. 16, 1972
See:




Sunday advertiser -June 1962
See:
The Honolulu advertiser.




[Sunday press (Honolulu, Hawaii)] Sunday press.
Honolulu: The Press Newspapers, 1963.
Vo 1. 1, no . 1 (Aug. 4, 1963).
OClC 11396983.
Frequency: Weekly
1 v. : ill. : 60 cm.




HUHH OR Hawn ff AN2.S84 <1963:8:4>
Sunday star-bulletin &advertiser July 1, 1962-
See:
Honolulu star-bulletin.

















Sunday tribune-herald Mar. 4, 1962-1964
See:
Hilo tribune-herald.
The Sunday volcano. Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands
W. H. Marsha 11 ,




3 v. ; 36 cm.




HHAA OR AN2.E 595 <1899:7:16> <1899:8:13>
HHE 1899
HHEA OR Newspaper <1899:7:2> <1899:9:3>
HHH 1899, 1901
HHHA OR 050/Su72 <1899:2:12, 3:5-3:12, 4:23, 6:'
25, 9: 3> <1901:6: 9, 7: 14, 7: 28, 9: 1, 9: 15, 10:
13-12: 15>
Surfr1ders of Wa1kik1. Honolulu, Hawai; T.
Spencer, 1934-
Vo 1. 1, no. 1 (uune 7, 1934)-
OelC 13026541 .
Frequency: Weekly
v. ; 32 em.





HUHH OR Hawn AN2.S88 <1934:6:7>
TcaepCyangyang chubo • Korean Pacific we~kly.
Honolulu, T.H. : Dongji Hoi,
-issue no. 1780 (Feb. 6, 1970).
Began in Sept. 1913.
OClC 6320291.
Frequency: Weekly
Other title: Korean Pacific weekly-National
herald 1942
Korean national herald-Pacific weekly <1943>
v . : i 11. ; 23 -56 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Sera 25, V. 9, no.
278 (uan. 15, 1937 [i .e. 1938).
In Korean; 1942- some issues in Korean and
English.
Issues for Feb.? 1942-194 published jointly
with: Korean national herald, the two
(Entry continued in next column)
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(Entry continued from previous column)
publications on separate pages, with a joint
English section called variously: The Korean




HHDA FM Microfilm <1938:1:15-1970:2:6>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HUH 1938-1970
HUHH OR f AN2.T34 <1938:1:15-1970:2:6>
(Scattered issues wanting)
T6 an Hua hsin pao
See:
The Hawaii Chinese news.
T6 an pao
See:
Hawaii Chinese journal c T6 an pao.
TCan shan hs1n pac. Honolulu, H.I. Hawaiian
Chinese News Co.,
Began with Mar. 16, 1883 issue.
Ceased in 1907.
DCle 13178514.
Other title: T6 an shan Lung Chi hsin pao
Hawaiian Chinese news
V. ; 58 em.
Notes: Description based on: Ti 296 hao chi
(Apr. 13, 1889).
In Chinese (Cantonese)
Continues: Lung Chi pao (non-extant);
continued by: Min sheng jih pao (non-extant).
lCCN sn 85-047219.
HHE 1899, 1903
HHEA OR Newspaper <1899:4:13> <1903:2:10>
T6 an shan Lung Chi hs1n pao
See:
T6 an shan hsin pao.
Temperance advocate.
[Temperance advocate (Honolulu, Hawaii)]
Temperance advocate. Honolulu, Oahu, Sandwich
Islands: [S.C. Damon), 1843.
Vo1. 1, no . 1 (uan . 1843).
DClC 10354990.
Frequency: Monthly
1 v. : 29 em.
Notes: Title from caption.
Editor: S.C. Damon.




HHAA FM Microfilm 317 s-<1843:1>
HHAA OR DU12.F91 <1843:1>
HHD 1843
HHDA OR RH050.F91 <1843:1>
HHE 1843
HHEA OR Newspaper <1843:1>
HHH 1843
HHHA OR 050/F91 <1843:1>
HUH 1843




Ti Silaw E The light.
(Entry continued from previous column)
HUHH OR Hawn BX 9884.A1 F749 <1843:1>
HUHH FMM Microfilm 550374 m,s=<1843:1>
The Temperance advocate, and seamen's friend.
Honolulu, Oahu, S.ls. : S.C. Damon, [1843)




Other title: Advocate and friend
1 v. : i 11. ; 28 cm.
Notes: Has unnumbered supplements for May 10,
July 31, Sept. 30 and Nov. 18, 1843, called:
Advocate and friend (Extra).
Printer: American Mission Press.
Editor: S.C. Damon.
Continues: Temperance advocate (Honolulu,
Hawa i i)
Continued by: Friend, of temperance and seamen
lCCN sn 85-047147.
HHA 1843
HHAA FM Microfilm 317 5=<1843:2-1843:12>
HHAA OR DU12.F91 <1843~2-1843:12>
HHE 1843
HHEA OR Newspaper <1843:2-1843:12>
HHH 1843
HHHA OR 050/F91 <1843:2-1843:12>
HUH 1843
HUHH OR Hawn BX 9884.A1 F749 <1843:2-1843:12>
That other paper. Kaneohe, Hawaii: Hunehune
Print. Co., 1969-1970.




2 v. : i 11. ; 26- 33 em.
Notes: Editor: T. Adameck.
Continues: Common sense (Kaneohe, Hawaii)
Continued by: Hawaii news-press
lCCN sn 84-045383.
HHD 1969-1970
HHDA OR Newspaper <1969:3:15-1970:4:1> <1970:5:
1-11:1>
HUH 1969-1970
HUHH OR Hawn AP2.H385 <1969:2:1> <1969:3:1-
1970: 11 : 1>
The national herald • Ka aha1lono 0 ka lahu1.
(National herald (Honolulu, Hawaii)] The national
herald = Ka ahailono 0 ka lahui. Honolulu
(Hawaii) : Elele Pub. Co., 1890.
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan. 9, 1890) -v. 1, no. 28 (Feb.
11, 1890).
OClC 12376818.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun.)
1 v. ; 46 em.
Notes: In Hawaiian and English.
Organ of the National Reform Party.




HHHA OR 079/N21 <1890:1:9-2:3,2:5-2:11>
66
T1 Managserv1. Kahului, Maui, T. H. [s. n. ] .
DClC 12326240.
Frequency: Monthly
v . : i 11. ; 58 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 1, no. 2
(Nov. 194 1) .
In English and 110cano.





HHEA OR Newspaper <1941:11>




v. : ill. ; 53 em.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 4, no. 5
(May, 1940).
In I10cano; some English and Tagalog.




HHEA OR Newspaper <1940:5> <1941:4> <1941:6-
1941 : 11 >
T1 Mangyuna. Honolulu: Honolulu Record Pub. Co.,
Began in 1949.
-v. 9, no. 20 (July 7, 1958).
DClC 11417535.
Frequency: Weekly May 9, 1954-1958 Biweekly <,
Feb. 6, 1952>-Apr. 21, 1954
9 v. : i 11. ; 38 em.
Notes: Description based on: tawen 3, bilang 2
(Febrero 6, 1952).
Issues for Apr. 22-June 17, 1957, constituting
v. 8, no. 16-24, not published.





HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.M33 <1952:2:6-1957:4:15>
<1957:6:24-1958:7:7>
T1 Progres1bo. Honolulu, Hi. : Union of
Democrat lc Fi 1ipinos (KDP), 1980-
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Jan., 1980)-
DCle 12670664.
Frequency: Bimonthly (varies) May-June 1981-
Monthly 1980-Apr. 1981
v. ; 22-28 em.
Notes: In English and llocano.
lCCN sn 85-047260.
HHD 1980, 1982-1983
HHDA OR Newspaper <1980:2> <1980:6> <1980:8/9>
<1982:10/12-1983:1/4>
T1 S1law. The light. Honolulu, T.H. : [s.n.],
Began with Feb. 2, 1924 issue.
Ceased in 19421
OClC 12326170.
(Entry continued in next column)




(Entry continued from previous column)
Frequency: Weekly
v . : ill. ; 51-56 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 15, no. 21
(June 27, 1937).
"Filipino labor publication in Hawaii."
In English and 110cano.




HHEA OR Newspaper <1937:6:26> <1940:1:10, 1:31-
2:7> <1941:2:26-5:28, 6:11, 6:25-8:6, 8:20-9:3,
10:1-11:5> <1942:2:2-2:11, 2:25, 3:11-5:6, 5:
20-5:27>
T1 T1mek t1 V1bora luv1m1nda. Wailuku, Maui, T.H.
; V. Luviminda,
DClC 12326153.
v. ; 39 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 1, no. 2
(Octobre 5, 1938).





HHEA OR Newspaper <1938:10:5>
Times
See:




leday's news. Hilo [Hawaii] : The Hawaii Herald
Pub. Co., 1907-1917.
Vol. 1, no. 1 (May 6, 1907)-Dec. 1, 1917.
DCLC 1289634 1.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun.)
11 v. : 41 em.
Notes: Editors: May-June 27, 1907, G.F.
Henshall; June 28, 1907- C.R. Buckland;
<1912> J.M. Giles.




HHAA OR AN2.E T63 <1912:8:8-8:10>
HHD 1907
HHDA OR Hilo Public Library <1907:5:6-1917:12:
1>
Tongyang saenghwa1 June-July 1975
See:
Weekly oriental life in Hawaii = Tongyang
saenghwa1.
Tropic lightning news. Saigon, Vietnam:
[Information Office, 25th Infantry Division],
DClC 8751756.
Frequency: Biweekly <1977>- Weekly 1966-
<1969>
(Entry continued in next column)
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(Entry continued from previous column)
Running title: TLN <1977>-
v. : ill. ; 41 em.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 1, no. 5
(Apr. 1, 1966).
Published <July 1977>- at Schofield Barracks,
Hawaii, by the Public Affairs Office, 25th
Infantry Division.
Continues in part: Hawaii Lightning news
lCCN sn 85-047245.
HHD 1966-1969, 1977
HHDA OR Newspaper <1966:4:1-1969:7:14> <1977:7:
8-10:28> (Scattered issues wanting)
HUH 1979-
HUHH OR Hawn f UA27.5 25th.T75 <1979:11:9-
The truth • T1 pudno.
[Truth (Honolulu, Hawaii)] The truth = Ti pudno.
[Honolulu, Hawaii: s.n.], 1949.
No. 1 (June 15, 1949) -no. 15 (Oct. 7, 1949).
DClC 11441572.
Frequency: Irregular
1 v. : ill. : 28 cm.
Notes: In English, with parallel llocano title
and text on verso.
"Sponsored by 28 sugar and stevedoring
companies for the thousands of employees who
depend upon them for a 1iving.-
lCCN sn 84-045345.
HUH 1949
HUHH OR Hawn HD5306.T78 <1949:6:15-10:7>
Turning point
See:
Ka Huliau The turning point.
Tzu yu hs1n pao
See:
The Liberty news = Tzu yu hsin pao.
Uch1nanchu. Honolulu, Hawaii: United Okinawan
Association of Hawaii, 1983-
No. 1 (July 31, 1983)-
DCLC 11795299.
Frequency: Quarterly




HHAA OR f DU620 U17 <1983:10> <1984-
(Scattered issues wanting)
HUH 1983-
HUHH OR Hawn f DU624.7.R9 U35 <1983:7:31-
A Un1io lusitana. Honolulu, I.H. : Un1ao
Lus1tana, 1893-1896.





Notes: DSemanar10 1ndependente dedicado
estrictamente aos interesses politicos, moraes
e materiaes da colonia portugueza nas ilhas de
Sandwich ...





(Entry continued from previous column)






Merged with: Sentinella (Honolulu, Hawaii)
to form: Luso (Honolulu, Hawaii)
lCCN sn 85-047044.
HHD 1893-1896
HHDA FM Microfilm 5=<1893:1:28-1896:2:1>
(Scattered issues want1ng)
HHH 1893-1896
HHHA FM Microfilm P 079/Un3 5=<1893:1:28-1896:
2:1> (Scattered issues wanting)
HHHA OR P 079/Un3 <1893:1:28-:2:18, 3:4-5:6, 6:
10-7 :8, 8: 12-9 : 30, 10: 14 - 12 : 30> <1894 : 1:6-5 : 12,
5:26-8:11, 9:15-9:22, 10:6-12:29> <1895:1:5-8:
10, 8:24-10:19, 11:2-12:28> <1896:1:4-2:1>
HUH 1893-1896
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590068 m,s=<1893:1:28-1896:
2:1> (Scattered issues wanting)
A Un1i.o lus1 tana-hawaiiana. Honolulu, H.1. [5.
n.] ,





Notes: Description based on: No. 22 (5 de
marco, 1892).
n4 sirie do I Luso.' •
In Portuguese.
Editors: 1891-1892, A. Marques; 1892-1893, C.
Pereira.
Formed by the union of: -Aurora hawaiiana
and Luso hawaliano
Continued by: Uniao lusitana
lCCN sn 85-047043.
HHD 1892-1893
HHDA FM Microfilm 6=<1892:3:5-1893:1:21>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HHH 1892-1893
HHHA FM Microfilm P 079/Un3 s=<1892:3:5-1893:1:
21> (Scattered issues wanting)
HHHA OR P 079/Un3 <1892:3:5-10:8, 10:22-11:26,
12:10-12:31> <1893:1:7-1:21>
HUH 1892-1893
HUHH FMM Microfilm 590068 m,s=<1892:3:5-1893:1:
21> (Scattered issues wanting)
The Union.
[Union (Honolulu, Hawaii)] The Union. Honolulu,




v. : ill. ; 46 em.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 1, no. 2
(Oct. 15, 1932).
110cano section has added masthead title: Ti
Union.
"The voice of the working man in Hawaii."
In English and llocano.
Editor: N.C. Villanueva.
(Entry continued in next column)
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(Entry continued from previous column)
lCCN sn 85-047196.
HHE 1932
HHEA OR Newspaper <1932:10:15>
United Chinese news • Chung-hua kung pac.
Honolulu, T.H. : Chung Wah Cong Bo Co.,
-T; 5061 hao (June 29, 1951).
Began in 1928.
DClC 12372388.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun.) 1942-1951
Three issues per wk. <1933>-1941
v . : ill. : 58 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 5, no. 747
(June 24, 1933).
In Chinese: includes section in English, 19
Feb. 1938.
Editors: <1933>-1936, Y.K. Chin; <1933>-1938,
u.H. Chun (English editor) .
Continued by: United Chinese press
lCCN sn 85-047202.
HHE 1933-1936, 1938-1951
HHEA OR Newspaper <1933-1936> <1938-1951>
(Scattered isssues wanting)
HUH 1946, 1948-1951
HUHH OR Newspaper <1946:12:6, 12:10-12:11, 12:
26> <1948:3:27-4:2. 4:20, 6:8, 8:16, 9:9, 9:15-
9:20, 9:24-12:31> <1949:1:1-2:4, 2:7-2:22, 2:
24-10:27, 10:29-12: 16. 12: 19-12:31> <1950: 1: 1-
12:30> <1951:1:1-1:15, 1:17-6:6, 6:8-6:23, 6:
26-6:29>
United Chinese press • Chung-hua hsin pac.
Honolulu [Hawaii] : United Chinese Press. Ltd.,
1951-
T1 1 hao (Aug. 16 , 1951)-
DClC 12372389.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun.)
v . : i 11. ; 58 em.
Notes: In Chinese.
Continues: United Chinese news
lCCN sn 85-047203.
HHE 1951-
HHEA OR Newspaper <1951:8:16- (Scattered
1ssues wan t ; ng)
HUH 1951-




Update Hawa i i .
Update Hawaii. Honolulu, Hawaii Update:Hawaii,
1983-1984.




1 v. : ill. : 41 em.
Notes: Masthead title punctuated as: Update:
Hawa; 1.
Issue for Nov./Dec. 1983 called also "Preview
issue. "
Issue for Apr. 1984 not published.




The Voice of the nation.
(Entry continued from previous column)
lCCN sn 85-047078.
HUH 1983-198~
HUHH OR Hawn f DU620.U64 <1983:11/12-1984:6>
The Valley isle. Wailuku, Maui [Hawaii] : Valley
Isle Pub1 ishers, 1977- [1978].




2 v. : ; 11. : 40 em.
Notes: Issue of May 4-19, 1977 has variant
title: Valley isle press.
Issues for May 4-19, 1977-Aug. 24-Sept. 6,




HHDA OR Newspaper <1977:6:15, 7:13, 8:10>
<1977-9:7-1978:11:1>
HUH 1977-1978
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.V337 <1977:5-1978:11>
HUHH OR AN2.V337 <1977:5:4/19-1978:11:1>
Valley isle chronicle.
[Valley isle chronicle (Wai luku, Hawai i : 1928)]
Valley isle chronicle. Wailuku, Mau1, T.H.
[Territory of Hawaii] : Valley Isle Pub. Co.,
DCle 12218138.
Frequency: Weekly
v . : ill. ; 56 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 6, no. 33
(Jan. 4, 1928).
"Maui's home town weekly."




HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.V339 <1928:1:4> <1939:5:4,
7:6>
[Valley isle chronicle (Wailuku, Hawaii: 1947)]
Valley isle chronicle. Wailuku, Maui, T.H.
[Territory of Hawa;i] : Valley Isle Pub. Co.,
-v. 16, no. 4 (July 15, 1955).
Began Sept. 30, 1947.
DCLC 11441547.
Frequency: Semiweekly
16 v. : ill. : 40 em.
Notes: Description based on: v. 2, no. 55
(July 13, 1948).
"Non-partisan, non secular, 100% American
ideals and principles."
Vol. la, no. 19 not published.
lCCN sn 84-045347.
HHD 1954, 1975
HHDA OR Wailuku Public Library <1954> <1975:3-
1975:6>
HUH 1948-1955








[Vi ctory (Honolulu, Hawa1i)] Vi ctory. Hono lul u,
Hawa i i : l R. A. Bishop], 1942-
Vol. 3, no. 5 (Apr. 22, 1942)-
DClC 9563559.
Frequency: Weekly
v. : 111. ; 29 em.
Continues: Herald (Honolulu, Hawaii)
lCCN sn 82-016494.
HUH 1942
HUHH FM Microfilm 550515 s=<1942:4:22>
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.H7 <1942:4:22>
The Voice of East Oahu. [Honolulu] C-D Inc.,
1958-1959.




1 v. : ; 11. ; 35 em.
Notes: Editor: J.e. Ching.
Continued by: Koko Head tribune
lCCN sn 84-045378.
HHH 1958-1958
HHHA OR Newspaper <1958:11:20-1959:3:20>
HUH 1958-1959
HUHH OR Hawn AN2.V65 <1958:11:20-1959:3:20>
The Voice of labor.
[Voice of labor (Honolulu, Hawaii)] The Voice of
labor. Honolulu, Oahu, T.H. : [s.n.], 1935-
1939.
Nov. 4, 1935-v. 4, no. 27 (July 6, 1939).
DCle 12372392.
Frequency: Week 1y
4 v. : ill. ; 33-48 em.
Notes: Japanese section has added masthead
title in Japanese: ROdosha no koe.
"Hawaii's only working-class newspaper. M
In English; with section in Japanese, Nov.-Dec.
1938.
Editors: 1935-Feb. 1937, Sept. 1937-Jan. 1938,
C. Paxton: Apr. 1938-1939, u. Hall.
lCCN sn 85-047195.
HHE 1935-1939
HHEA OR Newspaper <1935:12:2-1939:7:6>
(Scattered issues want1ng)
HUH 1935-1939




Ka Leo 0 Moloka1 = The volce of Molokai.
Voice of the nat10n
See:
Ka Leo 0 ka lahUl = The voice of the nation.
The Voice of the nation.
[Voice of the nation (Honolulu, Hawaii)] The
(Entry continued in next column)
The Voice of the nation.
HAWAII NEWSPAPERS
A UNION LIST
Waikiki bichi puresu = Waikiki beach pr
(Entry continued from previous column)
Voice of the nation. Honolulu [Oahu, Hawaii
s.n.] ,
Vo 1. 1, no . 1 (Jan. 20, 1890)-
DClC 12188325.
Frequency: Daily (except Sat. & Sun.)
v. : ill. ; 48 cm.
Notes: In English.
Organ of the National Reform ticket.
lCCN sn 85-047088.
HHA 1890
HHAA OR AN2.E V88 <1890:1:20>
HHH 1890
HHHA OR H 079/L55l <1890:1:23-2:4>
Volcano gazette. Volcano, Hawaii: Volcano Art
Center and Summit Press, 1975-
Vol. 1, no. 1 (May 1975)-
DClC 11703129.
Frequency: 4 issues yearly (varies) 1981, 1983-
Irregular 1975,1977 Bimonthly (varies) 1978-
1980
v . : i 11. ; 28 -4 1 em .
Notes: hAn independent journal of the arts,
from Volcano, Island of Hawaii. h
None pUblished in 1976, 1982.
lCCN sn 85-047025.
HHD 1977-1985
HHDA OR Newspaper <1977:12-1984:11/1985:1>
HUH 1975, 1977-1981, 1983-
HUHH OR Hawn NX1.A1V6 <1975> <1977-1981> <1983-
The Wahiawa press. Honolulu [Hawaii: Hawaii
Press Newspapers],




Dther title: Hawaii press. Wahiawa ed. Dec. 7,
1966-Nov. 8, 1967
14 v. : i 11. ; 4 1 - 58 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 6, no. 49
(Dec. 2. 1964).
No more published?
Pubished as: The Hawaii press. Wahiawa edition,
Dec. 7, 1966-Nov. 8, 1967.
Published in 1972 by Community Press
Newspapers.
Issues for 1969 repeat v. 9 1n numbering;
issues for Jan. 1970-Aug. 4, 1971 called v. 11;
wi t h Aug. 11, 197 1 1ssue, ca 11 ed v. 13.




HUHH OR Hawn ff AN2.H353 <1964:12:2-1966:6:22>
<1966:7:6-7:17> <1966:7:31-1972:1:5>
Wahiawa sun press. Kaneohe, Hawaii: Community
Pub 1i ca t ion,




v . : 111. ; 58 cm.
(Entry cont i nued ; n nex t co1umn)
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(Entry continued from previous column)
Notes: Description based on: v. 14, no. 42
(Nov. 6-12, 1974).
MDedicated to the residents of Wahiawa,
Schofield Barracks, M11ilani, and Wheeler Air
Force Base."
Continues in part: Leeward & Wahiawa sun press
Continued by: Central sun press
lCCN sn 84-045363.
HHD 1976-1977
HHDA OR Newspaper <1976:7:1/6-1977:6:8>
HUH 1974-1977
HUHH OR Hawn Newspaper Stacks <1974:11:6/12>
<1975:2:5/11-1977:6:8>




v . : 111. ; 58 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 3, no. 26
(Aug. 1, 1984).
"Waianae Coast news every Wednesday.-
LCCN sn 85-047003.
HHD 1982-
HHDA OR Newspaper <1982:5:26-6:16> <1982:6:30-
HUH 1984-
HUHH OR Hawn ff DU629.W42 W35 <1984:8:1-
Waikiki beach press
See:
Waik1ki bTchi puresu = Waikiki beach press.
The Wa1k1K1 Beach press. Waik1ki Beach [Honolulu]
, Hawaiian Islands: Waik1k1 Pub. Co., 1955-
Vol. 1, no. 1 (July 26, 1955)-
DClC 4975413; ISSN 0191-8214.
Frequency: Semiweekly May 6-9, 1957- Weekly
1955-Apr. 30, 1957
v. : 111. ; 40-45 em.
Notes: Publisher varies.




HHDA OR Newspaper <1964:7:24/26-1967:11:17/19>
<1969:11:28/30- (Scattered issues only)
HUH 1955-
HUHH OR Hawn f G155.Al W35 <1955:7:26-
Wa1K1k1 bTch1 puresu • Wa1k1K1 beach press.
Haws; Honoruru-sh1 : Hawa; Puresu Nyusupepasu,
OClC 5368973; ISSN 0194-3480.
Frequency: Biweekly
Other title: Japanese Wa1k1ki beach press
v. : 111. ; 41 em.
Notes: Description based on: v. 6, no. 122
(June 16-30, 1976).
Issued also in English language version with
title: Wa1k1k1 beach press.
lCCN sn 79-009531.
HUH 1976, 1984 -





The Weekly news muster.
Waik1k1 chronicle. Honolulu, Hawaii: Chronicle
Pub. Co., 1948 .




1 v. : ill. ; 41 cm.




HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.W34 <1948:3:31-6:10>
Waikiki Kaimuki chronicle July 28, 1948-Dec. 1948
See:
Kaimuk; Wa1kik1 chronicle.
Waimea mercury. Hilo, Hi. : The Waimea Mercury,
1976-1977.




2 v. : ill. ; 41 em.
Notes: Irregularities in numbering.
Continued by: Mercury (Hilo, Hawaii)
LCCN sn 84-045351.
HHD 1976
HHDA OR Hilo Public Library <1976:7:1-7:15>
<1976:9~27>
HUH 1976-1977 (One issue wanting)
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.W35 <1976:4:30-8:2,30-12:
30> <1977:1:15-2:1> (One issue wanting)
The Waipahu leader. Honolulu, Hawaii: The
Hawaii Hoehi, Ltd., 1970.




1 v. : i 11. ; 41 cm.
Notes: -All Waipahu news."
Continued by: Leader (Honolulu, Hawaii)
lCCN sn 85-047128.
HHA 1970
HHAA OR AN2.E W14 <1970:4:1-7:1>
Waipahu sun news. Kaneohe, HI : RFD Publications,
OClC 11775670.
Frequency: Weekly
v . : i 11. ; 58 cm.





HHDA OR Newspaper <1982:2:3-1983:1:6> <1983:2:
9-5:4> <1983:5:18-1985:5:16>
HUH 1985-
HUHH OR Hawn ff DU629.W455 W35 <1985:1:24-





[Weekly argus (Honolulu, Hawaii)] The weekly
argus. Honolulu, Oahu, H.I. : Weekly Argus,
1852-1853.




2 v. ; 68 em.
Notes: Publisher: A. Fornander, <1853>.
In English, some notices in Hawaiian and
English.
Editors: M.K. Smith, A. Fornander, 1852; A.
Fornander, 1853.
Continued by: New era and weekly argus
lCCN sn 82-016411.
HHA 1852-1853
HHAA FM Microfilm 205 sa<1852:1:14-1853:9:28>
HHD 1852-1853
HHDA FM Microfilm s=<1852:1:14-1853:9:28>
HHE 1852-1853
HHEA FMM Microfilm m=<1852:1:14-1853:9:28>
HHH 1852-1853
HHHA FM Microfilm 079/W41 s=<1852:1:14-1853:9:
28>
HHHA OR 079/W41 <1852:1:14-7:21> <1853:5:4>
HUH 1852-1853








Shukan Hawa1 shinpo c The weekly Hawaiian
shimpo.
Weekly Hilo tribune <July 14, 1903-June 26, 1906>
See:
Hilo tribune.
Weekly holomua July-Sept. 1893
See:
Hawaii holom4a.
The Weekly news muster. Honolulu, H.I. : [s.n.],
1898-1899.




Other title: News muster, Co. H ed. Apr. 15,
1899
2 v. : ill. ; 33 em.
Notes: "Published weekly at Camp McKinley, in
the interests of the First Regiment of
Infantry, New York Volunteers."
Apr. 15, 1899 issue published 1n Binghampton,




(Entry continued in next column)




(Entry continued from previous column)
HHEA OR Newspaper <1898:9:24-11:26>
HUH 1898-1899
HUHH OR Hawn E714.W44 <1898:9:29-11:26> <1899:
4: 15>
Weekly oriental life in Hawaii • Tongyang
saenghwal. Kaneohe, Hawaii : ~eeKly Oriental
L 1fe ; n Hawa ii, 1975-
Vol. 1, no. 1 (June 1, 1975)-
OClC 11868712.
Frequency: ~eeKly
Other title: Hawaii Korean news Nov. 1975-
v. : ; 11. ; 22 - 28 cm.
Notes: Beginning with v. 1, no. 10 (Aug. 3,
1975) has parallel title in Korean: Chugan
tongyang saenghwa1.
Beginning in July 1975, published in Honolulu,
Hawa;; .
In Korean; some English.
lCCN sn 85-047063.
HUH 1975-




ShuKan taimusu WeeKly times.
The Weekly times.
[WeeKly times (Honolulu, Hawaii: 1925)] The
WeeK 1y times. Hono 1u 1u, Hawa i; : E. P. 1rw in,
-v. 4, no. 52 (Dec. 29, 1928).
Began with June 4, 1925 issue.
DelC 12331947.
Frequency: WeeKly
4 v. : ; 1 1. ; 56 cm.
Notes: Description based on: Vol. 3, no. 41
(Oct. 8, 1927).
Ed 1tor: E. P. 1rw in.




HHEA OR Newspaper <1927:10:8> <1927:12:10>
<1928:1:7-12:29>
[WeeK 1y times (Wa 11 uKu, Hawa i ;)] The WeeK 1y times.
Wa ; 1uku, Mau i, H. T. : V. A. Vet 1esen ,
DClC 12346277.
Frequency: WeeKly
v. ; 53 em.





HHEA OR Newspaper <1913:3:27> <1914:1:1>
West Hawaii news. Keauhou, Kona, Hawai; : West
Hawaii Publishers, 1952-1953.




(Entry continued in next column)
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(Entry continued from previous column)
1 v. : 111. ; 57 em.
Notes: II Cover i ng a 11 of Wes t Hawa 1 i and
Honokaa. I'





HHAA OR AN2.E W51 <1952:12:10-1953:4:22>
HHE 1953
HHEA OR Newspaper 2 LOCN <1953:3:25>
HUH 1952-1953
HUHH OR Hawn AN2.W477 <1952> <1953:1:7,2:4-5:
20> (One issue wanting)
HUHH OR Hawn ff AN2.W477 <1952:5:7-1953:1:7>
<1953:2:4-1953:5:20>
West Hawaii today. Kealakekua, Hawaii West
Hawa;l Today, 1968-
Vol. 1, no. 1 (July 31, 1968)-
OClC 8289852;ISSN 0744-4591.
Frequency: Dally (Sunday-Friday) <, Apr. 29,
1984-> ~eekly, 1968-Apr. 11, 1964 2 issues
per week (with 2 additional issues), Apr. 16,
1974-Sept. 15, 1977 3 issues per week (with 2
additional issues) Sept. 16, 1977-<Dec. 28,
1979-> Daily (Monday-Friday, with 2
additional issues) <, Mar. 1, 1982->
v. : 111. ; 40 cm.
Notes: Published 1977- in Kailua-Kana,
Hawa; i.
Continues: Kona weeKly tribune-herald
lCCN sn 82-002349.
HHD 1968-
HHDA FM Microfilm <1968:7:31- (Scattered
issues wanting)
HUH 1968-
HUHH'FM Microfilm 590052 <1968:7:31-
(Scattered issues wanting)
Windward living. Lan1ka1 [Kailua], Oahu: s.n.,
1953-1955.




2 v. : 1J 1. ; 35 em.
Notes: Editor: A.u. Bu1sseret.
lCCN sn 84-045320.
HUH 1953-1955
HUHH OR Hawn AN2.W55 <1953:11-1955:4> <1955:6>
The Windward news. Kailua, Oahu [Hawaii] : N.
Sutherland,
-v. 4, no. 22 (Nov. 3, 1950).
OCle 11397020.
Frequency: Weekly
4 v. : 111. ; 41 em.
Notes: Description based on: v. 2, no. 29 (Dec.
24, 1948).
"A non-partisan and independent newspaper. n
lCCN sn 84-045312.
HUH 1948-1950 (Scattered issues wanting)
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.W555 <1948:12:24> <1949:1:7-




Yamato = The Yamato.
(Entry continued from previous column)
12:30> <1950:1:6-3:24,7:14-9:15,17-11:3>
(Scattered issues wanting)
Windward Oahu reporter. Windward Oahu, Hawaii
[Kailua] : M. Sexton, 1951-1960.




10 v. : ill. ; 29-45 em.
Continues: Windward reporter
lCCN sn 84-045313.
HUH 1951-1960 (Scattered issues wanting)




11:18,12:2-30> <1955-1960> (Scattered issues
want ing)
The Windward press. Windward Oahu [Kailua],
Territory of Hawaii: N. Marks, 1951.




1 v. : i 11. ; 46 cm.




HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.W56 <1951:6:21-6:28>
Windward reporter. Windward Oahu, Hawaii [Kailua]
: M. Sex ton, 1951.




1 v. : 111. ; 29 cm.
Continued by: Windward Oahu reporter
lCCN sn 84-045318.
HUH 1951
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.W556 <1951:2:15-22>
Windward sun-press
See:
The Windward sun press.
The Windward sun press. Kailua, Hawaii:
Community Press Newspapers, 1972-




Running title: Windward sun-press
v . : ill. ; 58 cm.
Notes: "Dedicated to the residents of Kailua,
Kaneohe, Waimanalo, and Kahaluu. N
Beginning in 19741 published in Kaneohe,
Hawai i.
With the Feb. 9, 1972 issue, continues the
numbering of the preceding title: Pali press.
"Formerly The Pali Press and Windward Sun
(Entry continued in next column)
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HHDA OR Newspaper <1972:2:2-
HUH 1972-
HUHH OR Newspaper stacks <1972:2:2- (Scattered
issues wanting)
The WindWORD. Kailua, Hawaii: General
Communications Corp., 1974-1978.




5 v. : i 11. ; 42 cm.
lCCN sn 84-045349.
HHD 1977-1978
HHDA OR Newspaper <1977:6:16-1978:4:20>
HUH 1974-1978
HUHH OR Hawn f AN2.W58 <1974:8:15-1978:4:20>
Yamato shimbun
See:
Yamato shinbun = The Yamato shimbun.
Yamato sh1nbun • The Yamato sh1mbun. Hawai
Honoruru-fu : Yamato 5hinbun Sha, 1896-1906.
Began publication in Aug. 1896; ceased with
Nov. 2, 1906.
OClC 11531522.
Frequency: Daily (except Sun.) May 5, 1902-
1906 Three issues per wk. 1896-May 1902
11 v. : ill.
Notes: Description based on: dai 25-go (Meiji
29-nen 10-gatsu mikka [Oct. 3, 1896]).
Issues bear also added vol. numbering called
·old series.·
In Japanese; beginning with May 15, 1906 issue,
includes weekly section in English.
Editor: 1896-1899, H. Mizuno.
Continues: Yamato
Continued by: Nippu jiji
lCCN sn 84-045375.
HHA 1896-1905
HHAA OR Newspaper <1896:10:3-1905:8:31>
(Scattered issues wanting)
HUH 1896-1905
HUHH FM Microfilm 590032 5=<1896:10:3-1905:8:
31> (Scattered issues wanting)
Yamato • The Yamato. Honolulu, H.I. The Yamato
5himbun Sha, 1895-1896.
Began Oct. 15, 1895; ceased in Aug. 1896.
DCle 11531518.
Frequency: 3 issues per wk. July-Aug. 1896
Semiweekly Oct.-July 1896
2 v. : ill.




Continues: Hawa; shinbun (non-extant).
Continued by: Yamato shinbun
LCCN sn 84-045374.
(Entry continued in next column)
Yamato = The Yamato.
HAWAII NEWSPAPERS
A UNION LIST
The Yoen jiho = Yoen jiho.
(Entry continued from previous column)
HHA 1895-1896
HHAA OR Newspaper <1895:10:19-12:7, 12:14-12:
28> <1896:5:5-5:9, 5:14-5:28, 5:30-7:16>
HUH 1895-1896
HUHH FM Microfilm 590032 5=<1895:10:19-12:7,
12:14-12:28> <1896:5:5-5:9, 5:14-5:28, 5:30-7:
16>
The Yoen j1ho· Yoen j1hO. Koloa, Kauai, T.H.
The Yoen J1ho Sha,
-no. 1996 (Apr. 30, 1970).
Began wi th Feb. 2, 1921 issue.
Dele 12611398 .
Frequency: Monthly Mar. 1965-1970 Weekly
<1941>-June 1961 Biweekly Aug. 1961-Feb. 1965
Other title: Koloa times 1921-
v. : i 11. ; 59 em.
Notes: Description based on: No. 1226 (Mar. 5,
1941) .
Issues for 1921- called also: The Koloa
times.
Published <June>-Dec. 1941 in Hanapepe, Kauai,
T.H.; 1947-1970 in Honolulu, Hawaii.
Publication suspended with no. 1257 (Dec. 5,
1941), and resumed in 1947; suspended again
Sept. 1965-Aug. 1966.
In Japanese.
Ed i tors: 1921 - H. Suzuk;; <Mar. - Apr. > 1941,
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Abell, Alexander G.




Affonso, Godfrey Ferreira. 1875-1950.




Albayalde, A. A. (Abraham A.)







Ar iyoshi, Koj i .
Ar iyoshi, Koj i .
Armstrong, Richard, 1805-1860.
Arms trong, Richard, 1805- 1860.
Armstrong, Richard, 1805-1860.
Austin, Franklin.





Barbers Point Naval Air Station (Hawaii)
Bassett, W. K.
Beckley, Fred W., 1874-1943.
Bennet t, C. C. (Chauncey C.)
Berensohn, Roger.














Car ter, H. A. P. (Henry A. P.).
Catholic Church. Diocese of Honolulu
(Hawai i)
Catholic Church. Diocese of Honolulu
(Hawa i i)
Chang, Joseph S. M. J.
Chin, Young K.
Ching, Harold W., 1910-
Ching, James Chris.
Chun, James H.
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day
Saints. Hawaii Mission.
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day














Ka Puuhonua 0 na Hawaii.
Ka Puuhonua = The Observer.
Filipino news.
Kauai Filipino news.
Ka Puuhonua 0 na Hawaii.
Ka Hoku 0 Hawaii.
Ka Lama Hawa i i .
Yamato = The Yamato.
The Hawaii star = Hawai suta.









Ka Lei loke 0 Hawaii.
Ka Lei rose 0 Hawaii.





Hawa i i da i 1y .
The friend.





News of our town.
Ka Leo 0 ka lahui • The voice of the
nation.




Ka Puka la oiaio.
Now is the time.




United Chinese news • Chung-hua kung pao.
The Hawaii press.
The Voice of East Oahu.











































































The Friend, of temperance and seamen.
Temperance advocate.




Ka Hoku 0 Hawaii.
o Luso hawaiiano.
The Big islander.
Ka Hoku 0 Hawaii.




Ke Kilohana 0 ka malamalama.






Sandwich Island mirror & commercial
gazette.





The Kauai shinpo = Kawai shinpo.
The Kauai shinpo = Kawai shinpo.
Ka Hae Hawsi i.




Ka nuhou Hawa i i .




































































Tzu yu hsin pao.The Liberty news
Ke Alaula.








Goo, Mi Hon S.
Good Guys for Fasi.




Green, William Lowthian, d. 1890.
Gulick, Luther H. (Luther Halsey), 1828-
1891.










Ga llagher, W. J.
Co11 ado. D. M.
Collado. Doroteo Meneses.
Costa, August Souza, 1887-
Cowan, John F.
Cowan. lJohn F.
Daifukuji Mission (Honalo. Hawaii)
Damon, Samuel Chenery, 1815-1885.
Damon, Samuel Chenery, 1815-1885.
Damon, Samuel Chenery, 1815-1885.
Damon, Samuel Chenery, 1815-1885.
de Fiennes, 1J. B.
Democratic Party (Hawaii)
Desha. Stephen L. (Stephen Langhern) .
1859-1934.
Diaz, Pedro Augusto, 1855-1908.
Dixon. 1J. B.
Di xon. 1J. B.
Dongji Hoi (Honolulu. Hawaii)




Farr i ngton. Wa 11 ace Rider, 1871- 1933.
Fas i, Frank 1J.
Fern. Stewart, 1913-
Fernandez, A. S.
Filipino Mutual Benefit Association of
Maui.
Fong, Song.
Forbes, A. O. (Anderson Oli ver) , 1833-
1888.
Foreign Society of Oahu.
2
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Hawaii. Adjutant Generalis Office.
Hawaii. Dept. of Defense.
Hawai;. Dept. of Defense.
Hawaii. Dept. of Public Instruction.
Hawaii Education for Social Progress.




Hawaii National Guard Association.
Hawaii Natural History Association.
Hawai; Residents l Association.
Hawaiian Commercial and Sugar Co.
Hawaiian Evangelical Association.
Hawaiian Evangelical Association. Board.
Hawaiian Evangelical Association. Board.
Hawaiian Evangelical Association. Board.
Hawaiian Sugar Planters l Association.
Hayakawa, Jire.
Hayashi, Saburo.




Home Rule Party (Hawa i i) "
Hong, Song-hwa.
Honolulu Central Labor Council.
Honolulu (Hawaii). Waimanalo Neighborhood
Board no. 32.
Honpa Hongwanji Hawaii Betsuin.
Hoolapa, Daniel K.











Jarves, James Jackson, 1818-1888.








Kalakaua, David, King of Hawa;i, 1836-
1891.
Ka1akaua, David, King of Hawaii, 1836-
1891 .






Shin Nippon = Shin Nihon.
Polynesian.
The Voice of labor.
Aloha news.
The Hawaii guardsman Ka leo ona pukaua
o Hawa i i .
Hawaii guardsman.
Pupukahi.
Ka Hae Hawa i 1.
Ka Huliau = The turning point.
Imua spot -1 ight .



















The Kook min bo = Kungminbo.
The Labor review of Hawaii.
The 'Na10 news.
Kyodan jiho.














Ke Alakai 0 Hawaii.
Daily Honolulu press.
Hua Hsia pao = Honolulu Chinese chronicle.
Ke 01a 0 Hawaii.
Lahui Hawa i 1.
Kaimuki courier.
Kuu hae Hawa i i .
Ka Hoku 0 ka Pakip1ka.
Ka Manawa.
































































Kaneohe Marine Corps Air Station (Hawaii).
Joint Public Affairs Office.







Katipunan ng mga Demokratikong Pilipino.
Kaunamano, u.K.
Kawahara, Thomas T.
Kawaiahao Church (Honolulu, Hawaii)








Kim, Anthony H. u.
Kime to, Den' i ch i .
Kimura, Yoshigoro.
Kinjo, Chin'ei.




Kokua Hawa i i .





Lana; Community Services Council.
Lana; Community Welfare Ass~6;ation.
Langsfeld, F. Ralph.
Lee, John A.
Lee, Kam Ta; .
Lee, Will i am.



















MakiKi Christian Church (Honolulu, Hawaii)





Ka Holomua = The progressive.











Ko Hawaii pae aina.
Valley isle chronicle.
Ka Lanakila.




The Kook min bo = Kungminbo.
The Hawaii star = Hawai suta.
The Honolulu news = Honoruru shinbun.
The Yoen jiho = Yoen jiho.
The Honolulu daily times.






Ke Alakai 0 Hawaii.
Ke Alakai 0 Hawaii.
The New post.





The Hawaii Chinese news.
Hawaii Chinese journal = T'an pao.
The Hawaii press.
Kona torch.











The Democrat = Ke Alaka1 0 Hawaii.





The Hawaii star = Hawai suta.
Rakuen j1ho The Paradise times.





































































Marques, Auguste Jean Baptiste. 1841-1929.
Marques, Auguste Jean Baptiste, 1841-1929.
Marsh, James W.




















National Reform Party (Hawaii)
Native Sons and Daughters of Hawaii.





North Shore Jaycees (Hawaii)
Notley. Charles K. (Charles Kahiliaulani)
Oahu Sugar Co.
Oak. Antonio C. (Antonio Carva lho)
Okinawa Relief & Rehabilitation
Foundation (Honolulu. Hawaii)
Okubo, Gen • i ch i .
Okubo. Gen·ichi.
Okubo, Gen·ichi.
Okumura, Tak ie, 1864 - 1951 .
onome , Bun·ichiro.
Oriental Benevolent Association (Wailuku,
Hawa i i)




Parker, Henry H. (Henry Hodges), 1834-
1927.
Parker, Henry H. (Henry Hodges), 1834-
1927.
Parker. Henry H. (Henry Hodges), 1834-
1927.
Paxton, Corby.
Paz. IN i 11 i am M.






















Ka Leo 0 ka lahui.
Ka Hoku 0 ka Pakipika.
Ka Nupepa 0 Mililani.
Ka Elele oiaio.
Yamato shinbun = The Vamato shimbun.
Ka Leo 0 Molokai = The voice of Molokai.





Hawa i i ho lomua.









Ka Leo 0 Waipahu.
o Facho.
Kosei Okinawa = Reborn Okinawa.
The Hawaii mainichi.
Hawaii plantation chronicle.
The Hawaii Sunday news.





The Yoen jiho = Yoen j1ho.
Ti Silaw = The light.
Ka Hoku loa.
Ka lahui Hawa; i.
Ka Lau 01 iva.
The Voice of labor.
Hawaii's F11american tribune.
Ka Huliau = The turning point.






























































Pere ira, Cam i 110 , 1858 - 19 11 .






Pogue, J. F. (John Fawcett), 1814-1877.
Prescott, Anne M.
Price, Kamuela.
Progress i ve Par ty (Founded 1912). Hawa i i .
Ramos, Joao de Sousa, 1857-1918.
Ramos, Joao de Sousa, 1857-1918.
Republican Party (Hawaii)





Santos, Manuel G., 1871-1932.
Santos, Manuel G., 1871-1932.
Schoofs, Rober t.
Sheldon, Henry L.
She 1don, J. G. M. (John G. M.)
She 1don, J. G. M. (John G. M.)
She 1don, J. G. M. ( John G. M.)
She 1don, J. G. M. (John G. M.)
Sh i ba, Some taro.
Shingonshu Hawai Kyoku Honbu.
Shiozawa, Chuzaburo.
Shishido, Mi les.
Silva, Ernest Gomes de, 1875-1955.
Silva, Manuel A., 1868-1940.
Silva, Manuel A., 1868-1940.











Students for a Democratic Society.
Suzuk;, Hi rash i .
Swenney, Harriett.
Taliulu, Samuelu P.
Tanaka, Fuj i .
Terasaki, 5adasuke.
Terasaki, Sadasuke.
Tes ta, F. J.







Tripler Army Medical Center.
































Hawa; shinpo = The Hawaii shinpo.
Hawaii mikkyo = Hawai mikkyo.





Paka paniolo = Parker Ranch cowboy.
The weekly argus.
The Hawaii sentinel.
Nippu jiji = The Nippu J1Jl.









The Yoen jiho = Yoen j1ho.
The Hawaii sentinel.
o le Pepa Samoa i Hawaii.
Hawaii mikkyo = Hawai miKkyo.
Hawai hochi = The Hawaii hochi.
The Hawaii herald.
Ka Makaainana.
The Honolulu daily times.
The Spokesman.
Ke Kumu Hawa; 1 .
The Hawai; mainich1.
Naimbag-a-nakem.



































































United Okinawan Association of Hawaii.
United States. Army. Forces in the
Central Pacific Area.
United States. Army. Forces in the Middle
Pacific.
United States. Army. Forces in the
Pacific Ocean Areas.
United States. Army. Hawaiian Dept.
United States. Army. Infantry Division,
25th.
United States. Army. Infantry Division,
25th. Public Affairs Office.
United States. Army. Regiment Infantry,
New York Volunteers, 1st.
United States. Naval District, 14th.
United States. War Dept. Armed Forces
Information and Education Division.
Universal Life Church.
University of Hawaii at Hilo. Continuing
Education and Community Service Center.
Ursul, Robert G.
Veterans of Foreign Wars of the United
States. Dept. of Hawaii.
Vet1esen, V. A.
Vieira, Augusto Honorio, 1874-1934.
Villaneuva, N. C.
Viloria, Alfred O.
Vivas, Joao Marques, 1863-1912.
Volcano Art Center.
Wahiawa Jaycees.
Waimanalo Council of Community
Organizations.
Waipahu Gakuen.
Whi tney, Henry M. (Henry Martyn), 182-4-
1904.
Whi tney, Henry M. (Henry Martyn), 1824-
190:q.
Wilcox, R. W. (Robert William), 1855-1903.
Wi lcox, R. W. (Robert Wi lliam), 1855-1903.
Willard, John D.


















The Weekly news muster.
Pearl Harbor weekly.
The Stars and Stripes.














The Pacific commercial advertiser.
Ke Aloha sina oiaio.
The Libera 1 .
The Garden Island.
The Democrat = Ke Alakai 0 Hawaii.
Ke Au hou.
Hawaii holomua = Hawaii progressive.
The Labor review of Hawaii.
The Maui shinbun.
Hawai; Chinese journal = T'an pao.
The Hawaii news service.
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Hawaii Hawaii Volcanoes National Park.
Hawa i i Hi 10 .
Hawa i i Hi 10.
Hawa i; H; 10 .
Hawa i i H; 10 .
Hawa i i Hi 10 .
Hawa; i Hi 10 .
Hawa; i Hi 10.
Hawa i i Hi 10 .
Hawa i i Hi 10 .
Hawa i i H; 10 .
Hawa i i Hi 10.
Hawa i i Hi 10.
Hawa i; Hi 10.
Hawa i i Hi 10.
Hawa i i Hi 10 .
Hawa ; i Hi 10 .
Hawa i i Hi 10 .
Hawa i i Hi 10 .
Hawa i i Hi 10 .
Hawa i i Hi 10.
Hawa; i Hi 10.
Hawa i i Hi 10.
Hawa i i Hi 10 .
Hawa i i Hi 10 .
Hawa ; 1 H; 10 .
Hawa 1 i Hi 10 .
Hawa 1 i Hi 10.
Hawa i i Hi 10.
Hawa i i Hi 10.
Hawa i i H; 10.
Hawa ; i Hi 10.




























The Shopper. Wahiawa, Mililani, Schofield,
Wheeler, Waipio Gentry.
The Shopper. Waipio Gentry, Waipahu,
























Hiro shinpo = The Hilo shimpo.
Ka Heku 0 Hawaii.

















Ke Alakai 0 Hawaii.
Ke Alakai 0 Hawaii.
Ke Alakai 0 Hawaii.
Ke A1akai 0 Hawa;i.
Ke Alaula.
Ke Aloha aina.





































































Hawa i i Hono 1u1u .
Hawa i i Hono 1u1u .
Hawa i i Hono1u1u .
Hawa i i Hono1u1u .
Hawa i i Hono 1u1u .
Hawa i i Hono1u1u .
Hawa i i Hono1u1u .
Hawaii Honolulu.
Hawa i i Hono 1u1u .
Hawa i i Hono 1u1u .
Hawa i i Hono1u1u .
Hawa i i Hono1u1u .
Hawa i i Hono 1u1u .
Hawa i i Hono 1u1u .
Hawaii Honolulu.
Hawaii Honolulu.
Hawa i i Hono 1u1u .
Hawa i i Hono 1u1u .
Hawa i i Hono 1u1u .













Hawa i i Hono 1u1u .
Hawaii Honolulu.
Hawaii Honolulu.
Hawa i i Hono 1u1u .
Hawaii Honolulu.
Hawaii Honolulu.









Hawa i i Hono 1u1u .
Hawaii Honolulu.
Hawa i i Hono1u1u .





Hawa i i Hono1u1u .
Hawaii Honolulu.
Hawaii Honolulu.























The Daily Pacific commercial advertiser.
The Daily Pali press and Kaneohe citizen.
The Derrocrat.







The Filipino herald of Hawaii.
The friend.
The Friend, of temperance and seamen.
The Great Pacific gazette.
Ka Hae Hawaii.
Hawai hochi = The Hawaii hochi.
Hawai mainichi shinbun = The Hawaii
mainichi shinbun.
Hawai shinpo = The Hawaii shinpo.
The Hawaii American.
The Hawaii bunen = Hawai bun'en.
Hawaii Catholic herald.
Hawaii Chinese journal = T~an pao.







Hawaii free people/s press.
Hawaii free press.










Hawaii holomua = Hawaii progressive.
Hawaii holomua = Progress.
Hawaii Kai nupepa.
Hawaii mikkyo = Hawai mikkyo.



































































































































The Hawaii news service.
Hawai; Pacific press.
Hawai; plantation chronicle.




The Hawaii star = Hawai suta.
The Hawaii Sunday news.
The Hawaii times.
The Hawaiian.












Ka Hoku 0 ka Pakipika.




The Honolulu daily times.
The Honolulu news.









Hsin Chung-kuo jlh pao New China daily
press.
Hsin Chung-kuo pao.







o ka hae Katollka.
Ka Huliau = The turning point.








Ko Hawai; pae aina.
Ko Hawa i i pono;".
Koko Head tribune.
Ke Koo 0 Hawaii.

































































Hawa i i Hono 1u1u .




Hawa i i Hono 1u1u .
Hawaii Honolulu.



























































The Korean national herald = Kungminbo.
Kosei OKinawa = Reborn OKinawa.
Ke Kumu Hawa i i .
Kuokoa home rula.
Kuu hae Hawa i i .
Kyodan j1ho.
The Labor review of Hawaii.
Ka lahui Hawa i i .





Ka Lei loke 0 Hawaii.
Ka Lei momi.
Ka Lei momi.
Ka Lei rose 0 Hawaii.
Ka Leo 0 ka lahui.
The Libera1.
A Liberdade.

















The New era and weekly argus.
New freedom.
The New Philippines.
The New pos t .
The news.
The News. Kahala, Hawaii Kai.
The News. Kalmuki, Diamond Head.
The News. Manoa, Mak1ki.
News of our town.
N1hon shuho.





Nuhou = The Hawaiian news.
Ka Nupepa aloha aina.
Ka Nupepa elele.
Ka Nupepa elele Poakolu.
Nupepa ka 01 a i,o.
Ka Nupepa kuokoa.
Nupepa kuokoa.






































































































































The Pacific commercial advertiser.
The Pacific commercial advertiser.













Ka Puka la oiaio.
Ka Puuhonua 0 na Hawaii.
Ka Puuhonua The Observer.
Rakuen jiho The Paradise times.
The Roach.
Sandwich Island gazette and journal of
conmerce.








Shin Nippon = Shin Nihon.
Shukan Hawai shinpo ~ The weekly Hawaiian
shimpo.
Shukan taimusu = Weekly times.
The Spokesman.





T'aep'yongyang chubo c Korean Pacific
weekly.
T'an shan hsin pao.
Temperance advocate.
The Temperance advocate, and seamen's
friend.




T1 Silaw = The light.





Un1ted Chinese news = Chung-hua kung pao.
United Chinese press c Chung-hua hsin pao.
Upda te Hawa ii .
Victory.
The Voice of East Oahu.






























































Hawa; i Hono1u1u .
Hawa i i Hono 1u1u .
Hawa; i Hono 1u1u .
Hawa i; Hono 1u1u
Hawa i; Hono 1u1u .
Hawa i i Hono1u1u .
Hawa i i Hono 1u1u .
Hawa i i Hono 1u1u .
Hawa i i Hono lu 1u .
Hawa i; Hono 1u1u .
Hawa i i Kahului.
Hawa i i Kail ua .
Hawai i Kai lua.
Hawa i i Kail ua .
Hawa i i Kail ua .
Hawa i i Kail ua .
Hawa i i Kail ua .
Hawa i i Ka i 1ua
Hawa 1i Kail ua .
Hawa i i Ka ; 1ua .
Hawa; i Kail ua .
Hawa i i Kail ua .
Hawa; i Kail ua .
Hawa i i Kail ua .
Hawa; i Ka; 1ua .
Hawa; i Ka ; 1ua
Hawaii Ka;lua.
Hawa; i Kail ua
Hawa i i Kail ua .





Hawa i i Kamue 1a.
Hawa i i Kaneohe.
Hawa i i Kaneohe.
Hawa i i Kaneohe.
Hawa; i Kaneohe.
Hawa i i Kaneohe.
Hawa i i Kaneohe.
Hawa i i Kaneohe.
Hawa i ; Kaneohe.
Hawa i i Kaneohe.
Hawa i ; Kaneohe.
Hawa i i Kaneohe.
Hawa i i Kaneohe.
Hawa i i Kaneohe.
Hawa i ; Kaneohe.
Hawa 1i Kaneohe.
Hawa i i Kaneohe.
Hawa; i Kaneohe.
Hawai i Kaneohe.
Hawa i i Kaneohe.
Hawa i i Kapaa.
Hawa i ; Kapaau.
Hawa i i Kapaau.
Hawa i i K~ au .
Hawa i i Kaunakaka i .
Hawa i i Kaunakaka i .
Hawa i i Kaunakaka 1.
Hawa i; Kaunakaka i .




The Voice of the nation.
The Wahiawa press.




The Weekly news muster.
The Weekly times.
Yamato shinbun = The Yamato shimbun.
Yamato = The Yamato.
Ti Managservi.
The Aina Haina-Niu Valley sun press.
The Hawa;i-Kai sun press.
The Honolulu east sun press.
The Honolulu sun press.
The Kahala sun press.
Leeward & Wahiawa sun press.
Menehune of Hawaii.
The Military sun press.
The Pali press.
The Pali press.
The Pal; press and Kaneohe citizen.






































Ka Leo 0 Moloka1 = The voice of Molokai.
Ka Molokai.






















































































































































Ka Lama Hawa i i .
Hui Lau Lima news.







The Kauai shinpo = Kawai shinpo.
Kaua i times.
Molokai reporter.













North Shore community review.
North Shore gazette.
Pacific post news.









Now is the time.
Ti Mang1turong.
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Fi 1i pi no
Filipino
Fi 1; p i no
Fi 1i P i no






Fi 1i P i no




F11 i Pi no
Filipino
Filipino




















Hawaii mikkyo Hawai mikkyo.
The Kojyo.
Kyodan jiho.





Hua Hsia pao = Honolulu Chinese chronicle.
The Liberty news = Tzu yu hsin pao.
T~an shan hsin pao.
United Chinese news = Chung-hua kung pao.
United Chinese news = Chung-hua kung pao.
United Chinese press = Chung-hua hsin pao.
United Chinese press = Chung-hua hsin pao.
Hawaii Chinese journal T'an pao.
Hawaii Chinese journal = T'an pao.
Hawaii Chinese journal = T'an pao.
The Hawaii Chinese news.





United Chinese news Chung-hua kung pao.































Ti Silaw = The light.
Ti Timek ti V1bora Luv1minda.
The truth = Ti pudno.
The Union.



























































































































































The Coast and valley suburbanite.
Conmon sense.
The Daily Pal; press and Kaneohe citizen.
The Great Pacific gazette.
The Hawaii American.
Hawaii free people's press.
Hawaii free people's press.
Hawaii free press.
Hawaii news-press.
The Hawaii press. Pali ed.
Honolulu chronicle.
The Honolulu daily times.







Hui Lau Lima news.
Huli.
Imua Kohala.
Ka Leo 0 Molokai The voice of Molokai.
Ka Leo 0 Molokai = The voice of Molokai.
Kaimuki chronicle.
Kaimuki courier.














News of our town.
Nihon shuho.
The Pacific weekly.








































































































































Shukan taimusu = Weekly times.












Ke Alakai 0 Hawai;.
Ke Alakai 0 Hawaii.
Ke Alakai 0 Hawaii.
Ke Alakai 0 Hawaii.
Ke Alakai 0 Hawaii.
Ke Alakai 0 Hawai,.


























Ka E1e 1e Hawa i i .
Ka Elele Hawa11.









Ka Hae Hawa i i .
Ka Hae Hawa i i .
Ka Hae Hawa;;.
Ka Hae Hawaii.















































































































































The Hawaiian news = Ka nuhou Hawaii.





Ka Hoku 0 Hawaii.
Ka Hoku 0 Hawaii.
Ka Hoku 0 Hawaii.
Ka Hoku 0 Hawaii.
Ka Hoku 0 Hawaii.
Ka Hoku 0 Hawaii.
Ka Hoku 0 ka Pakipika.
Ka Hoku 0 ka Pakipika.
Ka Hoku 0 ka Pakipika.
Ka Hoku 0 ka Pakipika.






o ka hae Katolika.




Ke Kilohana 0 ka malamalama.
Ko Hawaii pae aina.
Ko Hawai; pae aina.
Ko Hawaii pae aina.
Ko Hawa;i pae aina.




Ke Koo 0 Hawai i.
Ke Koo 0 Hawa; i .
















Ka Lama Hawa i 1.
Ka Lama Hawa i i .
Ka Lama Hawaii.












































































































































Ka Lei loke 0 Hawaii.
Ka Lei loke 0 Hawaii.







Ka Lei rose 0 Hawaii.
Ka Lei rose 0 Hawaii.
Ka Le; rose 0 Hawaii.













Ka Malamalama 0 Hawaii.




Ka Mom; 0 Hawaii = The pearl of Hawaii.
Ka Momi 0 Hawaii = The pearl of Hawaii.
Ka Momi 0 Hawaii = The pearl of Hawaii.














Ka nuhou Hawa i i .
Ka nuhou Hawa1i .
Nuhou = The Hawaiian news.
Nuhou = The Hawaiian news.
Nuhou • The Hawaiian news.
Nuhou The Hawaiian news.
Nuhou = The Hawaiian news.


































































































































Ka Nupepa ele1e Poako1u.
Ka Nupepa elele Poako1u.


















Ka Nupepa kuokoa me Ko Hawaii paeaina
hui ia.
Ka Nupepa kuokoa me Ko Hawaii paeaina
huiia.
Ka Nupepa kuokoa me Ko Hawaii paeaina
hui ia.
Ka Nupepa kuokoa me Ko Hawaii paeaina
hui ia.
Ka Nupepa kuokoa me Ko Hawaii paeaina
hui ia.






Ke Ola 0 Hawai i.
Ke Ola 0 Hawaii.
Ke Ola 0 Hawaii.
Ke Ola 0 Hawaii.
Ke Ola 0 Hawaii.
Ke Ola 0 Hawaii.
Paio.
Paio.
Ka Puka la oiaio.
Ka Puka 1a oiaio.
Ka Puuhonua 0 na Hawaii.
Ka Puuhonua 0 na Hawaii.
Ka Puuhonua 0 na Hawaii.
Ka Puuhonua = The Observer.
Ka Puuhonua = The Observer.
Ka Puuhonua = The Observer.
The national herald • Ka ahailono 0 ka
lahui.
Ka Nupepa kuokoa me Ko Hawaii paeaina i
huiia.
Aloha news.
Hawai hochi = The Hawaii hochi.
Hawai hochi The Hawaii hochi.
Hawai hochi = The Hawaii hochi.
Hawai mainichi shinbun • The Hawaii
mainichi shinbun.
Hawai shinpo The Hawaii shinpo.






























































































































Hiro shinpo = The Hilo shimpo.
The Honolulu news = Honoruru shinbun.
The Kona echo.
The Kona echo.
Kona shuho = The Kona weekly.
Nihon shuho.
Nippu jiji The Nippu jiji.
Nippu jiji The Nippu jiji.
Nippu jiji = The Nippu jiji.
Nippu jiji The Nippu jiji.
Nippu jiji = The Nippu jiji.
Nippu jiji The Nippu jiji.
Nippu jiji = The Nippu jiji.
Shin Nippon = Shin Nihon.
Shukan Hawai shinpo = The weekly Hawaiian
shimpo.
Shukan Hawai shinpo The weekly Hawaiian
shimpo.
Shukan taimusu = Weekly times.
Waikiki bichi puresu = Waikiki beach
press.
Yamato shinbun = The Yamato shimbun.
Yamato shinbun = The Yamato shimbun.
Yamato = The Yamato.
Yamato = The Yamato.
The Yoen jiho = Yoen jiho.
Gakuen.
Hawai mainichi shinbun = The Hawaii
mainichi shinbun.
The Hawaii bunen • Hawai bun'en.
The Hawaii herald.
The Hawaii herald.
Hawaii mikkyo = Hawai mikkyo.
The Hawaii star = Hawai suta.
The Hawaii Sunday news.
The Hi 10 times.
The Kauai shinpo = Kawai shinpo.









The Kook min bo • Kungminbo.
The Korean national herald = Kungminbo.
Weekly oriental life in Hawaii = Tongyang
saenghwa1.
The Hawaii news service.
Weekly oriental life in Hawaii = Tongyang
saenghwal.
H.C. &S. breeze.
The Labor review of Hawaii.
Naalehu news.




































































































































The Hawaii guardsman = Ka leo ona pukaua











The Military sun press.







The Stars and Stripes.




The Weekly news muster.


















A Sen tine 11 a .
A Sentinel1a.







































































































Kosei Okinawa = Reborn Okinawa.
Uchinanchu.
Uchinanchu.
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Ai ea (Hawa i i) - - Per icd i ca1s .
Aina Haina (Honolulu, Hawaii)--
Periodicals.
Air bases-- Periodicals.-- Hawaii
Air bases-- Perlodicals.-- Hawaii
Air bases-- Periodicals.-- Hawaii




Barbers Point Naval Air Station (Hawaii)
Barbers Point Naval Air Station (Hawaii)
Catholic Church
Catholic Church-- Periodicals.-- Hawaii
Catholic Church-- Periodicals.-- Hawaii
Central Oahu Region (Hawai1)--
'Per iod i ca1s .
Central Oahu Region (Hawaii)--
Periodicals.
Chinese Americans-- Periodicals.-- Hawaii
Chinese Americans-- Periodicals.-- Hawaii
Chinese Americans-- Periodicals.-- Hawaii
Chinese Americans-- Periodicals.-- Hawaii
Chinese Americans-- Periodicals.-- Hawaii










































Pearl City/Aiea sun press.












The Shopper. Wahiawa, Mililani, Schofield,
Wheeler, Waipio Gentry.
Hawaii Chinese journal = T~an pao.
The Hawaii Chinese news.
Hawaii Chinese weekly.
Oriental tribune.
United Chinese news = Chung-hua kung pao.
United Chinese press = Chung-hua hsin pao.
Hsin Chung-kuo jih pao = New China daily
press.
Hsin Chung-kuo pao.
Hua Hsia pao = Honolulu Chinese chronicle.
The Liberty news lII: Tzu yu hsin pao.
T'an shan hsin pao.
United Chinese news lII: Chung-huB kung pao.
United Chinese press = Chung-hua hs1n pao.
The Friend, of temperance and seamen.


































































































Hawaii Island (Hawaii)-- Periodicals.
Hawaii Island (Hawaii)-- Periodicals.
Hawaii Island (Hawail)-- Periodicals.
Hawaii Island (Hawa11)-- Periodicals.
Hawaii Island (Hawai1)-- Periodicals.
Hawaii Island (Hawa1i)-- Periodicals.
Hawaii Island (Hawaii)-- Periodicals.
Hawaii Island (Hawai1)-- Periodicals.
Hawaii Island (Hawaii)-- Periodicals.
Hawaii Island (Hawaii)-- Periodicals.
Hawaii Island (Hawai1)-- Periodicals.
Hawaii Island (Hawa11)-- Periodicals.
Hawaii Island (Hawa1i)-- Periodicals.
Hawa;; Kai (Honolulu, Hawai 1)--
Periodicals.




















Ti Silaw = The light.







































The Hawaii-Kai sun press.
The Hawaii guardsman • Ka leo ona pukaua
o Hawaii.
Ke Alakai 0 Hawaii.
Ke Alakai 0 Hawaii.
Ke Alakal 0 Hawaii.
Ke Alaula.
Ke Aloha aina.







































































































































The Democrat = Ke Alakai 0 Hawaii.
Ka elele.
Ka E1e 1e Hawa i i .
Ka Elele Poakolu.
The friend.
The Great Pacific gazette.
Ka Hae Hawaii.
Hawai hochi = The Hawaii hochi.
Hawai shinpo = The Hawaii shinpo.
The Hawaii American.






Hawaii holomua = Hawaii progressive.











H.C. & S. breeze.
Ka Hoku 0 ka Pakipika.












o ka hae Katolika.
Ka Huliau = The turning point.
Ka Leo 0 ka lahui = The voice of the
nation.
Ka Leo 0 Waipahu.
Ke Alahou.
Ko Hawaii pae aina.
Ko Hawaii ponoi.
Ke Koo 0 Hawai i.
Kuokoa home rula.
Kuu hae Hawa i i .
The Labor review of Hawaii.
Lahui Hawaii.
Ka lahui Hawaii.



































































































































Ka Leo 0 ka lahui.
The L1bera 1.




Ka Malamalama 0 Hawaii.
The Mirror.
Ka Momi 0 Hawaii = The pearl of Hawaii.
The Morning guide.
Ka Na'i aupuni.






Nuhou = The Hawaiian news.
Ka Nupepa aloha aina.
Ka Nupepa elele.
Ka Nupepa elele Poakolu.
Nupepa ka oiaio.
Nupepa kuokoa.











Ka Puka 1a olaio.
Ka Puuhonua 0 na Hawaii.
Ka Puuhonua = The Observer.
Sandwich Island gazette and journal of
conmerce.
Sandwich Island mirror & commercial
gazette.
Sandwich Islands news.




T'an shan hsln pao.
Tne national herald • Ka ahailono 0 ka
lahul.
Update Hawaii.
The Voice of labor.
The Voice of the nation.
The weekly argus.
The Weekly news muster.
The Weekly times.
The Weekly times.
Ka Huliau = The turning point.
Hawaii Pacific press.
K; lauea times.





























































































Honolulu (Hawaii)-- Politics and
government--Periodicals.













































The Coast and valley suburbanite.
The Honolulu east sun press.
Honolulu record.





The News. Kahala, Hawaii Kai.
The News. Kaimuki, Diamond Head.
The News. Manoa, Makiki.
News of our town.











The Hawaii bunen = Hawa; bun'en.
The Hawaii herald.
The Hawaii herald.
Hawaii m1kkyo = Hawai m1kkyo.
Hawaii Pacific press.
The Hawaii star = Hawa; suta.
The Hawaii Sunday news.
The Hawaii times.
The H110 times.
The Kauai shinpo • Kawai shinpo.
The MaUl record.













































































Kahala (Honolulu, Hawaii)-- Periodicals.
Kahala (Honolulu, Hawaii)-- Periodicals.
Kailua (Oahu, Hawaii)-- Periodicals.
Kaimuk; (Honolulu, Hawaii)-- Periodicals.
Kallhi (Honolulu, Hawaii)-- Periodicals.
Kamuela (Hawaii)-- Periodicals.
Kaneohe Marine Corps Air Station (Hawaii)-
- Periodicals.
Ka' u (Hawa i i) - - Per icd 1ca 1s .
Ka'u (Hawaii)-- Periodicals.
Ka'u (Hawaii)-- Periodicals.
Kaua i (Hawa i i) - - Per iodi ca ls.
Kaua i (Hawa i i) - - Per iadica ls.
Kaual (Hawaii)-- Periodicals.
Kauai (Hawaii) -- Periodicals.
Kauai (Hawaii)-- Periodicals.
Kauai (Hawaii)-- Peri.odicals.
Kaua i (Hawa i i) - - Per lod; ca ls.
Kohala (Hawaii)-- Periodicals.
Kehala Mountains region (Hawaii)--
Periodicals. .
Kena (Hawaii Island, Hawaii)--
Periodicals.
Kena (Hawaii Island, Hawaii)--
Periodicals.
Kona (Hawaii Island, Hawaii)--
Periodicals.





Korean Americans-- Periodicals.-- Hawaii
Korean Americans-- Periodicals.-- Hawaii





The Yoen jiho = Yoen jiho.
Aloha news.
East-West journal.
Hawai mainichi shinbun = The Hawaii
mainichi shinbun.
Hawai shinpo = The Hawaii shinpo.
Hawai shokumin shinbun = The Hawaii
shokumin shinbun.
The Hawaii mainichi.
Hiro shinpo = The Hilo shimpo.




N1ppu jiji = The Nippu jiji.
Shin Nippon = Shin Nihon.
Shukan Hawa; shinpo z The weekly Hawaiian
shimpo.
Yamato shinbun = The Yamato shimbun.
Yamato = The Yamato.
The Yoen j1ho = Yoen jiho.
The Kona echo.
Kona shuho = The Kona weekly.


























The Hawaii news service.
The Kook min bo = Kungminbo.






















































Korean Americans-- Periodicals.-- Hawaii









Leeward Oahu Region (Hawaii)--
Periodicals.
Leeward Oahu Region (Hawai1)--
Periodicals.
Leeward Oahu Region (Hawaii)--
Periodicals.
Leeward Oahu Region (Hawaii)--
Periodicals.
Leeward Oahu Region (Hawaii)--
Periodicals.
Leeward Oahu Region (Hawaii)--
Periodicals.




Mau i (Hawa i 1) - - Per 1od i ca1s.
Mau i (Hawa i 1) - - Per iod i ca1s .
Maui (Hawaii)-- Periodicals.
Maui (Hawa i i) - - Per iodica ls.
Mau i (Hawa i i) - - Per i od i ca 1s.
Maui (Hawaii)-- Periodicals.
Maui (Hawaii)-- Periodicals.
Maui (Hawa i i) - - Per ledi ca1s.
Mil i 1an i Town (Hawa i i) - - Per i od i ca 1s .
Military bases-- Periodica1s.-- Hawaii
Military bases-- Periodicals.-- Hawa;i
Military bases-- Periodicals.-- Hawaii





Mo loka i (Hawa i i) - - Per iod i ca1s.
Molokai (Hawaii)-- Periodicals.
Molokai (Hawai i) -- Periodicals.




Navy-yards and naval stations--
Periodica1s.-- Hawaii
Navy-yards and naval stations--
Periodicals.-- Hawaii
Niu Valley (Honolulu, Hawaii)--
Periodicals.
North Shore Region (Hawa11)-- Periodicals.
North Shore Region (Hawai1)-- Periodicals.




T~aep6yongyang chuba = Korean Pacific
weekly.
Weekly oriental life in Hawaii = Tongyang
saenghwa1.
The Kook min bo = Kungminbo.
The Korean national herald = Kungminbo.
T~aep6yongyang chubo = Korean Pacific
weekly.










Leeward & Wahiawa sun press.
The Shopper. Waipio Gentry, Waipahu,














Ka Nupepa 0 Mililani.
The Caducean.
The Hawaii military press.
Military press.
The Military sun press.
Friendly isle news.
Ka Leo 0 Molokal = The voice of Mo10kai.
Ka Mo10ka1.
Ke Kukini • The messenger.









The Aina Haina-Niu Valley sun press.
North Shore chronicle.























































North Shore Region (Hawaii)-- Periodicals.
North Shore Region (Hawaii)-- Periodicals.
North Shore Region (Hawaii)-- Periodicals.
Okinawa-ken (Japan)-- Relations--
Periodicals.-- Hawaii
Parker Ranch (Hawaii Island, Hawaii)






























Sugar plantations-- Periodicals.-- Hawaii
Sugar plantations-- Periodicals.-- Hawaii










United States.-- Air Force
United States.-- Air Force.--Pacific Air
Forces
United States-- Armed Forces--Periodicals.
- - Hawa ii
United States-- Armed Forces--Periodicals.
-- Hawa ii
United States-- Armed Forces--Periodicals.
- - Hawaii
United States-- Armed Forces--
Periodicals.-- Hawaii
United States-- Armed Forces--Periodicals.
-- Hawaii









Paka paniolo • Parker Ranch cowboy.






















Kosei Okinawa • Reborn Okinawa.
Uchinanchu.
o le Pepa Samoa i Hawaii.
Samoa.
Fort Shafter news.
The Hawaii military press.
Military press.
The Military sun press.
Hawaii plantation chronicle.
H.C. & S. breeze.
Ka Leo 0 Waipahu.
The friend.
The Friend, of temperance and seamen.
Temperance advocate;
The Temperance advocate, and seamen's
friend.
The Voice of labor.
The truth • Ti pudno.







The Weekly news muster.

























































United States-- Armed Forces--
Periodicals.-- Vietnam
United States.-- Army.--lnfantry Division.
25th










Waikiki (Honolulu. Hawaii)-- Periodicals.
Waimanalo (Hawaii)-- Periodicals.




Windward Oahu Region (Hawaii)--
Periodicals.
Windward Oahu Region (Hawaii)--
Periodicals.
Windward Oahu Region (Hawaii)--
Periodicals.
Windward Oahu Region (Hawaii)--
Periodicals.
Windward Oahu Region (Hawaii)--
Periodicals.
Windward Oahu region (Hawaii)--
Periodicals.
Windward Oahu region (Hawaii)--
Periodicals.
Windward Oahu region (Hawaii)--
Periodicals.
Windward Oahu Region (Hawaii)--
Periodicals.
World War, 1939-1945-- Naval operations--
Periodicals.
World War, 1939-1945-- Periodicals.--
Pacific Ocean






















The Daily Pali press and Kaneohe citizen.
The Hawaii press. Pali ed.
The Pali press.
The Pali press.




The Windward sun press.
Patrol.
M1dpacifican.
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Hua Hsia pao = Honolulu Chinese chronicle.
Ke Kumu Hawa i i .
Ka Lama Hawaii. ~
Sandwich Island gazette and journal of
comnerce.





The Temperance advocate, and seamen's
friend.





Ka E1e 1e Hawa i i. .
Honolulu times.
The weekly argus.
The New era and weekly argus.
Ka Nu hou.
Ka Hae Hawai 1.
The Pacific commercial advertiser.
Ka Hoku loa.













Nuhou = The Hawaiian news.
Ko Hawa 11 pono;.
Ka nuhou Hawaii.
Ka lahui Hawaii.




The Pacific commercial advertiser.
Ka Nupepa ele1e Poako1u.
The Daily bulletin.
Ke Koo 0 Hawaii.
Na Lima hana.
The Daily Pacific commercial advertiser.
T'an shan hs1n pao.





The Pacific commercial advertiser.
The daily herald.
Daily Hawaiian gazette.
Ke Alakai 0 Hawaii.
Ka Makaainana.


































































































































Ka Leo 0 ka lahui.
The Hawaiian.
Nupepa ka oiaio.
Shin Nippon = Shin Nihon.
The Voice of the nation.
The Honolulu daily times.







Ka Nupepa kuokoa me Ko Hawaii paealna
huiia.




A Sen tine 11a .
Ka Lei momi.
Ka Le; mom;.
Hawaii ho1omua = Progress.
A Uniao lusitana.
The Hawaiian star.
Ka Nupepa aloha aina.
Hawa; shinpo = The Hawaii shinpo.
The Independent.
Yamato = The Yamato.
The Hawaiian commercial journal and






Ka Puka 1a oiaio.
Ke Aloha ains oial0.






Ka Lei loke 0 Hawaii.
Ka Lei rose 0 Hawaii.
Ka Malamalama 0 Hawaii.
The Weekly news muster.
Semi-weekly star.




Ka Leo 0 Waipahu.
The Pointer.
Gakuen.







































































































































The Hawaii-Kai sun press.
Hawaii Navy news.
The Beacon.













The Kauai shinpo = Kawai shinpo.
Ka Na' i aupuni.
o Facho.
The Maui shinbun.
Nippu jiji = The Nippu j1ji.
Ka Hoku 0 Hawaii.
Teday's news.
Ke Kilohana 0 ka malama1ama.




The Liberty news = Tzu yu hs1n pao.
Ka Lanak i la.








Hawaii holomua = Hawaii progressive.
Hawai hochi = The Hawaii hochi.
Honolulu star-bulletin.
Kuu hae Hawa i i .
Ka Momi 0 Hawai; = The pearl af Hawaii.
The midget.
Ka Holomua = The progressive.
New freedom.
The Hawaii mainlchi.
T'aep'yangyang chubo = Korean Pacific
weekly.
The Progressive news.
Ka Puuhanua = The Observer.
Ke Alakai 0 Hawaii.
Kana shuho = The Kona weekly.
The Kona pickle-jar.
Hawa i i post.
Kohala semi-weekly midget.
Ke 01a 0 Hawaii.
The Maui record.
Hawaii daily post.Ka Puuhonua 0 na Hawaii.
The Daily post-herald.
Hilo daily tribune.




































































































































The Labor review of Hawaii.




Ti Silaw = The light.
The Weekly times.
The Hawa i i news.
The Hawaii Chinese news.
The Hawaii guardsman = Ka leo ona pukaua
o Hawai i.
The Hawaii press.
Ke Alakai 0 Hawaii.
United Chinese news Chung-hua kung pao.
The Honolulu times.
Ti Mang i t urong .
The Kauai American.
Philippines news-tribune.
Hawaii mikkyo = Hawai mikkyo.
Naimbag-a-nakem.
Philippine commonwealth chronicle.
















Hawaii Chinese journal = T'an pao.










The Hawaii Sunday news.
The Herald.























































































































































The New pos t .
Honolulu record.
The Lanaian.
The truth = T1 pudno.
T1 Mangyuna.
Imua spot -1 ight .




The Rural Oahu reporter.






United Chinese press c Chung-hua hsin pao.
The Hawaii news service.
West Hawaii news.
Aina Haina news.
Hawai mainichi shinbun = The Hawaii
ma1nichi shinbun.
The Hawaii hochi.
Now is the time.
Rural reporter.
Windward living.
News of our town.
Friendly 1s1e news.
The Hi10 times.















The Coast and valley suburbanite.
The Pali press and Kaneohe citizen.
Kona torch.
The Hawaii military press.
Paka paniolo = Parker Ranch cowboy.
Suburban press.
The Filipino herald of Hawaii.















































































































































The Daily Pal; press and Kaneohe citizen.
Tropic Lightning news.































Ka Nupepa 0 Mililani.





The Honolulu east sun press.
The Honolulu sun press.
Leeward &Wahiawa sun press.
Paio.
The Suburban sun press.
The Aina Haina-Niu Valley sun press.
The Kahala sun press.
Wahiawa sun press.
Leeward sun press.
The Military sun press.
The Windward sun press.
The Mau; sun.
Hawaii marine.












































































































































































Pearl City/Aiea sun press.





Ka Huliau = The turning point.
Upda te Hawa i i .
Ke KuKini = The messenger.
The News. Kahala, Hawaii Kai.
The News. Kaimuk;, Diamond Head.
The News. Manoa, Makik;.
North Shore news.





The Shopper. Waipio Gentry, Waipahu,




Hawa i i news.
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Hsin Chung-kuo jih pao = New China daily
press.
Hsin Chung-kuo pao.
Hua Hsia pao = Honolulu Chinese chronicle.
The Liberty news = Tzu yu hsin pao.
T4 an shan hsin pao.
United Chinese news = Chung-hua kung pao.
United Chinese press = Chung-hua hsin pao.
Aina Haina news.






















The Daily Pacific commercial advertiser.
The Daily Pali press and Kaneohe citizen.
The Daily post-herald.
The Democrat.
The Democrat = Ke Alakai 0 Hawaii.
Evening bulletin.
Ewa naupaka.




The Friend, of temperance and seamen.
Friendly isle news.
The Garden Island.




Hawaii Chinese journal = T'an pao.








Hawaii free people's press.
Hawaii free press.
Hawaii guardsman.











































































































































Hawaii holomua = Progress.
Hawaii Kai nupepa.






































The Honolulu daily times.











Hui Lau Lima news.
Hul i .
Imua Kohala.









































































































































Ka Huliau = The turning point.
Ka Leo 0 ka lahul = The voice of the
nat 10n.
Ka Leo 0 Molokai = The voice of Molokai.
Ka Leo 0 Waipahu.
Ka Molokai.
Ka Nupepa 0 Mililani.














Ke Kukini = The messenger.
Kilauea times.
















Kosei Okinawa = Reborn Okinawa.

































































































































































The Military sun press.
The Mirror.














The News. Kahala, Hawaii Kai.
The News. Kaimuki, Diamond Head.
The News. Manoa, Makiki.
News of our town.
North Shore chronicle.





Now is the time.




The Pacific commercial advertiser.
The Pacific commercial advertiser.





Paka paniolo = Parker Ranch cowboy.
The Pal; press.
The Pali press.
The Pal; press and Kaneohe citizen.
Patrol.




















































































































































Sandwich Island gazette and journal of
coomerce.







The Shopper. Wahiawa, Mililani, Schofield,
Wheeler, Waipio Gentry.
The Shopper. Waip10 Gentry, Waipahu,
Makakilo, Barber's Point, Ewa, Ewa
Beach, Iroquois Point.
The Spokesman.
The Stars and Stripes.
Suburban press.














Ti Silaw = The l1ght.
Teday's news.
Tropic Lightning news.
The truth = T1 pUdno.
Uch1nanchu.
The Union.





The Voice of East Oahu.
The Voice of labor.





















































































































































The Windward sun press.
The WindWORD.
Ke Alaka; 0 Hawaii.
Ke Alakai 0 Hawai;.
Ke Alaka; 0 Hawaii.
Ke Alakai 0 Hawa;i.
Ke Alaula.
Ke Aloha aina.




Ka E1e 1e Hawa i i .
Ka Elele oiaio.
Ka Elele Poakolu.





Hawaii holomua = Hawa;i progressive.
Ka Hoku loa.
Ka Hoku 0 Hawaii.
Ka Hoku 0 ka Pakip1ka.
Ka Holomua = The progressive.
o ka hae Katolika.
Ke Kia;.
Ke Kilohana 0 ka malamalama.
Ko Hawa; i ponoi.
Ke Koo 0 Hawaii.
Ke Kumu Hawa i i .
Kuokoa home rula.
Kuu hae Hawa i i .





Ka Le; loke 0 Hawaii.
Ka Lei momi.
Ka Lei momi.
Ka Lei rose 0 Hawaii.




Ka Malamalama 0 Hawaii.
Ka Manawa.
Ka Mom; 0 Hawaii • The pearl of Hawaii.




Ka Nupepa aloha aina.
Ka Nupepa elele.





































































































































Ke 01a 0 Hawaii.
Ke 01 a 0 Hawa i i .
The Pacific commercial advertiser.
Ka Puka 1a oiaio.
Ka Puuhonua 0 na Hawaii.
Ka Puuhonua = The Observer.












Hawai hochi = The Hawaii hochi.
Hawai mainichi shinbun • The Hawaii
mainichi shinbun.
Hawai shinpo • The Hawaii shinpo.
Hawai shokumin shinbun • The Hawaii
shokumin sh1nbun.
The Hawaii bunen • Hawai bun'en.
Hawaii mikkyo = Hawai mikkyo.
Hawaii Pacific press.
The Hawaii star = Hawai suta.
The Hawaii Sunday news.
The Hawaii times.
The Hilo times.
Hiro shinpo = The Hilo shimpo.
The Honolulu news • Honoruru shinbun.
The Kauai shinpo = Kawai shlnpo.
Kona shuho = The Kona weekly.
Kyodan jlho.
The Labor review of Hawaii.
The Maui shlnbun.
N1hon shuho.
Nippu jiji • The Nlppu jiji.
Rakuen jiho = The Paradise times.
Shin Nippon • Shin Nlhon.
Shukan Hawai shinpo = The weekly Hawaiian
shimpo. .
Shukan taimusu = Weekly times.
Waikiki bichi puresu = WaikiKi beach
press.
Yamato shinbun = The Yamato shimbun.
Yamato = The Yamato.
The Yoen jiho • Yoen jiho.
The Kook min bo • Kungminbo.
The Korean natlonal herald = Kungminbo.
T&aep&yongyang chubo • Korean Pacific
weekly.























































































o le Pepa Samoa; Hawaii.
Hawaii Filipino news.
Hawaii Filipino news.
Hawaii news.
The New Philippines.
Ti Mangiturong.
8
oeLe NO.
11811838
11811804
11868670
11811832
11811839
11811827
11811818
12959534
11583410
13712111
11775758
11890634
12326209
